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An entangled essaying of the value in so-called inedible food waste in the home
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Abstract
Food wastage is a global problem receiving increasing attention from policy makers, researchers and everyday 
consumers alike. Many of the existing solutions to this problem are focused on reducing the quantity of waste to address 
related issues such as the significant contribution of this wastage to greenhouse gas emissions (Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations 2013). But these solutions still treat humans as the ideal endpoint for food matter that 
becomes waste without problematising this underlying assumption. What if we were instead to shift focus to the vitality of the 
food scraps themselves, and treat them as continuing actants in a complex assemblage of things and becomings? This creative-
practice-as-research project looks to find value in so-called inedible and unavoidable food waste by intervening in normative 
practices to use scraps as materials for making things. It enacts through and with various creative practices a conversation 
with key theorists, aiming to ‘stay with the trouble’ (Haraway 2016) of food wastage by treating the scraps as 
‘vibrant’ (Bennett 2010) organisms contributing to the ‘tangled texture’ of the world (Ingold 2011). A key method used here is 
essaying, a making through text, photographic images and sound is that entangles thinking from various disciplines, reflecting 
on the complexity of living differently with food that might usually become waste. The thesis finds, in line with much social 
practice theory work in the area of sustainability, that living differently with food wastage would also implicate and potentially 
change related practices. It also identifies a new potential for collaborative work between the creative practice and social 
science disciplines that will be generative for problems of sustainability into the future.
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String bags:
an introduction
Image 1.4
10
When I go grocery shopping, I bring my produce home from the grocer in a blue string bag that was made by my 
grandmother. She is a prolific maker of these string bags. 
Her collection of string bags, 
each of them folded up on itself and buttoned shut, 
she keeps inside a larger string bag 
— I think of it as the bag bag. 
The smaller bags are given away to family members and friends, so that they might carry any number of things, and 
my grandmother continually makes new small string bags for the collection. 
Every woman on that side of my family has some of these string bags 
in 
the 
bottom 
of her handbag.
I have several, in different colours and sizes, but the blue one is my favourite. It is the biggest and the strongest; it can 
carry the most; and it has the longest handles, so it fits over the shoulder of whatever I might be wearing. In this bag, I collect 
various fruits and vegetables and other foodstuffs, as well as other materials that I use to make things in my house, whether for 
eating or for something else — that is, I collect the materials I use to make the physical, everyday stuff of this research project. 
11
I like the history this bag suggests. 
The threads, woven skilfully by my grandmother, link me to an inheritance of creative-craft practices that comes 
through my mother, who also makes beautiful and useful things with fibre. I am a novice with these particular creative-craft 
practices, but the threads in this blue bag are linked to my own making through the ways in which the bag is most commonly 
used. 
I like that the bag allows you to see what is inside it; that there are holes in the bag; that there is always the possibility 
of something slipping out. I like that the bag can be folded up when it is empty and then brought out and unravelled again for 
another collection of things. I have, at one time or another, brought home any and all of the food that would become food 
scraps then become material for making and then material for research, in this bag.
Describing the string games of the Navajo people in the Four Corners area of the southwestern United States, feminist 
thinker Donna Haraway argues that “these string figures are thinking as well as making practices, pedagogical practices and 
cosmological practices” (2016: 14, original emphasis). “Playing games with string figures,” Haraway writes, “is about giving 
and receiving patterns, dropping threads and failing but sometimes finding something that works, something consequential 
and maybe even beautiful, that wasn’t there before, of relaying connections that matter” (10). She links these physical string 
games to writer Ursula Le Guin’s ‘carrier bag theory’ for storytelling, saying that Le Guin’s stories are “capacious bags for 
collecting, carrying, and telling the stuff of living” (39).
Similarly, and like my grandmother’s bag bag, this thesis collects together smaller stories, the result of the kind of 
making and thinking string games that Haraway describes, but where the threads are a thinking-making-writing practice. 
“It matters what we use to think other matters with,” writes Haraway,” it matters what stories we tell other stories 
with; it matters what knots knot knots, what thoughts think thoughts, what descriptions describe descriptions, what ties tie 
ties” (11). This thesis attempts to tell the stories of everyday and creative practice around food and food waste, and of food 
and sustainability research, in a new way. It documents and reflects on interventions into my own practices with food scraps 
that might usually become food waste. It attempts to knot new kinds of knots, and tie new kinds of ties. 
It asks: What would it mean to see food scraps that might usually be considered waste as generative and to develop a 
practice of making things of value from these materials? And how might creative practice as research thread the embodied 
knowledges that grow through the practices of making together with thinking from key theorists, using form to enact this 
conversation?
It threads together ‘creative writing’ writing and ‘academic’ writing to make what has variously been called a 
‘blended’, ‘plaited’, or ‘integrated’ thesis (see Krauth 2011; Robertson et. al 2017).
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Nonfiction writer Rachel Robertson and several of her PhD candidates suggest that “an integrated thesis — a single 
work that is creative work, critical/analytical work and thesis — may demonstrate how creative practice is both research and 
product” (2017). They argue that the production of more such theses may make it easier for those outside of the creative 
writing discipline to recognise that “creative writing discourse is a mode of intellectual inquiry”, and may allow “academic 
writing to be more accessible, and scholarly conversation to have an impact outside the academy”. This is particularly 
important, they suggest, for “urgent issues such as racism, social justice and environmental damage”, and that “creative writers 
are well-placed to write for this broader readership”. Along these lines, it is an explicit hope of mine that this thesis enacts 
through creative practice, writing and otherwise, an ongoing conversation between key theorists whose work is important for 
the kind of urgent issues Robertson and her candidates refer to. The key ideas this creative practice thesis enacts through 
work with food scraps are: Haraway’s notion of ‘staying with the trouble’ (2016); anthropologist Tim Ingold’s work on 
animism as an ontology that sees organisms as ‘entangled’ in the world (2011); and political theorist Jane Bennett’s new 
materialist thinking around the vibrancy of matter (2010).
Drawing on the concerns of politically-inflected creative nonfiction writing, this project also works with a broad range 
of disciplines within the humanities and social sciences, using a creative-practice-as-research approach. Performance studies 
scholar Robin Nelson describes a model of practice-as-research that makes it possible to acknowledge and explore types of 
knowledge that have begun to take on more significance in embodied and new materialist approaches to research in a variety 
of disciplines: embodied knowledge and tacit knowledge (2006, 2013). These forms of knowledge are central to this research 
project. Nelson’s model allows both for the communication of such knowledge as well as critical reflection on the processes of 
research, revealing knowledge about practice and contributing to other disciplines and arenas in life. Writer Estelle Barrett 
also argues for the interdisciplinary potential of what she calls practice-based research (2010). She argues that “the innovative 
and critical potential of practice-based research lies in its capacity to generate personally situated knowledge and new ways of 
modelling and externalising such knowledge” (2), while also revealing philosophical, social and cultural contexts for the 
critical application of such research. 
Using this methodology, this thesis is a series of what I am calling entangled essays — a hybrid form drawing on text-
based creative writing and essayistic forms, as well as radio, sound art and photography. The essays document and interrogate 
alternative practices with food that would usually become waste. These practices involve an intervention in my own practices 
to use so-called inedible food scraps (such as lemon rinds and spent coffee grounds) as materials for making things to use in 
my own household. The development of these practices is told across the thesis in a creative/critical form, beginning with the 
compost buckets of my childhood and the ‘food waste management’ composting and worm farming of my early adult years; 
moving to a consideration of food waste as generative; and the subsequent changes in everyday practices and habits. The 
creative/critical form weaves literary essayistic documentation of these physical practices with food scraps together with 
critical thinking about the broader issues.
The form of the entangled essays is something that unfolded throughout the research and the writing of the thesis, and, 
as such, the thesis is itself, in part, the narrative of that unfolding. The form is a key methodological and conceptual innovation 
the thesis offers, using text on the page in a variety of ways, along with images and embedded sound to give a sense of the 
embodied experiences of the knowledge making that occurs through the thesis.
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The essays might be read in various ways. They have been assembled so that they can be read as parts of a whole, 
from start to finish, but it is also be possible to read them in other orders. In the first two sections, Wasting and Making, 
numbers suggest the order the essays should be read. The essays in the final section of the thesis, Habits, however, have been 
written to also function as ‘stand alone’ essays, and where this is the case, there is some repetition of ideas across the thesis. 
The essays that also include sound and image have been designed on the page so that a reader may choose to either engage 
with the non-textual material or not — the sound and image can be engaged with in the margins of the page, as ‘side notes’. 
Where the text is explicitly asking for an engagement with the images or sound, these elements are embedded directly into the 
main text on the page.
My research has found that intervening in normative food wastage practices to use food scraps as materials for making 
things of value illuminates questions about what shapes practices and thinking not only around waste and food, but also of 
consumption and production (making), and of everyday practices more broadly (habits). It is therefore loosely assembled into 
three parts or bundles: waste, making, and habits. I have used the word ‘bundles’ in deliberate reference to a concept from 
social practice theory, where everyday practices are understood to exist in interconnected bundles, rather than as doings and 
sayings that are siloed from one another (see, for example Schatzki 2015). The thesis is structured this way so as to embody in 
the text itself this idea of relationality and interconnectedness, even where those links are not immediately obvious — as is 
most often the case with everyday practices that are ‘bundled’ together.
The entangled essay form enacts a shifting politics of value with the more ‘creative’ components — text-based as well 
as sound and image — foregrounding the materials themselves, in line with Ingold’s notion of making as ‘following 
materials’ (2010: 92). The essays in the first bundles are the least ‘entangled’; those in the second bundle entangle more 
directly the food scrap materials with the writing; and those in the third bundle begin to demonstrate how these practices with 
food scraps are entangled in other habitual ways of being in the world.
The following sections will give an overview of the three bundles, describing briefly the physical, creative and 
theoretical threads that run through each.
Wasting
This research began for me with the compost buckets of my childhood: smelly, slopping, sodden. This bundle begins, 
therefore, with an essay about food scraps, composting and disgust. Disgust is accompanied by ideas of a particular kind of 
danger, writes sociologist William Miller: “the danger inherent in pollution and contamination, the danger of defilement, which 
ideas in turn will be associated with rather predictable cultural and social scenarios” (1997: loc 194). He argues that a purely 
structuralist approach to ideas about danger and purity, such as anthropologist Mary Douglas’ argument that dirt is “matter 
out of place” (1980: 35), risks “reduction and tautology” (Miller 1997: loc 637). Most things that disgust us, writes Miller, do, 
in fact, fit within a classification; it is more that “they fit right at the bottom of the conceptual grid” (loc 642). His argument, 
instead, is that what disgusts us is the capacity for life: “the gooey mud, the scummy pond are life soup, fecundity itself: slimy, 
slippery, wiggling, teeming animal life generating spontaneously from putrefying vegetation” (loc 586). In this opening essay, I 
explore ideas about waste and disgust more generally, using my childhood experiences with the compost bin as a way to begin 
highlighting the materiality of food and the processes of decay, and the effect these may have on practices with excess food.
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The second essay in this bundle moves into a different kind of discourse, introducing current thinking and policy 
around food wastage, as well as existing quantitative data about food wastage volumes (Mason et. al 2011; Morgan 2009; 
UNFAO 2013). It explores some of the existing approaches to the problem of food wastage, both as an ‘environmental 
problem’ (excess), and as a ‘food security problem’ (lack). This essay also explores existing ethnographic work around the 
relationship between food wastage and consumers, and the common but problematic approach of ‘responsibilising’ the 
consumer, as identified by sociologist David Evans (2011, 2012, 2014). It highlights the ways in which these assumptions 
about responsibility have seen the development, for instance, of public campaigns about food wastage that fail to acknowledge 
the broader systemic issues that lead to food wastage. It also explores my feelings of guilt and the limits of guilt as a motivator 
for changing practices. 
The third essay in this chapter describes my introduction to worm farming, and the ongoing relationship I have with 
the worms in my farm, collectively known as The Barries. It introduces more explicitly what we might think of as 
posthumanist theory—though the term posthuman is not without contention or difficulty—as an alternative framework for 
approaching food wastage and the “life soup” that might usually disgust. “The ordinary sublime of transience is what worms 
show us,” writes waste theorist Gay Hawkins (2006: 128). “Worms are the penultimate loss managers, and they give us a 
powerful example of how quotidian and inevitable change is,” she says. They show us “how waste can contribute to 
renewal” (128). This essay explores the beginnings of me ‘making kin’ (Haraway 2016) with the worms, and how this became 
a process of “attending to a space opening out of the charged rhythms of an ordinary”, and waiting for outcomes that are 
“unknown but pressing” (Stewart 2011: 446). It documents and reflects on a shift in my thinking and practices that would 
become the central focus of this research; and that saw me attempting to emulate the worms in making something from food 
scraps, rather than simply using the worms’ generative capacity to ‘manage’ my own food waste stream.
Making
In the second bundle of essays, I collect together a series about the various types of making involved in this research 
project, and discuss more explicitly the development of the methods of research and the overall methodological approach. 
There are various methodological threads that run through this chapter, becoming entangled with one another at various 
points. These threads describe the physical and everyday practices of making things with food scraps as materials; the creative 
practices of essaying, photographing and listening; the practices of research; and how all these are interwoven.
The introductory essay to this chapter opens with some of the sparse recipes for things I began to make using food 
scraps as materials, asking how these recipes might be expanded to document and reflect on the embodied knowledge that was 
developing alongside the things I was making, and how this might come to constitute research.
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The second essay in this chapter teases out the notions of thoughtful practice and embodied thinking, making an 
argument for creative-practice-as-research as a way of acknowledging and exploring embodied and tacit knowledge (Nelson 
2006), and for the interdisciplinary potential of such research (Barrett 2010). It explores the potential of making mess, 
engaging with sociologist John Law’s argument for researchers “imagining methods when they no longer seek the definite, the 
repeatable, the more or less stable” and that “no longer assume this is what they are after” (2004: 6). Law makes an argument 
for ethnography as an approach to engaging more fully with the messiness of research practices, and I extend this to put 
forward auto-ethnography (Ellis et. al 2011; Spry 2001) and creative/critical writing as an appropriate approach for this 
particular research project, drawing on methods developed by dietitian and sociologist Jennifer Brady for ‘cooking as 
inquiry’ (2011: 323). This essay begins to consider the particular usefulness of essaying as an approach to the academic writing 
for such a project, with the writing operating as a wager (Retallack 2003), or a weaving together of threads that “suggest a 
completeness that is never fully accounted for” (Robertson & Hetherington 2017).
The third essay in this bundle grapples with my discovery (through making) of the capacity the food scrap materials 
had to ‘act back’ on me when I was making with them. It documents this shift in my thinking through making towards 
understanding making as an ‘agentic assemblage’, which “owes its agentic capacity to the vitality of the materials that 
constitute it” (Bennett 2010: 34). It documents, both in words and in photographs, the drying and collecting methods I began 
to develop to minimise the undesirable (for me) ways the materials I was using might act on me. It also begins to explore the 
usefulness or otherwise of images to highlight the materials themselves as things (Brown 2001), and, seeing the materials in 
this way, begins to decentre the human in thinking about the generative capacity of food waste.
The final essay in this bundle introduces listening as both a method and a form of presentation that might give a fuller 
sense of the vitality of the materials and the experiences of making things with them. It draws on developments in 
anthropology, geography and ethnography that attempt to pay more attention to the body and sensory perception, and the role 
that they play in the expression and/or creation of culture (Hawkins 2015; Makagon & Neumaann 2008; Pink 2009). In 
particular, it draws on work that makes an argument for listening and sound to play a greater role in investigations and 
representations of culture (Carter 2004; Erlmann 2004; Makagon & Neumann 2008).The essay discusses the notion of 
listening as an active process of making meaning (Butera 2011), that is mediated by the relational space through which it 
travels from one body (human or otherwise) to another (LaBelle 2010). It proposes sound as a way of noticing unexpected 
narrative threads (Cusack 2013).
Habit
Habits are key to any discussion of food waste, as an interrogation of habituated everyday practices around food and 
food waste allows us to see the reasons—personal, social, cultural, technological—particular practices have developed. With 
habits/practices that are considered problematic, this understanding might also identify any obstacles to, or opportunities for, 
change. The essays in this bundle use the framework of ‘habit’ to discuss various outcomes of the research work, and reflect 
more broadly on what it might mean to change habits with food scraps that might usually become waste. Each of these essays 
includes textual elements along with photographs and recorded sounds. As mentioned earlier, the essays in this bundle are 
written as ‘stand alone’ essays, and so occasionally draw again on theoretical material from earlier sections.
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The first of these essays introduces the idea of habits, and changes in habits, as the sowing of a seed. Drawing from 
philosophy, cultural studies and social practice theory, this essay considers how we might think of habits, and considers some 
of the key tensions or difficulties in work around habits and habitual practices.
The second of the essays in this bundle uses my development of a cleaning liquid made from what might usually 
become waste—lemon rinds and vinegar—to explore notions of cleanliness and dirt. It links three kinds of cleaning—
household surfaces, laundry, and hair washing—that might be considered practices of ‘self making’. Documenting the bundle 
of practices that changed as a result of changing what I did with food scraps, this essay also documents a shift towards a more 
open understanding of the boundaries of ‘self’.
The third essay in this chapter sees this thinking-practicing move beyond my own house, and documents the ways in 
which an attempt to make use of spent coffee ground from a neighbourhood cafe became a gateway to the collective efforts of 
people in my community to avoid waste. Drawing on ethnographic work about freegan living (Edwards & Mercer 2012) and 
hard rubbish practices (Lewis et. al 2014), this essay explores the ways in which various practices of gleaning and sharing 
allowed “the expression of positive values associated with not-wasting, caring for others, and social responsibility (Lewis et. al 
2014: 3) across generations in my neighbourhood. It also describes fieldwork I did with a food charity in the UK, where food 
was gleaned from local supermarkets and made into meals for people who might otherwise go hungry. It shows how this, too, 
is a gathering together of knowledges not unlike the sharing of knowledge in my own neighbourhood, and positions habits and 
practices as socially shared, rather than exclusively individual.
The fourth essay in this chapter reflects on the materiality of an apricot seed. This essay presents a material that I am 
still collecting with an as-yet undiscovered intended purpose, and, as such, explores ideas around hoarding, both from a 
psychological and a cultural theory perspective. It teases out the sense of horror or danger that so often accompanies 
conversations about hoarding to consider habits around waste as a ‘way in’ to more nebulous feelings of grief about the 
problems humans face as a result of the Anthropocene.
The fifth essay in this chapter also reflects on the materiality of a seed — this time an avocado seed. Following my 
practice of grating the seed so I can dry it out and store it to later extract its oil, this essay considers questions of temporality in 
practice. It draws in creative practice—and in particular creative writing practice—to thread together ideas about slow 
writing practice (Bird Rose 2013), sociological thinking about convenience and temporality in everyday practices (Warde 
1999; Highmore 2004; Shove, Trentmann & Wilk 2013; Schatzki 2013), and slow living (Parkins & Craig 2011).
The essays that make up this thesis document the ways in which the making practices are creating an ontological shift 
that provides an impetus to consider food scraps as having a life beyond and besides the materials’ interactions with human 
beings. It is such a shift that might allow individuals to change practices, and also to consider whether systemic structures 
treat food waste as generative. The concluding essay returns to the question of how to weave together—or, perhaps, follow the 
entanglement of—the various elements of this research project. For a project that is interested in documenting and initiating a 
shift in everyday practices, what is the relationship between content and form? In the same way one might consider my 
grandmother’s bag bag and wonder at what this collection of string bags might be capable of, the concluding essay asks, what 
might a blended or integrated or braided or entangled thesis do?
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Wasting
Image 2
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1. Wasting food
It began, for me, with the compost buckets of my childhood.
Smelly, sloppy, sodden,
transported reluctantly from the kitchen to the bigger compost bin at the back of the garden.
The buckets were heavy for me as a child; risk of contamination from contact with the slop
inside was somehow horrifying
and thrilling 
at the same time.
I remember balancing the bucket carefully, holding it close enough for stability but far enough away to minimise the 
risk of feeling mashed food on my skin. Opening the back door was a challenge, since only one hand could remain holding the 
bucket; so too was walking down the back stairs, because I needed to shift the location of the bucket from the front of my 
body to the side, so I could see where I was stepping.
But it was the bugs in the bigger bin that I was actually repulsed by.
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Imagine the sound of a large plastic lid being unscrewed. The plastic scrapes against plastic, the sound
echoing
dully inside the cavernous bin.
The buzz of insects suddenly 
looms,
then
dissipates.
A swarm of bugs in my scrunched up face: tiny insect bodies making contact with my skin, my lips, my eyelashes.
The bucket is upended, its contents dislodged.
A splat, 
a firm tap
on the bottom of the bucket,
more splats.
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There was always the risk of losing grip on the bucket and it disappearing into the cavernous bin.
Imagine something dropping; an echo;
a small person’s
gasp.
Imagine the fear of falling in after the bucket while trying to retrieve it.
Sociologist David Evans has noted that, although food studies and the area of the sociology of food have “long been 
fertile territory for explorations of domestic practice…, very little has been written about the disposal of food” (2011: 42). 
Similarly, he and others argue, that developments in ‘waste scholarship’ have only recently begun to extend to an analysis of 
food. 
Elsewhere, Evans and colleagues suggest that waste has traditionally been a “marginal and somewhat niche concern 
for social scientists” (2012: 6), and “imagined as that which is left over — the redundant afterwards of social life that only 
register when the need to do something about them has been identified”, or “as a metaphor or a hazard” (7). Items that are 
classified as ‘waste’, “and thereby dealt with by some sort of disposal” (6), become “culturally invisible” and “risk remaining 
inaccessible to the gaze of the social sciences” if there is not an explicit effort to pay them reflexive attention (6). The issue of 
food waste is, Evans and colleagues write, “one that is rapidly gaining traction in the realms of policy and regulation, cultural 
politics and environmental debate”, and they argue that sociology is well placed to engage with this significant issue (2012). It 
is surprising, they argue, that food waste in particular has received little scholarly attention “given the emerging politics of 
food waste” and “because, after all, waste is a logical and unavoidable consequence of eating” (9).
Sociologists Catherine Alexander, Nicky Gregson and Zsuzsa Gille also highlight that “food waste is barely on the 
agenda in the field of food research” (2013: 472) in critical humanities approaches, though it is significantly represented in 
political-economy derived approaches.* They make a direct link between issues relating to famine in the Global South, 
increasing issues around excessive food intake in the Global North (and, increasingly, in the developing world), and food 
waste. The threads between famine and food waste become clearer, they argue, “when social, political, economic, and cultural 
concerns are included” (472). They position food waste “within three of the canons that shape much social science and food 
research: political economy; the cultural turn; and posthumanism” (473) — and argue for a dialogue between these distinct 
areas in future food waste research. 
* One recent Australian example is the 
Fight Food Waste Cooperative 
Research Centre, which aims to take a 
food industry approach to reducing 
food wastage in the supply chain 
(Primary Industries of South Australia 
2018).
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The priority in Alexander and colleague’s approach—creating a dialogue between economic approaches to food waste 
and cultural and critical theory—is ensuring that “food waste research is neither invisible in food research nor positioned at 
the end of the line, just waste” (481). This means taking into account, they argue, the ways in which “food waste disrupts 
much of what is taken for granted in contemporary food research, such as what food and food production is” (481). 
Taking this position as a starting point, I wonder if food waste might also allow us to consider other practices that food 
is often bundled together with.
Food is both a basic biological human need, and a socially and culturally significant undertaking (Montanari 2006). 
Might food waste not also disrupt assumptions about the biology, and the other social and cultural practices that food and food 
production become entangled with? That is, might food waste also disrupt ideas and practices that are not explicitly about 
food at all, such as other household activities, or shared activities in neighbourhoods and communities? What else is at risk of 
becoming invisible if we continue to avoid reflexively attending to food waste? 
This thesis offers a creative practice research approach—one that is informed by sociology and other disciplines that 
are interested in food waste—as a unique position from which to help thread together disparate approaches to food waste and 
begin to bring them into conversation with one another in helpful and productive ways. Such an approach also includes—
explicitly or implicitly—the relationships food and its wastage have with other practices and other things. Food, after all, is a 
thing that moves, often uncomfortably, between things: people, creatures, and categories of understanding. 
“Food loathing,” writes philosopher Julia Kristeva, “is perhaps the most elementary and most archaic form of 
abjection” (1982: 2). Food, which we ingest, digest and assimilate, is neither ‘other’ nor ‘self’. It is something that crosses the 
margins from outside to in. As anthropologist Mary Douglas argues, “all margins are dangerous…any structure of ideas is 
vulnerable at its margins”. It is expected, then, for “the orifices of the body to symbolise its specially vulnerable points” (1980: 
121). Food is something that moves into and out of these vulnerable points. It is perhaps for this reason that, as sociologist 
William Miller suggests, “once food goes into the mouth it is magically transformed into the disgusting”, with chewed food 
having a greater capacity even than faeces to disgust (1997: loc 1294). 
What, then, of food that has remained outside the human body but begun to decay? Food waste, even more than food, 
falls into the liminal space too — “the in-between, the ambiguous, the composite” (Kristeva 1982: 4). It is something we might 
have ingested, something that might have become us, but has not. 
Discomfort and disgust, I think, are particularly interesting ways into thinking about food waste. Disgust has been 
theorised both as something linked to what might be thought of as core human fears—fear of death, decay, loss (see Rozin et. 
al. 1999)—and as a complex social and moral construction that creates and maintains hierarchical notions of purity (see 
Douglas 1980; Miller 1997). This emotion is accompanied by ideas of a particular kind of danger, writes Miller: “the danger 
inherent in pollution and contamination, the danger of defilement, which ideas in turn will be associated with rather 
predictable cultural and social scenarios” (1997: loc 194). Miller’s argument, a counterpoint to Douglas’ famous “matter out of 
place” (1980: 35) explanation for the danger of things that occupy a liminal space, is that what disgusts is the capacity for life: 
“the gooey mud, the scummy pond are life soup, fecundity itself: slimy, slippery, wiggling, teeming animal life generating 
spontaneously from putrefying vegetation” (1997: 586).
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“The destruction of paradise happened,” writes waste theorist Gay Hawkins, “not when Adam took a bite of the apple 
but when he dropped the core on the ground” (2006: 9). But destruction, as Hawkins also argues, is not simple. Destruction is 
also, potentially, creation. The paradise that is destroyed by the apple core, then, is both the notion of a clearly defined 
category or boundary, and any sense of absolute finality. Perhaps disgust is often quietly thrilling, even as it is also 
uncomfortable, because it also acknowledges that something is coming next, always.
A creative practice research approach allows me a way in to thinking about food waste that draws on my own 
experiences with the compost buckets of my childhood. It means I can begin there, in the past—before I knew anything of 
sociology or politics or economics or cultural theory—remembering that horrifying and thrilling disgust, and teasing it out a 
little to see what other threads might be tangled up within that, even for a child. It means I can begin to think both about the 
behaviours or practices around food waste, and beyond those, to the other matter with which I engage in those practices — 
the food itself, the infrastructure of the compost bucket and bin, and the bugs within that bin.
This is, both literally and poetically, a way of considering “humusities instead of humanities” (Haraway 2016: 33) 
through food waste. Haraway prefers this term, and the notion of com-post, to the label ‘posthuman’. Alexander and 
colleagues also talk about the tensions within posthumanist thinking, and the potential for assumptions to be made about 
equality in considering different bodies and things — that is, that there are still important questions about power to be 
troubled, even as we decentre the human as the source of all agency in any given practice. Like these thinkers, for these 
reasons I am reluctant to tie myself too firmly to the term ‘posthuman’, although there is much within posthumanist thinking 
that is a useful starting point. There is still a need for a consideration of human responsibility (or, what Haraway calls 
‘response-ability’ (2016: 29): the ability to respond). 
So, com-posthumusity as an approach, perhaps.
The sound of a large plastic lid being unscrewed. The plastic scrapes against plastic, the sound
echoing
dully inside the cavernous bin.
The buzz of insects suddenly 
looms,
then
dissipates.
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A swarm of bugs in my scrunched up face: tiny insect bodies making contact with my skin, my lips, my eyelashes.
Sometimes, mice, adults and babies, dispersing.
The bucket is upended, its contents dislodged.
A splat, 
a firm tap
on the bottom of the bucket,
which echoes, and
more splats.
This section of the thesis, across three interconnected essays, charts a movement from a feeling of fear or disgust 
towards these waste materials to the beginnings of a fascination with them, and a corresponding troubling of some of the 
problems in posthuman theories. As with literal compost, this thesis ‘re-turns’—“as in turning it over and over again” (Barad 
2014: 168)—food waste, adding different materials, sometimes taking some out; looking, hearing, smelling, touching it from 
different angles and with different things in mind to notice; noticing how things break down together and make other things. 
Philosopher and physicist Karen Barad’s notion of diffraction is useful here, to the concept of this kind of scholarly com-
posting. 
Diffraction is a phenomenon from quantum physics that Barad applies to notions of identity and gender. She invites us 
to use it as a tool to think about any number of things as “cut together-apart” in ways that do not “produce absolute 
separations” (168). The turning and re-turning is not about fragmentation, but nor is it about homogeneity. It is about 
dynamic indeterminacy and ‘spacetimematterings’ (168) — “boundaries don’t hold; times, places, beings bleed through one 
another” (179). When light diffracts, the atoms “perform wave or particle in their intra-action* with the apparatus”, and “the 
apparatus is an inseparable part of the observed phenomenon” (180).
* A term that Barad uses to describe 
how phenomena occur as a result of 
the relationships between humans, 
technology, culture and nature (2014: 
168)
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In biological composting, the apparatus—the compost bin and its turning apparatuses, built in, or added by way of a 
human with a gardening fork—are an inseparable part of the composting. In scholarly com-posting the apparatus is the 
storytelling. As with biological composting, though, the apparatus does not and cannot do all the work. The bacteria, the 
creatures, the climate — these things are all as important. Similarly, this creative scholarly com-posting, the thinking and 
storytelling matter, but so too do the various physical practices. That is, in this scholarly com-posting, the boundaries between 
thinking and doing don’t hold, and begin to bleed into one another.
How we tell stories matters. Sociology has for several decades now sought to include more creative approaches to 
documenting and reflecting on research within the discipline*. Creative practice as research, as another form of 
documentation, reflection and storytelling, also has contributions to make to the telling of different kinds of practices, 
storytelling and scholarly com-posting; contributions that, like food waste, might trouble the margins of the various disciplines 
that already engage with the problem of food waste (including the limited but growing body of work from the critical 
humanities disciplines); contributions that might re-turn knowledges from these different disciplines together-apart, along 
with events and phenomena from my own experiences, past, present and future.*
The subsequent essays in this bundle will begin this process of creative scholarly com-posting, first by looking at some 
of the existing data and research around food wastage, and troubling the underlying assumptions in some of the common 
approaches to this waste problem; and then, by way of an ongoing relationship with the worms in a worm farm, considering 
more closely the sociomateriality of the food scraps themselves, and their potential for generation.
The compost bucket journey could be any time in my childhood. I have returned to the compost bin, with the bucket, 
thousands of times. The bucket itself changed over the years, as each one wore out and was replaced with a new one. 
The bin 
moved 
around the garden.
One year it sat in front of a small shed,
next to an aspirational vegetable garden that never 
really took off
because the soil in our backyard was mostly clay.
* I talk in more detail about this in the 
essay called ‘Listening’ in the Making 
bundle of this thesis. See, for instance, 
Makagon & Neumann 2008; Law 
2004; Pink 2009.
* I expand more explicitly on this 
across the second bundle of the thesis, 
Making.
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For several years it sat
beside the shed instead, in the space between the shed and the fence — 
making room for a lean-to hutch for 
guinea pigs, 
then
tiny zebra finches
who would tragically freeze to death in a cold snap.
The compost bin had its own creatures too: 
enormous families of 
mice
that appeared to take advantage of the 
easy food source.
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And my brothers and I continued, reluctantly, to make the journey from the kitchen, 
barefoot
down the cement stairs that came from one back door, 
and
later
the timber steps of the deck our parents built themselves around the second back door,
across the grass,
occasionally green, 
but mostly dry and hazardous with prickles,
arms full of compost bucket,
perilously, usefully full.
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2. Responsibilising excess 
and lack
The sound of the shovel hitting and then slicing through the dry, crumbling dirt was 
somewhere between 
a scrape 
and 
a chime.
The shovel didn’t go very deep, but I leveraged the handle towards the ground and moved the dirt into a pile next to 
where I was digging. I tried again.
Soon, the scraping and chiming of the shovel meeting the soil became rhythmic. 
Thwack, scrape, chime, 
then the rattle of the dirt piling up. 
The sound of my breath sped up, the exhales longer and stronger than the inhales. I could feel my heart beat strong against 
the inside of my ribcage. 
Thu-dum, thu-dum, thu-dum. 
Inhale, exhale. 
Thwack, scrape, chime, rattle.
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Within a few minutes, I had dug a small hole and could feel the sweat on my brow and between my shoulder blades.
I paused. Took a deep breath, exhaled slowly. I felt pleased with myself.
By my feet, near the small pile of dirt that had come out of the hole, was a large blue ice cream bucket, filled with the 
decaying food scraps produced by my share house over the previous week or so.
The plastic lid made a snapping sound as I opened the bucket.
The smell, momentarily overwhelming, though not entirely unfamiliar to me, wafted out. My stomach clenched. For a 
moment I wondered why I was doing this for the household.
One way in which we might think of the problem of food wastage is as one of excess. 
It is in the kind of food that ended up in the compost bin of my childhood, and in the scraps I began collecting in my 
early adulthood: the slimy greens from the vegetable crisper drawer in the fridge, the leftovers never eaten, the parts of 
foodstuffs we don’t usually cook with. It is in the food bought, perhaps prepared, and never eaten.
The vast majority of this food does not end up in backyard compost bins. Instead, it goes to landfill. There are a whole 
series of statistics about quantities of food wastage, and the cost of that wastage, that do seem at first to suggest food waste as 
mostly a problem of excess, and it is worth considering this data in this light initially in order to then further trouble some of 
the underlying assumptions. 
On average, the world wastes a third of the food produced. In more developed countries, most of this wastage occurs 
at the consumer end of the chain, either with retailers or consumers themselves. In contrast, in less developed countries, 
wastage is more likely to occur during the production phases (UNFAO 2013). In Australia, data on food wastage is “scarce, 
fragmented and disaggregated” (Mason et. al 2011: 1). However, some data suggests that foodstuffs make up 15 per cent of 
the 20 million tonnes of waste that goes to landfill in Australia each year, and that recycling rates for food waste are very low, 
with 90 per cent of food waste ending up in landfill (Morgan 2009: 15).
The cost of this wastage is typically measured by its contribution to greenhouse gas emissions, and sometimes 
monetarily (that is, money spent on food that is never eaten represents the ‘cost’ to the individual or household of that 
wastage). Rotting in landfill, food waste contributes greenhouse gas emissions that rival the overall emissions of the United 
States and China (UNFAO 2013). The UNFAO calculates the carbon footprint of food wasted at the consumption phase as 
higher than at earlier phases, because it includes the energy used for cooking, as well as that used for growing, storing, 
processing and distributing that food, along with the ‘end-of-life’ emissions as the food rots in landfill (UNFAO, 2013, 20). In 
Australia, it has been estimated that households spend between $2.5 and $5.2 billion a year on food that is thrown away 
(Mason et. al 2011: 1-2). Estimates for greenhouse gas emissions generated by food that ends up in landfill suggest as much as 
6.8 million tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent is produced by this wastage (Mason et. al 2011: 3).  
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These figures are staggering. It is, however, worth problematising some of the assumptions underlying this data and to 
ask important questions about the mass agricultural systems that produce the food we eat or waste. 
To begin, it is worth considering here what is meant by the term ‘food waste’ in these reports. Generally, food waste 
refers to foodstuffs not eaten by a human. Under this definition, the food scraps that went into my childhood compost bin and 
that I buried in my share house backyard would still be considered food waste in these data sets. Food wasted during the 
production stages of the food supply chain is often referred to as ‘food loss’ (Bernstad Saraiva Schot & Anderson 2013; 
UNFAO 2011). The cost of food waste, whether it is represented in environmental damage or monetarily, is usually calculated 
based on the energy and resources that went into producing, processing, distributing and cooking the food (however many of 
these stages it has passed through before it is wasted). 
Food waste/loss is generally further divided into three categories: avoidable food losses, unavoidable food losses, and 
possibly avoidable food losses (Mason et. al 2011; Morgan 2009; UNFAO 2013). Avoidable food loss refers to foodstuffs that 
are edible but go uneaten; unavoidable food waste refers to foodstuffs that are not considered edible; possibly avoidable food 
waste refers to foodstuffs that are commonly thrown out but that are edible. 
This is where the public policy approach to food wastage begins to interest me, and to move beyond simple statistics. 
These categories, although they appear to be quite straightforward, bring up a series of questions for me. 
It intrigues me that each of these categories forms a relationship of one kind or another with what counts as ‘food’. 
Who or what decides what is edible? This in itself is hugely complex — much more so than these categories suggest (see, for 
example, Douglas 1972, 1980).
Each of these categories is also based on an assumption that troubles me, which suggests to me that there is something 
worth teasing out here. The categories of food waste/loss each treat the human mouth as the ultimate destination. This 
anthropocentric approach suggests that foodstuffs that do not end up being eaten by a human can only ever be a bad thing. It 
creates a simple binary between ‘food’ and ‘waste’ — a dichotomy that treats excess food as a problem of greedy surfeit, and 
hides a great deal of complexity, both in the practices that produce food for human consumption, and in the everyday practices 
of the people who aim to eat that food.
Much of the research around food waste, whether from an environmental impact perspective or a public policy or 
infrastructure perspective, focuses on reducing the quantity of food that is wasted and doing so by changing the behaviour of 
consumers. While this might be an understandable focus, given the significant environmental impact and loss of resources that 
food wastage represents and the potential impact that changing behaviours at the stage of the food chain where wasted food 
has the highest greenhouse gas emission impact, this approach is based on some problematic assumptions about the everyday 
practices of consumers. Evans argues, for example, that many of these efforts “blame consumers for their (assumed) profligacy 
and (imagined) lack of culinary competence” (2011: 429). He argues that efforts to “responsibilise” the individual consumer 
are based on assumptions that “gloss over the ways in which ordinary people go about doing consumption (and for that 
matter, ethics), and the ways in which it connects to the patterning and dynamics of everyday life” (2014: 17).
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Evans’ ethnographic research found, for instance, that consumers did not, in fact, lack knowledge about what to do 
with food that became waste, “but were unable to put these ideas into practice given the domestic context in which they 
provision food” (2011: 432). This context might include the competing food preferences of various household members; the 
concept of a ‘proper meal’ or ‘proper food’*, which is often based on food that is “perishable and so at risk of being wasted if 
not eaten within a particular time frame” (2011: 434); and the fact that food was often only available for purchase in quantities 
greater than a household had use for. The materiality of food and its capacity to be harmful contributed to its wastage, 
especially in relationship to the broader socio-temporal considerations of household rhythms. Evans also found that virtually 
every respondent in his study was troubled by their food wastage, and felt “that ‘it is wrong to waste food’ and that they ‘felt 
awful’ about the instances in which they ended up doing so” (437).
Building on Evans’ work to include ideology, consumer culture scholars Bodil Stilling Blichfeldt, Malene Gram and 
Marie Mikkelsen (2015) found in their exploratory study* that all respondents felt guilt at wasting food, but for different 
reasons. They characterised a spectrum of guilt between hedonistic reasons (for example, food thrown out representing a 
waste of the individual’s money) and altruistic reasons (an awareness of the resources put into producing the food and/or the 
impact its wastage would have on the environment). They argue that guilt that came from an altruistic attitude was more likely 
to result in a reduction in respondents’ food wastage, and that people who were motivated in this way were more likely to 
employ ‘internalised’ methods for deciding whether the food was still edible. The internalisation of judgements about edibility 
meant that respondents drew on feelings of competence and knowledge about edibility generally and about specific foods, and 
used their senses (the five senses as well as what the respondents referred to as ‘common sense’) to make these decisions. 
Other respondents were more likely to ‘externalise’ this decision, and rely on best-before or expiry dates to make these 
decisions (Blichfeldt et. al 2015).
We could assume that a tendency to externalise these decisions (and therefore waste more food) comes from a lack of 
knowledge. Perhaps in some cases it does. Many of the approaches to reducing food waste in households (see for example 
Polack & Cultivating Community 2014; WRAP 2018) attempt to address this assumed lack of knowledge by educating people 
about edibility, and, presumably, making the question of what counts as ‘food’ more inclusive. However, as we have seen with 
Evans’ ethnographic work, this assumption is problematic because a lack of knowledge is certainly not always the problem. 
Evans’ work suggests we need to look beyond the rational consumer model of behaviour change. This could be, as 
sustainability social scientists (see for example Strengers & Maller 2015) to the ways in which food wastage is a socially 
shared practice. This approach would allow us to see the dynamics of these practices as they relate to other aspects of people’s 
lives, to technology and infrastructure, and to the food production system as a whole itself.
An additional complexity, not often explicitly highlighted in reports on food wastage, are the people who face a lack of 
food, rather than an excess of it, in a food system that produces waste in these quantities. The focus on quantities of food 
scraps in landfill, and on the associated cost (financial or environmental) figures, can make issues of distribution difficult to 
see.* 
* Which is, of course, related to the 
question of what counts as food, and 
in what context.
* The study involved 37 interviews in 
three stages with people of varying 
ages and a focus group with six 
participants. All participants were 
Danish and came from a similarly 
middle-class socio-economic 
background.
* As I mentioned earlier in an earlier 
essay, this link between excess food 
and a lack of it is one that has also 
been highlighted by Alexander and 
colleagues (2013).
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According to a recent report from Australian food charity Foodbank, 15 per cent of Australians surveyed reported 
having experienced food insecurity* at least once in the last year; and three in five experienced food insecurity at least once a 
month (Foodbank Australia 2017). People reporting food insecurity were from a diverse range of backgrounds: both male and 
female, varying ages, single people and families, students, employed, unemployed and retired people. Food charities could not 
keep up with the demand for food assistance, with 65,000 people being turned away each month because the charity was 
unable to help them (Foodbank Australia 2016).
I am not trying to argue that the excess of food for some causes a lack of food for others. In fact, the opposite is more 
accurate. Most food charities rely on donations from various parts of the food chain (mainly supermarkets and food 
processors) to feed people who would otherwise go hungry, including Australian food charities, such as Foodbank Australia, 
OzHarvest and Second Bite. Instead, I argue along the lines of Alexander and colleagues (2013) that both the excess and the 
lack are symptomatic of problematic ways of producing, living with and eating (or not) food, and that the systemic nature of 
these problems is what food wastage might begin to show us.
With this project, which documents and reflects on what it might mean to intervene in an individual’s (my own) 
normative practices around food and its wastage I intend not to shoulder all the responsibility for the detritus of my own diet, 
but instead to see how these practices are tangled up with all sorts of other things. In part, this means this thesis is an enacted 
critique of the tendency to make individuals wholly responsible for the way their everyday lives unfold, and an opportunity to 
sit with the tensions that arise around questions of responsibility. 
Criticism of ‘responsibilising’ approaches to reducing food waste is not dissimilar to arguments that have been made 
against some efforts to change behaviour around food more broadly. Food and cultural studies scholar Elspeth Probyn, for 
instance, argues against ‘ethical eating’ being “allowed to slip into morality, bought in recyclable packages” (2013: 112). 
“Rather than considering how an amalgamation of bad government policy, global retail pressures and unequal distribution of 
funding are creating a situation whereby people in developing countries are suffering from the medical consequences of 
obesity,” Probyn writes, “the good food arguments individualise and damn the over-weight, and more often than not the 
poor” (2013: 112). The underlying assumption in these sorts of discourses is, she says, that “if people are fat they have decided 
not to eat well” (2013: 109). Rebecca Huntley makes similar arguments about the complex assemblage of things, including 
issues relating to social inequality, contributing to ‘bad’ food choices in Australia (2008). (It is interesting, too, I think, to 
consider the relationship between an attempt to ‘eat well’ and food wastage, considering Evans’ finding that the notion of a 
‘proper meal’ or ‘proper food’ was a contributing factor to food wastage.)
Not that I want to argue generally against the idea of ethical eating, or an ethical approach to food that might be 
wasted. As critical media studies scholar Heidi Zimmerman has suggested, in her reading of the popularity of food writer 
Michael Pollan’s work, it might be more helpful to understand these approaches as having a very specific context: “a deeply 
classed struggle for ethics in neoliberal times” (2015: 47). This is a struggle, Zimmerman argues, that has had “a profound, and 
often troubling, influence on what activism and citizenship look like in contemporary culture, but this struggle is also 
propelled by longings against the economic rationalities of neoliberalism — longings that may also open up space for 
imagining a different kind of world” (2015: 47).
* Where food insecurity means a lack 
of secure access to sufficient amounts 
of food for normal growth and 
development and an active and healthy 
life.
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Indeed, more recent work on food wastage suggests that this “space for imaging a different kind of world” might have 
allowed a beginning of movement towards considering other players in food wastage. In research that followed up on Evans’ 
ethnographic work on food wastage in households, Evans and colleagues found “widespread recognition that: food waste is a 
systemic issue, that there is a need to distinguish between the cause and location of waste (for example retailer practices that 
pass the burden of surplus along to consumers, thus generating waste that gets counted at the level of the household), and that 
successful responses require collaboration between actors across the food chain” (2017: 9). What Evans and colleagues call 
‘distributed responsibility’ (9) is not dissimilar to political theorist Jane Bennett’s notion of an ‘agentic assemblage’. 
One major difference, however, is that Bennett’s approach moves beyond human agency to include nonhuman actants. 
An assemblage, Bennett writes, “owes its agentic capacity to the vitality of the materialities that constitute it” (2010: 34-35). 
She likens an agentic assemblage to what is called shi in the Chinese tradition—“the dynamic force emanating from a spatio-
temporal configuration rather than from any particular element within it” (2010: 34-35). Food, for instance, Bennett argues, is 
a participant in the assemblages that lead to the health problems associated with what might be thought of as the common 
Western diet. She makes a case for food itself as a participant, seeking support both from the increasing array of contemporary 
scientific studies about the effects of dietary fat on human mood and cognition, and from nineteenth-century philosophy about 
the “moral and political efficacy of diet” (2010: 40). Taking the efficacy of dietary fat seriously, she says, shifts the problem of 
obesity away from being an individualised one. This problem, she writes, “would thus have to index not only the large humans 
and their economic-cultural prostheses (agribusiness, snack-food vending machines, insulin injections, bariatric surgery, 
serving sizes, systems of food marketing and distribution, microwave ovens) but also the strivings and trajectories of fats as 
they weaken or enhance the power of human wills, habits, and ideas” (2010: 42-43). In line with Bennett’s thinking about the 
vitality of matter, and its agentic capacity, Evans and Blichfeldt and colleagues each make it clear that the vitality of the 
foodstuff matter that becomes waste is a significant factor in it passing across the food/waste threshold. Bennett’s notion of an 
agentic assemblage allows us to take more seriously the efficacy of the materials that are at the centre of our food systems and 
concerns around wastage — the food materials themselves. To do so allows us to consider the affective agency of these 
materials, and question further some of the deeper ontological assumptions underlying socially shared food and wastage 
practices.
I had convinced the young men I was living with to join me in the backyard food scrap burying venture.
Just put your food scraps in the blue bucket, I’d said, and I’ll do the rest.
Our scraps—slimy greens, mouldy fruit, eggshells, unwanted leftovers—were sloppy and decomposing. 
The smell was 
fetid, 
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floral, 
too sweet. 
I held my breath against it and tipped the contents of the bucket into the hole.
I used the hose to rinse out the bucket, and poured the water into the hole as well. 
I filled the hole in and stomped the dirt down.
I didn’t realise it so directly at the time, but what motivated me to start burying my household’s food scraps in the 
backyard was guilt. I felt guilty, both about the amount of food we were throwing out and the fact that it was going to landfill. 
In my early twenties I did not yet have an understanding of the greenhouse gases food rotting in landfill produces, but I had 
some sense—probably because of my childhood familiarity with compost bins—that putting them in the bin was to cut short, 
or at least deny, the potential of food scraps to create something. I knew, intellectually at least, the value of compost for 
gardens, but I didn’t understand that on yet on a more material level.
It didn’t, however, take long for me to get a sense of what that materiality might be. 
Thwack, scrape, chime, rattle;
Thwack, scrape, chime, rattle;
Thwack, scrape, chime, rattle.
Splat. 
Breathe.
I would repeat this at the end of each week.
After just a couple of weeks, the soil where I had been burying the food scraps got heavier, darker. It was easier to dig.
It was guilt that led me to change my practices initially, but the change in practise didn’t actually do all that much to 
mitigate the guilt. 
It lingered. 
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It still lingers. 
One of the things that does interest me in the responsibilising narratives that walk a fine and unsteady line between 
ethics and morality, is how imbued they are with guilt. And indeed guilt is an emotion that weaves its way in and out of my 
project and this thesis. I am interested in how guilt can be both a motivating factor in trying to think and live differently with 
food that might otherwise become waste, and a debilitating emotion. How might guilt interact with the vibrant materiality of 
food that may or may not become waste?
Guilt looms large in work around food waste (Blichfeldt et. al 2015; Evans 2014; Quested et. al 2013). Many people 
employ strategies that put off (but don’t prevent) food wastage, procrastinating to the point where the food material itself 
might have more say in the decision about whether it will be thrown out. Blichfeldt and colleagues claim that “procrastination 
might qualify as the main reason why household food waste remains a key problem in the Western world” (2015: 100 original 
emphasis), but I think to make this claim is still to fall into the trap of responsibilising individuals or households. I think that 
what procrastination does show us is the limits of guilt (and of responsibilising individual humans) as a motivator for reducing 
food wastage — and also the limitations of reduction or elimination of waste as a goal anyway. Procrastination also shows us 
the importance of both materiality and temporality as contributing factors to normative practices around food wastage.
But the persistent presence of guilt does also suggest that food wastage rubs up against something significant for 
individuals that isn’t only about the environmental or social problems connected with food wastage, but that encompasses 
both. Hawkins argues that managing waste’s “biological or material reality is part of the way in which we organise our self and 
our environment, keep chaos at bay” (2006: 4). That is, waste—that which we decide is not connected to us—is integral to our 
subjectivity.
The guilt suggests that there is something fundamentally problematic about how we do this. The problem is not poor 
waste management, nor even poor food management. The problem is that food and waste—and then, even more so food that 
has become waste—often sit uneasily astride the barrier we assume between ‘human culture’ and ‘nonhuman nature’ —
between ourselves and other. What Hawkins calls ‘environmental disenchantment stories’ perpetuate this assumption, even as 
they try to push for humans to ‘be at one’ with nature, by holding up ‘pure’ nature as something polluted by humans, as if 
humans weren't already part of nature. The problem is, then, not so much about how to ‘get back’ to nature, but how to realise 
that we never left it in the first place, and how to rethink what that relationship might be. 
Food and waste—both important ways in which we make ourselves, either by adding or taking away—could be an 
opportunity to do some of that rethinking. Reframing food wastage this way means both the food matter itself and the guilt 
about it become hints of possibilities, as well as actants in an agentic assemblage. 
As I began to intervene with my own practices with food wastage, guilt would become for me an indication that there 
was an opportunity for me to challenge some of my own assumptions, and that I needed to look at what they were. 
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In burying my food waste, and realising that the guilt was not buried along with the food matter, I eventually noticed 
that what I was missing was not so much something about the various circumstances, people and things that led me to needing 
to dig these holes, but the generative possibility of what came after. What I was missing was in the dirt in my backyard that 
was rapidly becoming a more living soil, both in my thinking and in actuality. 
Not that I’m suggesting that the things that led to the food wastage were unimportant or even uninteresting; more that 
in keeping my focus only there, I was missing something so much more fruitful: the generative possibility of food that might 
usually become waste. 
I moved house soon after the soil in my backyard started to become something different because of my buried food 
scraps, so did not get to see any impact the richer soil might have on the few plants that graced that share house backyard. But 
already my idea of what dirt could be had moved beyond ‘matter out of place’ (Douglas, 1980), and more towards the idea of 
soil as a living thing—or at least as a sign of life to come (Ozias Reno, 2015)—and of food waste as integral to this living.
In my new house, there was but a narrow strip of soil at the back end of the paved courtyard. 
Still, I collected food scraps and dutifully buried them.
But, unsure of how long the process of decomposition might take, I was aware that I might run out of space. 
Thwack, scrape, chime, rattle;
Thwack, scrape, chime, rattle;
Thwack, scrape, chime, rattle.
Splat. 
Breathe.
Worry. Eye off the remaining space. 
Repeat each week.
It was a chance conversation with a friend that introduced me to the idea of getting a worm farm. She lived in an 
apartment, and had no soil at all. I decided to get a farm, and she asked me to report back to her. 
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The farm was a series of black round trays with a grate in the bottom of them to allow the worms to move between 
them. The bottom layer, with its enclosed base and a tap attached, sat atop four legs. A lid with air holes sat on top of the 
whole structure. 
Setting up the farm was a household affair. I spread the parts out across the sunny courtyard, and the four of us who 
lived in the house worked out how to assemble it. 
One of us found a large bucket in which to rehydrate the dried slab of plant matter that had come with the farm — the 
worms’ initial food. 
The liquid crashing of the water in the bucket,
muted
as it filled. 
The 
expansion
of the plant matter. 
The jovial human voices,
and the 
clatter 
of black plastic as we pieced together the farm. 
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The wet 
thud
of the plant matter and the worms,
fresh from their packet
— live worms in a packet, we all mused.
And then the quiet pleasure once the farm was set up, and we all stood in the sun,
smiling at it. 
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3. The worms
The most difficult task for me to get my thoughts around whenever I move house is not the packing of boxes, or the 
logistics of moving-trucks and new utility connections. 
It is the worms.
I have moved house enough times with the worms’ house now that I have been able to try a number of different 
methods, with lesser or greater success. 
I have also twice moved interstate with the worm house, but had to leave the worms behind. 
“The task is to make kin in lines of inventive connection as a practice of learning to live and die well with each other in 
a thick present,” writes Haraway (2016: 3), as a way of ‘staying with the trouble’ that humans face in the Anthropocene. I 
have come to consider the worms as kin; they have helped me stay with the trouble of food wastage, in both obvious and 
completely unexpected ways. 
Their home, which is always within the boundaries of my home, is dirty and smelly. It has been the space in my home 
where questions about food waste, responsibility and the broader food system have played out most obviously in my everyday 
practices.
The task of preparing the worms to move needs to be done as close to the actual move as possible, because the worms 
are living creatures who cannot be left in an inhospitable environment for too long. This means that moving day, for me, 
always involves having my hands in humus—that rich soil that worms produce when they eat my food scraps—and bottling 
rich, dark liquid. Moving day, for me, always involves dealing with the waste of the worms, which they have created from my 
waste, and which has become a precious and useful material for me. 
It was the introduction of compost worms that began to more fully change how I noticed food scraps. More 
specifically it was the naming of the worms that changed it. 
I got the worm farm compost bin in my early twenties, explicitly to divert my food scraps from the waste stream in my 
household. I decided to name all the worms Barry, to be known collectively as The Barries. 
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An unintended consequence of naming the worms, which had really been a joke at the time*, was that I came to think 
of food that had, prior to the worms’ introduction to the household, gone on to become waste, as a valuable resource because it 
was food for The Barries*.
The experience of opening a worm farm to deposit collected food scraps is not dissimilar to the childhood experience 
of emptying the kitchen scrap bucket into the outdoor compost bin.
There is the smell from the collected scraps. 
The smell of decay; rot.
From the food scraps bucket, the smell is vaguely acrid, sour, fetid; but it becomes sweet and earthy once the worms 
have had some time with the scraps.
There is the slop, slap and smack of the food scraps, in various stages of liquefaction, depending on how frequently the 
bucket is emptied into the bin, as they drop into the top layer of the worm farm.
There are the other creatures: 
Two or three nasty looking black spiders that lay their eggs on the underside of the worm farm lid; tiny flying insects I 
do not know the name of; occasionally cockroaches.
And, of course, the worms themselves.
They are slimy, wriggly, and sometimes spasming as they try to escape the light I let in when I open the lid. 
When I think of the worms, these 
movements sound like 
quiet squelching, 
though I don’t know if this is really 
an imagined sound, rather than a heard one.
The first time I moved house after I had introduced The Barries  and their house into my life, I was moving interstate. 
I left The Barries behind in the small strip of soil in the backyard of that house, 
thinking I was liberating them. 
* But which has stuck. Several 
generations of worms later, the 
creatures are still known as The 
Barries in my household.
* Interestingly, this has also made it 
easier for me to get various 
housemates on board with 
composting. That the worms have a 
name seems to make them somehow 
less alien, less disgusting, friendlier, 
although their actual functions are not 
in any way changed by the naming.
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Months later, when I attended a worm farming workshop in preparation for introducing a second generation of 
Barries to my new household, I discovered that it was much more likely that I’d sent the first generation towards certain 
death. Worm farming worms are usually rainforest varieties that typically look for their food at the surface of the soil; in 
Australian soils, food for worms is much deeper underground. I sat in the workshop, surrounded by hopeful worm farmers, 
quietly and genuinely devastated, and surprised by the level of emotion I was feeling. 
“Making kin as oddkin rather than, or at least in addition to, godkin and genealogical and biogenetic family troubles 
important matters,” writes Donna Haraway, “like to whom one is actually responsible” (2016: 3). What Haraway calls 
‘response-ability’ is, she writes, “about both absence and presence, killing and nurturing, living and dying — and remembering 
who lives and dies and how in the string figures of naturalcultural history” (29). In the face of the problems of the 
Anthropocene, Haraway argues, we need to move beyond human exceptionalism, and she suggests one way to do this could 
be to use the category of companion species.
The Barries became a companion species of mine without me really thinking about it. They began to affect the 
direction of my practices with food scraps, and, later, they would affect the direction of this research. 
I came to care about them.
I learned which food scraps they did not like — raw onions, garlic, and chilli because their skin is very sensitive; and 
potato peels because the scraps are still alive and wanting to grow, and worms are only interested in matter that has begun to 
decompose. I worked out that collecting these kinds of scraps in a bowl while I was preparing dinner and pouring boiling 
water over them so they cooked resolved the sensitivity issue and killed off the potato scraps so they would begin to 
decompose. To speed up the decomposition process, I experimented with cutting the food scraps up before I gave them to the 
worms, and with adding torn up paper that I might normally put into my recycling bin*, and discovered to my delight that 
these tactics worked.
I learned over time that certain food scraps, such as citrus rinds, take a long time to break down, and that others, such 
as coffee grounds, help speed up decomposition but can create a soil that is too acidic for some plants*.
I began to see this as almost an extension of cooking, with the ‘meal’ in this case intended for the worms and other 
bugs.
In short, I became fascinated with the complexity of composting.
~
* This is a way of increasing the 
carbon-heavy ‘brown’ matter in the 
compost (as opposed to the nitrogen-
heavy ’green’ waste of the food 
scraps), which other gardeners told 
me was a way of increasing the oxygen 
and heat in the compost, and therefore 
increasing the speed of decomposition.
* Though this is something that 
gardeners are in disagreement with 
one another about.
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In New York City, a decade into my worm farming career, I took a tour run by the Museum for Reclaimed Urban 
Space around the Lower East Side of Manhattan as part of the fieldwork I undertook for this research project. The area has 
long established community gardens, lush even at the height of summer. These are the reclaimed urban spaces of the museum’s 
title; gardens grown on the debris of buildings that fell into disrepair and ultimately fell down in the 1970s. It was in one of 
these gardens that my tour ended, after five hours of wandering in the hot sun, drifting between the gardens to hear about 
their hard-won existence. 
The Lower East Side Ecology Centre Community Garden collects food scraps from local residents—or anyone willing 
to drop them off, since the bins are unattended—onsite for composting. My tour guide had been carrying around a bag full of 
food scraps he’d had in his freezer at home, planning to deposit them here. While we were talking here, two other people on 
bicycles came by to drop off their food scraps.
After the tour, my composting curiosity led me to lift the lid on one of these bins, interested to see if and how the 
Centre manages the green and brown waste ratios. The bin was about three-quarters full, mostly with food scraps: spinach 
and other salad leaves, banana peels, apple cores, the cores of various types of cabbage, carrot tops. At another community 
garden a few blocks away, which we’d visited earlier in the tour—and which did not allow for drop-offs from the public—food 
scraps, green waste from the garden, and dried brown waste, had been stored in separate bins, to be combined in the ideal 
ratios in a much larger bin with an impressive crank handle.
A few days later, I wandered through the Union Square Farmers’ Market in mid-town Manhattan, searching for 
another food scraps drop off point I had been told was there. I could not find it. But I learned later that the Lower East Side 
Ecology Centre collects at six other ‘commuter compost’ drop-off locations across Manhattan.
In Chicago, on the same trip, I visited the food scraps drop-off tent at the Lincoln Square Markets. I found satisfying 
the link between the food’s place of purchase or growth, and the disposal of its remains. This arrangement seemed to neatly tie 
together the growing of the food and the value of the detritus of its eating to the next round of growing.
This neatness, though pleasing, was probably an illusion, however. Thinking more about it later, I found I had 
questions about the logistics of access to these sorts of drop-off facilities, and about therefore about the viability of composting 
as a large scale solution to the issue of food waste. Farmers’ markets and community gardens are not readily accessible to 
everyone, sometimes because of location and opening hours, and, at least in the case of the markets, sometimes because of the 
price of the food. 
What these initiatives do achieve though is increased visibility. They bring food waste back into public view*, and 
make clear the link between buying and eating food, and managing waste. The project I was developing as I took these 
composting tours, which would become this thesis, similarly aims to increase the visibility of food scraps that might usually 
become waste. 
The worms, my subsequent fascination with compost, and the emphasis on increasing the visibility of food scraps saw 
moving me more towards the notion of what practice theorist Silvia Gherardi calls posthuman practices. In posthuman 
practice theories, Gherardi writes, practice is seen “as a mode of ordering, rather than an ordered product, an epistemology 
rather than an empirical phenomenon” (39) where materiality is not merely a mediator of human practices, but rather 
constitutive of practice.
* For an Australian example, see also 
Cultivating Community’s food waste 
project, which saw food scraps 
collected and transported by tricycles 
with bin trailers attached (Polack & 
Cultivating Community 2014).
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Central to Gherardi’s dicussion of posthuman practice theories is the concept of sociomaterial practices, which she 
argues “implies not only that the social and the material are co-constituted, but also that nature and culture are 
entangled” (42). Studying practice through this lens requires investigating the ways in which a practice, bodies, matter and 
discourses are “expressions of the same sociomaterial world”. Bodies and embodiment become something less concrete in this 
framework. Following the phenomenological approach of Merleau-Ponty to bodies, Gherardi argues that because a body “sees 
and is seen, hears and is heard, touches and is touched… embodiment is neither idea nor matter, neither subject nor object, but 
both at the the same time” (42). This means that “the nature/culture divide is blurred in the materiality of bodies encountering 
a material-semiotic environment” (42).
As we have seen earlier in this bundle of essays, disgust and guilt are common responses to the material presence and/
or awareness of food waste. Disgust, according to Miller (1997), helps us to create boundaries between ourselves and others 
— so perhaps it is no wonder that sociomateriality of waste and the embodied practices that surround it so often disgust us, 
and that we might be uncomfortable with food waste continuing its life in close proximity us. Guilt might be understood as the 
beginning of a sense of responsibility for the impact beyond oneself of our practices with these things that make us 
uncomfortable.
Thinking about practices with food scraps in this way, disgust and guilt become not merely theoretical sociocultural 
categorisations and a sense of something being ‘wrong’ with that categorisation, but troubling points that are both situated in 
an individual’s practice and indicative of broader ontological notions of self-making. A moment of disgust or guilt might 
therefore be thought of as a way in to ‘staying with the trouble’, as Haraway urges. 
The notion of posthuman sociomaterial practices allows us to make more visible the food scrap materials themselves, 
and to see these common responses to those materials as potentially generative as points of reflexivity, if we can stay with 
them.
~
What became clear as my practices turned into this research project, was that the food scraps themselves, and my 
attempts to deal differently with them, first by burying them, and then by engaging with The Barries, meant that both the food 
scraps and the worms and other creatures involved in their breakdown into humus, directly affected the direction of this 
research, both in its theoretical leanings, and in the design of its practical elements — not just in the initial design and 
direction of the research, but as an ongoing, shifting, relational practice.
The materiality of these other-than-human living-and-dying things was and continues to be, as Gherardi suggests, 
constitutive of both the everyday practices and the research practices.
The role of these other-than-human things as actants was and continues to be vital to this thesis.
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Sociologist Joanna Latimer and human geographer Mara Miele make an argument for the return of affect to science, 
arguing that “attention to affect changes the terms of engagement to help deconstruct those dichotomies that rest on the 
polarising of nature and culture, including subject-object, mind-body, individual-society, human/non-human dichotomies”. 
Their approach, which they loosely call (post)human, forms an alliance with posthuman philosophy’s objectives “to include the 
non-human as active in the creation of knowledge, as well as integral to the construction of worlds” but which also seeks “to 
go beyond simply contesting the sense in which human difference is portrayed as qualitatively distinct” (2013: 10).
Like Haraway, Latimer and Miele are wary of the term ‘posthuman’, and so use the parentheses to trouble that term. 
As I have previously mentioned, this is a hesitance that I share, although what might be called posthuman thinking came to be 
threaded throughout my research, and to be a useful way of weaving together (or com-posting) thinking from different 
disciplines to see materials and practices from multiple perspectives. The human is still so present in ‘posthuman’. It still does 
not seem to allow enough space for the impact of the worms and of the food scraps themselves on this research.
As we saw earlier, Haraway, appropriately enough for this thesis, says her approach is “not ‘posthuman’ but ‘com-
post’” (2016: 11). If we could “chop and shred as Homo, the detumescing project of a self-making and planet-destroying 
CEO,” she writes, “human as humus has potential” (33). This is a making-with, what Haraway, borrowing from biology, calls 
‘sympoiesis’ (33).
I have been making something with the worms. Humus, literally, yes, but also figuratively. The worms have 
inadvertently helped me make different collections of ideas and narratives, and in turn, different practices. 
Com-posting with the worms has given me a sense of what Hawkins calls the “generative possibility” of waste. “The 
ordinary sublime of transience is what worms show us,” she writes (2006: 128). “Worms are the penultimate loss managers, 
and they give us a powerful example of how quotidian and inevitable change is,” she says, and they show us “how loss and 
change can be experienced without denial or disgust or despair” and “how waste can contribute to renewal” (128).
At first, this generative possibility was for me an introduction to gardening, and specifically to growing food. In the 
same way I would come later to find pleasing the link between place of purchase and food waste deposits in the farmers 
markets in the US, the cyclical notion of food scraps from my kitchen contributing to the soil that grew food in my garden was 
immensely satisfying. However, worm farms are vulnerable to smaller things than hot days and house moves. There are, as I 
have already mentioned, food scraps that are problematic in worm farms, because they take too long to break down, or 
because they bother the worms unless cooked, or because they change some condition in the worm farm in such a way that the 
castings are not so useful in the garden. 
These more difficult materials were the food scraps I would begin with: 
coffee grounds, avocado seeds, and lemon rinds.
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What if I could follow The Barries’ example and make things using these food scraps as materials*, I wondered? What 
might that be like in practice? What might the challenges be? What might the opportunities and gains be? That is, what might 
it be like to follow Hawkins’ call to live differently with waste? I wanted to think beyond the garden, although all of these food 
scraps can be dealt with in a garden with a little more attention and time. 
~
My most recent house move. 
There is a point at which I pause, and sit against the brick wall in the sun. I breathe. There is still so much to do, so 
much to come, but right now there is just this 
small pocket of time in between.* 
My arms are sore. I probably smell. 
The Barries are in a bucket with a lid in the shade. Their house lies in pieces around me, emptied, dismantled and 
washed. 
Black and wet, it 
glistens 
in the sun.
I lean against the wall, feeling its rough warmth through my t-shirt, and close my eyes against the sun. 
Earlier, I had cried. This is a house move tied up with other things, things that are weighed down by difficult and 
unpleasant emotions. I had sobbed in the kitchen, sitting on a stool, surrounded by half-packed boxes and kitchen appliances 
in parts. It is almost always the kitchen that undoes me.
Later this day, I will be stressed, angry, and running on empty.
But in this moment, in the sun, I am pleased with myself; pleased to have taken care of The Barries. 
Pleased that I feel like they are safe. 
* Of course, the worms’ intentionality 
is only implied here playfully, in the 
hope of following Bennett’s suggestion 
that a little anthropomorphising might 
push aside the human tendency 
towards narcissism and allow us to 
think about nonhuman actants 
differently (2010 xvi).
* A pocket that anthropologist 
Kathleen Stewart might call a “pause, 
a temporal suspension animated by the 
sense that something is coming into 
existence” where we wait and ‘attune’ 
to immanent events and outcomes that 
are “unknown but pressing” (2011: 
446).
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I am imagining them in their new home — our new home. I am imagining the garden their house will sit amongst, and 
which they will keep healthy and productive. I do not know yet that later still, weeks down the track, the worms will all die or 
disappear—I am never able to figure out which—when I neglect to pay them enough attention. I do not know yet that they 
will, in one way or another, open up an unexpected space, in their house, but also in the parts of me that have been so tightly 
wound for so many months now. I do not know yet that it is the disappearance of The Barries that will allow me to unfurl, and 
to begin truly allowing space for what might come into existence. 
There will be yet another iteration of The Barries. 
There will be a new garden — plants that survive the move and plants that don’t. There will be parts of me that 
survive this move and parts that don’t.
In this small pocket of time, leaning against the warm wall before the rush of the house move, these deaths and 
survivals, material or otherwise, are 
immanent, but unknown. 
There is only The Barries in a white bucket in the shade, their house in pieces shining in the sun, and me, taking in the 
warmth, 
and knowing that something is coming.
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Making
Image 3
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1. Making recipes
Imagine the rustle of a paper bag as dried herbaceous material is pulled out; 
the sound of jar lids unscrewed 
and the tinkling clatter 
of dried lemon peel poured onto a wooden surface.
I gather all the ingredients together on a large chopping board, each material in its own little pile. The lemon peel joins 
a collection of other dried ingredients. I smell each of them briefly as I collect them together, trying to imagine their combined 
scent. I feel the brittle dryness of the herbs between my fingers. 
When I have all the ingredients together, I write their names down in a notebook. It’s a kind of recipe. 
The sound of brittle dried herbs being crushed into a jar, the rustle of dried lemon peel landing on top. 
A bottle is unscrewed and liquid glugs from the bottle into the jar, 
the hint of a hiss and a bubbly trickle 
as it covers the dried ingredients.
I am making a hair tonic. I add the dried ingredients to a glass jar, which I then fill with apple cider vinegar and 
several big spoonfuls of honey. 
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The lid is screwed onto the jar, with a soft scraping of glass and metal as the two parts meet and slide over one 
another; 
The jar is shaken, the solid ingredients and liquid sloshing about inside. 
My breath speeds up with the effort of the shaking.
I sit the jar on a sunny windowsill, where it will stay for several weeks. The sun will warm the liquid and draw the oils 
out of the plant material and into the vinegar. 
Like a slow cooker, but slower still. 
When people find out that I make these things from food scraps, they often ask if I have a recipe I can share with 
them. I do have one, but it is sparse and vague, with notes added as an addendum where, over many makings, I have 
discovered an additional ingredient, taken one away, or tried a slightly different process. These recipes would likely make little 
sense as instructions for someone who isn’t me. They are, instead, a kind of highly personalised documentation of process, 
always open-ended: 
Hair tonic update! 15 November 2016
Sage Cleavers
Calendula Lemon peel
Orange peel Rose geranium
Cinnamon Rosemary
Lavender Avocado seed
Chamomile Honey
ACV
There are no quantities. There is no method described, since I know now how to make it. There are no notes yet.
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A previous recipe is more detailed:
Hair tonic — for lighter-coloured hair and sensitive scalp 10 August 2014
ACV — half small jar
2 tbsp honey
4 x chamomile tea bags
10 x calendula flower heads with petals
1 largish sprig of rosemary
Lemon and orange rinds (about equivalent to one of each fruit)
Method: Combine in clear jar with some hot water to melt the honey. Shake. Leave on sunny windowsill for at least two 
weeks, shaking every now and then to stir ingredients. After two weeks, strain out plant matter, store liquid in bottle in dark 
cool place. Use about 1 tbsp in mug of water as conditioner/rinse for hair. Will lighten hair over time.
There is a note, in a different coloured pen, several months later in January 2015: 
Note: This batch is particularly strong (it’s taken me months of use to realise) and needs to be more diluted than earlier 
batches. Using a bit less than a capful (along with extra honey and spices I feel like adding) in a gravy jug of water. 
I began documenting my experiences of making as a way of remembering. Rather than trying to make a record that 
was detailed enough to act as instructions for someone else, the record was supposed to be a prompt for me, for the next time I 
came to make the tonic. This prompt would serve as an aide-mémoire for my embodied knowledge—for the practices and 
ingredients—to take over. 
My eyes recognise the look of the materials. My fingertips know the feel of them; my nose, the smell. My ears know 
the sounds—the rhythms—of the making. This knowledge is absent from the text of the recipes, but implied in the practices 
they suggest. 
Realising that much of the knowledge implied in these recipes is embodied, my interest in documenting and reflecting 
on these developing practices expanded to include questions about how to document the experience of these practices. That is, 
how could I document and reflect on the multitude of ways in which these food scraps became generative—for my thinking, 
for my body, and beyond—through changes in my practices with them? How could I document and reflect on the internal and 
external sources of the experience; the memories and perceptions that informed each new iteration of making? How could I do 
this in a way that might constitute research?
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What I am doing here, with food scraps and vinegar and cuttings from the garden, is a kind of cooking. It is cooking 
that is not for eating, but nonetheless, the practices are much the same, and my documentation of them follows a similar 
pattern to the documentation of meals that have been cooked and are appealing enough to want to make again, or pass on to 
someone else to make.
Philosopher Lisa Heldke makes an argument for cooking as a kind of inquiry; one of many potential forms of inquiry 
that is a communal activity, where inquirer enters into a relationship with other inquirers “and also with the things into which 
we inquire — the things labelled ‘objects’ on a traditional account” (1988: 17). Following John Dewey, Heldke eschews a 
distinct separation between theory and practice, instead arguing that the difference between the two is “one of degree, not 
kind” (19). In cooking, she writes, “the theoretical and the practical work together in an activity that genuinely does justice to 
Dewey's definition of inquiry” (19). She uses cooking and recipes not merely as metaphors for philosophical or scientific 
theory and inquiry—though they could also operate that way—but as a model of inquiry in, of and about itself. However, 
“even as my account is a philosophical investigation of cooking,” she writes, “it is also my intention that it enhance and expand 
the ways in which we do philosophical theory” (1988: 19-20).
This is of particular interest to me because, like Heldke’s writing, this project is both about experimentation in 
everyday cooking-like practices, and experimentation in theorising and research; this is not merely a metaphor, it is my 
research and this thesis enacting the modes of inquiry discovered, explored and played with in the physical practices.
What this section of the thesis in particular is attempting to do is bring into question the way a thesis might be 
presented, and to introduce the idea of playing with the ‘recipe’ for this kind of research. It is an attempt to begin thinking 
about and playing with how to expand the artefact of the recipe book I keep for my cosmetic and household products, and 
how this form might incorporate scholarly knowledges while at the same time making more explicit the embodied knowledge 
that exists only as a white space in the recipes for hair tonic that I have written down.
Cooks create recipes for a variety of reasons, Heldke says, not all of them with the aim of producing food. This, she 
says, is helpful for epistemological thinking and theorising. People come up with new theories or modify existing ones for 
many different reasons: theories, she writes, “like recipes, are most usefully regarded as tools we use to do things” (21). As 
with recipes, where a certain level of skill and knowledge in cooking is required before a person can begin to ‘break the rules’ 
in the recipe and not follow instructions precisely, familiarity with theorising, and with different theories, is necessary if one is 
to explore and experiment with theory. This, she argues, is “necessary in inquiry in a way that it may not be in cooking, for 
whereas in cooking a failure to experiment leaves you with a boring diet, in theorising, it makes you into an arrogant and 
unperceptive inquirer” (22). Learning to cook and inquire is a self-reflective exercise, Heldke writes, where the cook/inquirer 
must continually assess how a recipe/theory should be received, depending on what kind of operator the cook/inquirer is, and 
on the intentions of the recipe-/theory-giver.
But these recipes of mine are very often shared orally, not in written text. 
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As a result, the text has come to move between different tenses, and different styles of narrative. Conversational recipe 
tellings in everyday life, according to linguistics scholar Neal Norrick, are “similar to narratives in several ways, but they are 
also like sets of instructions”. This means that they “tend to switch back and forth between the first person past tense of the 
former and the second person imperative of the latter at sequentially significant junctures” (2011: 2753).
Indeed, the sharing of my recipes for the hair tonic often has followed this loose pattern. For instance, when I shared 
the recipe with each of my brothers, the telling was a combination of a story about myself, and instructions for them. Their 
interest in making this for themselves grew out of hearing me talk about making and using it myself. 
I’ve been making and using it exclusively for years, and I prefer it, I said.
How do you make it? he asked.
It’s very easy, I said. You just fill a jar with apple cider vinegar and honey, and … well, I use chamomile and lemon 
rind and some other herbs, but you might be better off using coffee because it’s better for dark hair.
That makes sense. Coffee would stain your hair.
Yeah. Lemon and chamomile are good for fairer hair because they lighten it, but coffee, apparently, is good for dark 
hair because it highlights the dark. 
So you just fill the jar with those things and leave it in the sun with a lid on for a few weeks. Then you strain it, water 
the liquid down, and use it to rinse your hair.
The next time we talked, the alternate recipe with coffee grounds instead of lemon rinds had developed further, 
through my brother’s practice, and my brother became the recipe teller. 
So I decided to see if I could just re-brew the spent coffee grounds and do it that way, he said. You brew the coffee, 
then strain, then add the vinegar and honey, and then basically use it the same way you use the chamomile and lemon version.
With my second brother, the recipe was told and developed slightly differently. I followed the first brother’s told recipe 
to make the second brother a batch, and wrote down some instructions, both for how to make it and how to use it. When he 
came to make more, having used the batch I made him, he sent a text message, asking me a series of questions, some of which 
I could answer, and some of which we came up with possible solutions for together. 
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I had originally planned to run some workshops as part of this research project, wherein I would teach participants to 
make some of the simpler things I was making from food scraps. But increasingly these seemed unnecessary, as I found 
instead that I had conversations with people informally as I developed the recipes. The sharing of the recipes with others 
followed a similar pattern to these conversations with my brothers, where the recipe has developed over the telling and the 
making as a result of the telling. Friends, family, colleagues and acquaintances became involved in these conversations, and I 
felt a growing pressure to write the recipes down, since people so often requested that I do so. 
But these are recipes in development, so, in this sense, this thesis, like the exercise book in which I write down the 
various versions of the recipes, is a little more like the telling of the development of a collection of recipes, rather than a 
documentation of the ‘final’ version of these recipes. 
A central question for the thesis that developed alongside the recipes was how to document and reflect on the 
development of the recipes, and the various threads of sensory experience, casual conversation, shared tacit knowledge and 
experimentation, and theoretical underpinnings of the practices that the handwritten recipes only hint at. Alternative ways of 
presenting recipe collections are not unheard of — food writer Michael Pollan presents an appendix of recipes at the end of 
his collection of essays about the history of cooking (2013); writer Charlotte Wood includes recipes at the end of each of the 
personal essays in her collection (2012); and writer Mark Crick combines recipes with short stories, each told in the writing 
style of the real-life author who is fictionalised in the story (2006). But each of these presents recipes as ‘finished’ (although, of 
course, any recipe often develops further in the cooking), where I wanted to document more explicitly the iterative nature of 
these recipes, and reflect on the practice of actually making them.
What feminist sociologist Sian Supski calls ‘manuscript cookbooks’—the kind of cookbook wherein recipes from 
various sources are collected by an individual—might be more useful here. These cookbooks operate in a similar way to 
scrapbooks, and may include things other than recipes in text, such as photographs, clippings, and handwritten notes. 
Cookbooks, Supski writes, “are much more than a set of instructions”. They also “evoke life histories, recall friends and family, 
illustrate that foodmaking is a thoughtful, although at times, anxious practice”, alongside telling us how to make something in 
particular (2013: 46). 
What happens, then, if I take Heldke’s notion of cooking-as-inquiry and recipes as tools, and apply them to see how 
the documentation of the research as a manuscript cookbook might both document and reflect on the development of 
individual recipes and a recipe collection for an individual over time? In the case of this thesis, this includes both recipes for 
things made with food scraps, but also the theoretical and philosophical inquiries that have both informed and been informed 
by the practice of making things with the food scraps. The thesis/manuscript cookbook includes, for instance, the 
conversations between my brothers and me, and the pre-existing tacit knowledge implied in what is left out of the words we
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say to each other*, along with recipes for things to do with food scraps, and thinking about why food wastage is a problem. 
This means an engagement not only with autobiographical material, or direct relationships with family, friends, colleagues and 
acquaintances, but also with broader conversations about society, culture, science, natureculture etc. Might it also include 
more explicitly the embodied experience of and knowledges implied in these written down recipes, and the development of 
ways in which to include these things in an academic thesis?
Physicist and philosopher Grégoire Wallenborn and anthropologist Harold Wilhite argue that the embodied 
knowledge present in practices might be thought of through Bourdieu’s notion of habitus, where knowledge is “acquired from 
experience, and thereby, having both internal and external sources, is made one’s own, namely embodied” (2014: 58). In their 
work on ‘energy-consuming acts’, they argue that people’s exposure to practices, “both in the form of personal and culturally 
mediated experience, embodies knowledge (and meanings)” and that this in turn affects the way we perform those practices 
(56). This manuscript-cookbook-thesis, then, is an attempt to document habitus, but also to document the disruption, 
redirection and continued development of that habitus, as the recipes and the cooking-like practices evolve.
* For instance, the conversation I have 
recorded here, which is a composite of 
various conversations I have had with 
each of my brothers, does not include 
direct instructions for melting the 
honey in this batch, or for how to 
strain out the plant matter, or, for that 
matter, how to ‘use it as a rinse’. Some 
of these instructions may have been 
part of another conversation, or they 
may have been able to work out, 
roughly, how to do this without my 
instruction.
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2. In praise of mess 
Imagine the sound of hard berries falling into a bucket. 
Plunk, plunk. 
Plunk, plunk, plunk, plunk, plunk.
Clods of dirt fall into the bucket as well, with a thud. A tap is turned on and water half fills the bucket. 
When my brother and I were little, we would sit in the dirt under the crab apple tree that grew beside the back door 
and pile handfuls of dirt and handfuls of fallen crab apples into buckets. Adding water, we’d try to make soup.
When we stirred this “soup” the sound was watery, a stick tapping against the edges of the plastic bucket, the hard 
berries tumbling against one another in the water, making something like a quiet rattle. 
Maybe we never intended to eat the soup. But we certainly worked hard to find a way to soften those crab apples. 
They were small, the crab apples—more like berries, really—and as hard as pebbles. Trying to grind them between 
two flat rocks barely bruised them. We tried soaking them in water before pounding them with the rocks. 
The rocks cracked and smashed, but to no avail. 
We tried dropping the berries from the balcony. 
We tried stomping on them. 
We tried throwing them at one another. 
The crab apples never softened. 
The game persisted, though, despite their resistance. 
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What I remember most vividly from the crab apple sessions is the sensation of the dusty dirt we sat in under the tree—
the soft powderiness of it on my hands and feet—and the hard waxy texture of the crab apples between my fingers as I held 
them. I remember the flat rocks we found under the house to use as smashers — a different kind of hardness to the apples: a 
slate-like, lifeless, dry hardness that smarted if you got any part of yourself caught between it and something else at the 
moment of strike. Those rocks were powdery too, like the dirt. Chalky, even. Hard and powdery at the same time; somewhere 
between the crab apples and the dirt. 
The memories of how it felt to handle these materials remains, as if it’s knowledge my skin still possesses. 
This story, small and hazy, but significant in my memory, describes one of my earliest recollections of engaging with 
things as materials for making. The crab apple and mud soup, and the challenges my brother and I faced in our attempts to 
make it as smooth as we wanted it, became an introduction to what Heldke calls ‘thoughtful practice’ (1992), where there is 
not hard and fast separation between theory and practice. This notion suggests a knowledge finding (building, growing) that is 
both mental and manual, cerebral and corporeal — as much about the memory of how those particular materials felt between 
my fingertips as any steps or processes I might recall to write down a crab apple and mud soup recipe.
The notion of ‘thoughtful practice’ or ‘embodied knowledge’ are perhaps slightly different ways of conceptualising the 
same thing; thoughtful practice is embodied thinking in action. They both aim to muddy the idea that cerebral and corporeal 
are opposing sides of a dichotomy. Following these practices, trying to tease out something about the nature of them, the 
question for my research necessarily expanded to threads not only about what they were and were they came from, but also 
how best to account for and interrogate them. 
I am a writer; often an essayist. How might this form, as an approach to creative practice as research expand the kind 
of recipes I was recording in order to reflect on the embodied knowledge in these thoughtful practices? What might an essay 
as scrapbook/manuscript cookbook look and feel like in thesis form?
There's a messiness implied in this approach; a stopping and starting; a wandering. What role might writing play in 
this messiness? Is it adequate on its own for the task of this research?
The jar of apple cider vinegar, filled with citrus peels and avocado seeds and dried herbs, has been sitting in a sunny 
spot for some weeks. The vinegar has been infused with the oils from the plant matter; the oils that will 
brighten my hair, 
make it fuller, and 
make it smell nice. 
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Some of the plants I include in this mix for medicinal reasons; others, for aesthetic ones. The list of ingredients would 
look different if you were to make a hair rinse for yourself.
Straining the big batch of hair rinse is a delightfully messy process. 
There is a big bowl, 
a sieve, 
and a tea towel I don’t mind staining. 
The process is not difficult. It doesn’t take long. I simply line the sieve with the fabric and pour the mixture through. 
It’s the squeezing that’s the messy bit. 
I wrap the fabric up into a bundle and twist it shut. I twist it 
tighter and tighter, 
and more of the liquid is squeezed from the plant material inside. 
Imagine the dripping, quick at first, but 
slower and quieter 
as the bundle is twisted tighter. 
Drip.
Drip.
Drip.
Slower as the liquid trickles through my fingers and into the bowl.
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“If we want to think about the messes of reality at all then we’re going to have to teach ourselves to think, to practise, 
to relate, and to know in new ways,” writes sociologist John Law (2004: 2), arguing for the development of different ways of 
producing knowledge (if, as he asks, ‘knowledge’ is still the most appropriate word). To meet the challenges of learning how to 
live differently in a world that appears to be becoming increasingly uninhabitable for humans (and many other species)—and 
without falling into the trap of telling stories that perpetuate the nature/culture divide that many argue has contributed 
significantly to the problem—we need different methods of research. As Law argues, “we will need to teach ourselves to know 
some of the realities of the world using methods unusual to or unknown in the social sciences” (Law 2004: 2). The task, says 
Law, “is to imagine methods when they no longer seek the definite, the repeatable, the more or less stable” and that “no longer 
assume that this is what they are after” (2004: 6). He looks, in part, to ethnography as a form of research that “lets us see the 
messiness of practice” to “try to understand the often ragged ways in which knowledge is produced in research” and which 
doesn’t necessarily distinguish cleanly between various disciplines (2004: 18-19). 
Law’s call to embrace messiness, to recognise the need for “heterogeneity and variation” (2004: 6) speaks to the core of 
this thesis/project, which seeks to illuminate the ways in which everyday practices (and an intervention in those) is interwoven 
with arts practices and research practices. Given this is about my particular practice, might I apply Law’s ideas to the auto-
ethnographic approach we see unfolding on the pages before us?
I am writing about the messiness of the materiality of these making practices—the everyday kind and the essaying 
kind—and about the particular kinds of messy joy this creates. I am reflecting on the ways in which living differently with 
what would otherwise become food waste, by mess-making with it, has generated a curiosity about these materials that wasn’t 
there before, making this something more than auto-ethnography as well. Without the mess, my curiosity would not be so 
vibrant, in the sense that political theorist Jane Bennett uses that word (2010).
Law asks how we might imagine an academic way of writing that concerns itself “with the creativity of writing” (2004: 
12 original emphasis), and what this would do to “the referent, the out-thereness”. The kinds of messes I am making in my 
everyday practice present particular problems for my essaying practices. When I make things with food scraps, I make a mess 
that I don’t necessarily tidy up — or that becomes part of the process of cleaning itself*. The problem for the essaying 
practice, and therefore the research practice, then, is how to document these loose ends in a way that both allows and 
embraces their messiness as part of the knowledge produced here. It is, then, a problem of documenting the process—one that 
stops and start and shifts between materials (food-like materials, plant-like materials, sound-like materials, text-like materials)
—and the resistance in that process to attempts to neaten it up.
So, what does it mean to make a mess about food waste through and with knowledge making practices?
It depends, perhaps, on what you’re making a mess with. 
* Which I discuss in an essay in the 
final bundle of essays.
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Straining plant matter out of oil, for instance, is a different kind of mess—though not entirely dissimilar—to straining 
plant matter from apple cider vinegar. 
The mess of the oil on my hands feels different. Where the vinegar is astringent, and tightens the skin on my fingers 
and palms, the oil makes my skin slippery and plump. The smell is different. Where the vinegar is, well, vinegary, and burns 
the inside of my nostrils at the same time as it allows a waft of the scent of lemon or spice or herb, the oil smells heavier, 
nuttier, and more strongly of whatever it’s been infused with.
The sounds are different. 
The oil, as it drips out, makes a sound that’s something between a glugging and a plopping sound.
Let’s try this again, with oil instead of vinegar:
I wrap the fabric up into a bundle and twist it shut. I twist it 
tighter and tighter, 
and more of the oil is squeezed from the plant material inside. 
Imagine the quiet glug plop, quick at first, but 
slower and quieter 
as the bundle is twisted tighter. 
Glug plop.
Glug plop.
Glug plop.
Slower as the oil trickles through my fingers and into the bowl.
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The vinegar I will use in my hair. The oil I will use on my face. The way these assemblages of materials feel on my 
skin, the way they smell, the way they sound, begins to give some sense of what their use value might be and the way they may 
interact with the materiality of my own body when I actually use them for their intended purpose. It is in the messy part of 
this process that I first get a sense of this.
Part of what I reflect on in this thesis is the difficulty of these practices as I develop them — the reality of this kind of 
intervention. They require me to spend my time differently, and to collect different things in my house. They require me to 
have uncomfortable conversations with people I live with about how many glass jars I’ve collected in the cupboard (too 
many), or the messiness of the herbaceous material drying on the coat rack by the front door, or the proliferation of dried 
lemon rinds in various parts of the house. They require me to somehow comfort people about the guilt they feel about their 
own ‘food waste practices’ almost every time I reveal what it is that my research is playing with.
But I also reflect on the self-consciousness with which I reflect on the mess of these everyday practices and social 
interactions.
What does it meant to make a mess with academic writing?
The process of writing is itself messy. 
It mirrors the everyday practices. 
It stops, 
and I need to try making something, 
or doing something with something I’ve made, in order to get my thinking and writing happening again. 
Washing my hair becomes a part of the research. 
It might look like procrastination, but in fact it’s me thinking through my body, and the writing couldn’t happen 
without it.
To extend Law’s argument for ethnography as being valuable for understanding and presenting the “ragged ways” in 
which knowledge is produced in research, I want to suggest that auto-ethnography is of particular value in showing the 
disorderliness of the practice of this research, the practices it investigates, and how those things are interwoven. 
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Drawing on Heldke’s work about foodmaking and ‘thoughtful practice’ (1992), dietitian and sociologist Jennifer 
Brady develops an auto-ethnographic approach with cooking as a form of inquiry, arguing that “cooking sheds light on 
identity, bodies and knowledge that other activities, such as gardening, dance or sport, do not” (2011: 323). In Brady’s cooking 
as inquiry approach, researcher-participants are invited “to actually make the food as the means of exploring the processes by 
which identity is performed or ‘done’ through’ the body” (324). She differentiates this from participatory ethnographic work, 
arguing that, while participant observers “tend to maintain a clear separation between the research and the researcher’s 
presence”, cooking as inquiry “situates the researcher as the focal point of inquiry” (326).
Brady’s approach also draws on ‘collective biography’ methods, where researcher-participants work collaboratively, 
which she argues “calls attention to the relationally of identity performance and embodied experience” (325). Where Brady’s 
‘collective’ refers to groups of human cook-researcher-participants, however, if I were to use the term ‘collective’, it would be 
in a much looser sense. My collective consciously includes the various other-than-human materials and actors, along with 
humans who have contributed in the small but significant ways discussed later, in the final bundle of essays that constitute this 
thesis.
The culture I am hoping to present and reflect on here is multiple, and the threads between its parts are messy and 
uncertain: this research is a mesh of practices that finds itself weaving with the thinking and practice of research, art and an 
approach to everyday life. This collective auto-ethnographic weaving, then, is a way of elaborating on what Law might call 
“quiet methods, slow methods, or modest methods” (2004: 15). The writing, perhaps necessarily, then, might mirror the 
development of the infusions I strain messily through cloth and colander: what I might come to know from the mess is only 
obvious once I try to use it.
Indeed, Law also asks how researchers might concern ourselves with the creativity of academic writing and what that 
might mean for the social science disciplines (12). What the form of the writing does for the research and to the things that are 
researched is an important consideration for this thesis.
Anthropologist Tim Ingold suggests that making is a form of wayfaring or wandering (2010a: 92), and that writing is a 
form of ‘mind-walking’, with words inscribed on a page having “just as much of a material presence as do footprints and tracks 
impressed on the ground” (Ingold 2010b, 16). Essays in particular, argues poet and scholar Joan Retallack (2003), act as a 
wager; a form that quite openly asks a reader to do some work (or, one might argue, play) of their own in order to make 
something for themselves from the writing. The essay as a wandering, a searching, an attempt—for writer and reader alike—
mirrors the tentative and iterative nature of the physical making practices. It pushes the reader into the same kind of uncertain 
space as the writer and maker, which is precisely where I hope for them to be, so that they might begin to think differently 
about matter that might usually be called waste. 
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It is useful to think of this essaying approach as something like lyric essaying — a sort of paving together of a mosaic, 
or weaving together of threads, that, as creative writing scholars Rachel Robertson and Paul Hetherington write, “do not try 
to provide a comprehensive narrative of a life” (2017: 38), but, rather bring together various strands to “suggest a 
completeness that is never fully accounted for” (2017: 38). The lyric essay’s fragmentary nature, they write, “provide(s) us 
with access, however imperfectly, to what the lyric essay itself is unable to make fully explicit” (2017: 38).
Essaying, then, could embrace the disorder and engage with it in meaningful and illuminating ways.
Part of this messiness is what critical nonfiction writer and theorist David Carlin calls “the situation of the 
Anthropocene” (2017). Encouraging an intermingling of “the creative resources of the essayist together with the ethical 
orientation of the posthumanist”, Carlin argues that this ‘entangled nonfiction’ opens up a space of critical/creative practice. 
The notion of entangled nonfiction is useful for thinking about how other-than-human things might have some kind of greater 
agency in what I’m writing. It is not, perhaps, possible for me to find a ways in which the food scrap materials with which I am 
making things really ‘have their own voice’ in this thesis, but maybe it is possible for me to more clearly reflect how my voice is 
made through interactions with these materials and actors, rather than something I impose on them. As Carlin suggests, “the 
essay listens to what the matter demands”, and this makes it “a particularly apt and handy tool for articulating the 
entanglement of humans and nonhumans, and for encouraging mutations within the viruses of language, desire and sensory 
perception that flow through and among us” (8). Similarly, writer Julienne van Loon suggests that the essay—in particular 
the literary essay—is a useful and productive way of responding to posthuman times, and the ways in which these times are 
pushing us to revise how we understand our experiences of embodied subjectivity (2017). The literary essay, van Loon writes, 
“enables a critical practice in which poetics, politics and affect come together to help both writer and reader approach a set of 
events or questions that might remain otherwise incomprehensible”.
These terms that pre-empt the notion of the essay—lyric, entangled, literary—all hint at a form that both considers 
aesthetics, but also gestures to something beyond itself and beyond the written word. This is writing on the edges, or what 
poet-essayist Leslie Scalapin calls “writing on the rim” (in Retallack 2003: 47). Of the three terms, ‘entangled’ is the most 
intriguing for this thesis, since it suggests more directly both the intention to engage with messiness (tangles) and the 
possibility for the form of the essay to allow more space for the agency of the materials themselves, and to see how much of my 
thoughtful practice/embodied thinking is merely a response to them, rather than something that is directive of them.
The entangled essay, then, could function as both an ode to messiness—a condition that is considerably more difficult 
to stay with in adult life than in childhood—and a critical reflection on that same tangle.
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3. Collecting vitality
A woman in my office told me that the oil from lemon peels can be used in cosmetic products for your hair and skin.
Before I dried the lemons, I tried using them fresh, the way you might if you were making marmalade. 
A sharp metal knife 
slices 
lemon peel on a wooden chopping board. 
The knife sings 
a little as it’s lifted from the wood. 
The juice of the lemon coats my fingers.
First, I tried the lemon peels in a tea I make to rinse my hair — made with apple cider vinegar, chamomile and honey. 
The addition of lemon peels brightens my hair, and the oil leaves it feeling fuller. Encouraged, I added it to a face cream I’d 
been making with other oils and beeswax.
The slow bubbling of an oily liquid in a pot on the stovetop; 
a wooden spoon stirring the liquid bumping against the edges of the pot. 
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Then 
the loud whir of a stick blender 
moving in and out of the oily liquid; 
muted when it is submerged, 
louder and clearer when it comes to the surface.
As with the hair tea, I added the lemon peel fresh. 
This was a mistake. 
After a few days, the cream smelled Not Quite Right. Not off exactly, but vaguely sour. I used it anyway, because I am 
stubborn and I didn’t want to waste it. 
Later that day, my skin began to burn along my cheek bones, just a little. I thought maybe it was just the heat of the 
day. 
I used the cream again the next day. 
My cheekbones burned hotter, and itchy blotches appeared on my cheeks and jawline. I refused to believe it was the 
face cream. I thought I must be stressed. And a little sunburnt. 
I used the cream again the next day. 
The burning and itching worsened. My skin felt raw.
I was not that stressed. 
It was not that sunny. 
I stopped using the face cream and my face returned to normal. Frustrated, I scraped the cream into the compost and 
threw it away.
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Political theorist Jane Bennett writes about the vitality of matter as “the capacity of things—edibles, commodities, 
storms, metals—not only to impede or block the will and designs of humans, but also to act as quasi agents or forces with 
trajectories, propensities, or tendencies of their own” (Bennett, 2010: viii). Hers is not a vitalism in the traditional sense. 
Rather than suggesting vitality or vibrancy as a separate force that can enter and animate a thing, she equates affect with 
materiality — that is, Bennett’s conception of vitality is intrinsic to materiality, even to our own materiality. Considering a 
lemon rind in this way, that is, ‘following the material’ in order to make something with it (Ingold 2010), produced a slow 
dawning realisation that often enough the material itself had more control over whether I would throw it away than I did. I 
could follow the lemon rind to make with it. But its inherent vitality meant it might also make something of me.
This forced me to properly notice it as a thing rather than a mere object. As critical theorist Bill Brown writes, “we 
begin to confront the thingness of objects when they stop working for us”, when objects assert themselves and change the 
assumed subject-object relation (2001: 4).
Thinking of food waste materials as things with an inherent vitality, and the capacity to ‘act back’ necessarily 
complicated any quest to reduce or eliminate food wastage*.
This vitality also presents a particularly tricky problem for documentation of this process of making. Usually, a recipe 
will document only the successful iterations of a making process, but I found myself—both as a maker and as a researcher—
equally interested in the failures, and in the reasons why my attempts to make use of the food scraps were failing. As a maker, 
understanding the why might allow me to avoid such failures in the future; but as a researcher, the failures indicated 
something even more interesting.
Fresh, the lemon peels’ vitality acted on my skin. But dried, this vitality troubled me more deeply, well below the 
surface of my skin.
“Humanity and nonhumanity have always performed an intricate dance with each other,” writes Bennett, “There was 
never a time when human agency was anything other than an interfolding network of humanity and nonhumanity” (2010: 31). 
In my making practices, the making process itself becomes an actant, where the “assemblage owes its agentic capacity to the 
vitality of the materialities that constitute it” (Bennett 2010: 34). Edibles, Bennett writes, reveal what Deleuze and Guattari 
called “a certain ‘vagabond’ quality to materiality, a propensity for continuous variation that is elided by ‘all the stories of 
matter-form’” (2010: 50). My early attempts at making something with the lemon rinds showed—rather forcefully—that food 
waste, too, has this ‘vagabond’ quality.
The woman at my work later told me about the way lemon rinds were dried where she had grown up in India. She 
said the local women sliced the lemon peels and put them out on trays on their roofs. In the heat of the sun, 
as the peels shrivelled and darkened,
she said the air 
* This is something sociologist David 
Evans also notes in his ethnographic 
work on household food wastage — 
often the materials have considerable 
agency in their own wastage (2014).
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thickened 
with the sweet scent of lemon blossom.
My own initial experiments with drying the lemons were not so sweet. In fact, they were a complete failure. It was 
spring when I began, and in the daily shift from sun to rain, my trays of lemon peel went mouldy.
I took pictures — an attempt to account for the role the vagabond materials themselves were playing in the 
development of my processes. 
Pictures, I thought, could be a way of giving some space in the 
documentation to the complexity of this vitality; to the agency of the 
material itself; and to the agentic assemblage (lemon rind, 
temperature, humidity etc) that became an interruption to my making 
process, and pushed me to change my approach.
After the mouldy rind, I began a dance with the oven.
It tied me to the kitchen for hours at a time, checking the trays of 
lemon rind, lest they burn.
Imagine the low hum of the oven; the tick of a clock as the hours 
pass; the pad of bare feet on wooden floor boards.
The slowness of the hours in this dance—listening, smelling, looking
—was equal parts frustrating and relaxing. When I moved to using a 
dehydrator, there was a part of me that missed the oven’s 
inconsistency as a drying tool, and its quiet demand for attention.
There is still a part of me that misses the enforced slowness of drying with the oven, the feel of my feet on the kitchen 
floor.
Like the oven, the dehydrator emits a low hum, though one with an airier quality. It is a fuzzy, wavering noise, the 
sound of air moving around an enclosed space, 
between 
~ Image 3.1
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the trays of drying lemon peel. 
It’s the kind of sound that becomes background, 
and is soon forgotten about. 
The warm air moves between the gaps, escaping through the cracks in the small white spaceship of the dehydrator, 
warming fingers. 
Imagine me 
humming along 
with the dehydrator, 
absentmindedly trying to match the tone of the machine’s 
continuous 
exhalation.
Slowly, lemon peels have infiltrated my life. I learned to dry them so that I could collect them. 
The detritus of an appetite for lemons. 
The house fills with the smell of lemon blossom as they dry.
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The trays themselves are beautiful. Circular, covered in the smaller half-circles of the lemon rinds, yellow at first, but 
deepening to a golden orange as the dehydrator sucks the air out of them.
The clatter of plastic trays,
 
the snapping of a dried lemon peel, 
the soft clinking 
of the peels 
dropping into a glass jar, 
the circular scraping of the lid being tightened on the jar. 
~ Image 3.2; 3.3; 3.4
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The scent of dried lemon rind is different to fresh. It’s heavier, richer, less acidic, sweeter. Between my fingertips the 
lemon rinds feel powdery and oily. You can almost see it in the close up images of the dried rinds.
My collecting of lemon rind and other food waste materials began as an attempt to reduce or even eliminate certain 
parts of my own food wastage, but as the collected material piled up, it became something else as well. As I collected the 
images of the food scraps alongside the food scraps themselves, the collecting became a way of, as Hawkins suggests, reframing 
this waste in order to really notice its thingness (2006: 80). Collecting dried food scrap materials in this way allowed me to press 
pause on the usual ways these materials might move through our lives—or at least to create a much slower and longer 
timescale. This pausing allowed me to really notice them, and to notice the ways in which I respond to the detritus of my own 
diet, both physiologically and psychologically.
The images of the collected food waste both allowed and forced me to consider it more closely. 
Dried lemon peels all over my house — 
in jars in my kitchen cupboard 
and on bookshelves in my bedroom; 
~ Image 3.5; 3.6; 3.7
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in jars of vinegar and carrier oils 
on sunny windowsills; 
in small cloth bags 
hung inside jackets on coat hangers 
in my wardrobe.
There are more lemon rinds than I know what to do with.
~ Image 3.8
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The folders in my Dropbox account became full of images of lemon rind and other food scraps, which I could share on 
social media to begin conversations with people about what I was doing and, often, encourage an appreciation of food scraps 
that was not there before. 
As I collected dried lemon peels and images of them, I also, unexpectedly, collected my guilt, dried it out, 
and put it into jars throughout my house, in the spaces between the rinds. 
It sat quietly, but persistently. 
~. Image 3.9; 3.10; 3.11
~ Image 3.12; 3.13; 3.14
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The images seem to document the beauty of the materials, and sometimes of my failures in making with them. Making 
‘ugly’ food beautiful or novel so that it will be appreciated and eaten is an approach to reducing food waste undertaken by 
various supermarkets in Australia and elsewhere at different times (see, for example, Willmot 2016), as well as by artists such 
as Sarah Phillips (Ugly Produce is Beautiful 2017), who takes highly stylised pictures of food that was destined to become 
waste. This approach—drawing on a long history of modern picturing technologies being, as Carlin writes, “invested in 
bringing into vision the previously invisible” (2013)—no doubt encourages a viewer to think anew about the materials they are 
seeing presented this way. Indeed, when I have presented my work publicly at conferences, people have shown a curiosity 
about the food scraps because of the images, asking me questions about the materials after commenting on the beauty in the 
pictures. 
But these approaches run the risk of presenting food wastage as merely an aesthetic problem, and doing so without 
suggesting the more troubling aspects of food that has become excess. In my images, the scraps and sometimes my failures 
with them are presented without much sense of the quiet horror and fear and discomfort—nor the strangeness of these 
familiar but often unnoticed materials.
How might I document my quiet guilt, for instance? The ways in which I have come to care for and about these 
materials, both in the way I feel about them and the things I do with them? Do the images I have taken convey these feelings? 
Or is this the role of the writing, as it sits here, in conversation with the images?
But if I write about guilt and present pictures of the things that initiate that guilt, do the materials themselves seem to 
disappear? Does the essaying become about my guilt and not much else? Writing with these images in order to write with 
care, to use theorist María Puig de la Bellacasa’s phrase* (2012: 203), seems still to take too much away from the materials, to 
thin them out too much. As Carlin writes, “taking pictures has long roots within possession: images, like wild animals or 
prisoners of war, are captured”2 (2013, emphasis in original).  The simile Carlin uses here is no accident: there seems, in this 
notion of possession, to be a desire to tame a thing by taking a picture of it, to put a boundary around its capacity to act. 
Thinking with, writing with, and practicing with care, in this context, needs to allow for thick messiness, for trouble, for things 
that do not quite work.
Which is to say that the capturing of images, and the accompanying writing about them, although thicker and messier 
than text alone, also inadvertently muted precisely what my research became interested in: the capacity of the materials to act. 
How, then, might I also account for—or give more of an affective sense of—this quietly troubling vitality, what critical theorist 
Bill Brown might call the things’ “audacious ambiguity” (2001: 4)?
Consider the lemon peel.
Rind, pith, flesh. 
Imagine more than what it looks like.
* Which she uses to describe Donna 
Haraway’s writing practice, and her 
notion of ‘thinking-with’ in practice 
(Puig de la Bellacasa 2012: 203).
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Juiced, the flesh is 
saggy, stringy and sticky. 
The pith is, perhaps, split, but otherwise intact. Depending on the lemon, it might be thick or thin, and it is usually a 
little spongey. 
The rind is 
bright and 
zesty, 
perhaps with some bits burned by the sun. 
But mostly its surface is mottled, and vaguely bumpy under the fingertips. 
Lemon rind feels 
clean,
somehow. 
When I think of touching lemon rind, I often imagine it first as being cool, something that’s come from the cold storage 
in the fruit and veg store. But if I let my imagination rest here a little longer, with the rind under my fingertips, 
the roundness 
of the fruit in my hand, 
the zest becomes 
warm 
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— a lemon pulled straight from a particular tree in the backyard of one of the rental houses I’ve lived in. 
Rind, pith, flesh,
warm from the sun,
and full of 
life.
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4. Listening
Listen to the quiet. 
The rolling rumble 
of the oven; 
the smooth hum
of the dehydrator. 
Bare feet on a kitchen floor.
My own humming 
in response.
A human body interacting with other materials and tools.
I often find myself humming when the dehydrator is running, as if some part of me is wanting to engage with the 
machine and the materials inside it, even while I’m not working with them directly. 
When I catch myself doing this, I think of an uncle of mine, who hums along with his coffee grinder, in a single tone, 
perhaps so he notices when the sound of the grinder changes, as the ground beans reach a certain fineness.
Quietly, 
almost imperceptibly, 
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listening became more and more a way for me to engage differently—more closely—with the things I was working 
with. Listening became a method of working. Or, more accurately, I noticed that it had always been a method of working. 
I had always been listening. 
“From one body to another,” writes sound theorist Brandon LaBelle, “a thread is made that stitches the two together 
in a temporal instant, while remaining loose, slack, to unfurl back into the general humdrum of place” (2010: xvii). A sound is 
not so different to an essay. 
An essay, too, is relational, 
drawing together different threads, 
and weaving them 
loosely, 
with plenty of slack. 
An essay, too, might allow a reader to unfurl back into a place or topic or experience.
As the making with food scraps continued, I came to repeatedly ask myself how I might make an essay where a reader 
would do some of the work/play of imagining these experiences of creating and be able to relive to a certain extent the 
embodied knowledge I was documenting. How might I reframe in the essay itself waste objects as actors in the world, and as 
central players in habituated practices of the everyday?
In part, this was a question of how to account for the senses, and for sensory experience. Increasingly, anthropologists, 
geographers and ethnographers are paying attention to the body and sensory perception, and the roles that they play in 
everyday life (see for example Hawkins 2015; Makagon and Neuman 2008; Pink 2009). This attention to the senses came to 
seem especially important to this research project, where questions of materiality met with questions of social and cultural 
practice. 
Within these disciplinary discussions have also been suggestions for alternative ways to investigate and represent the 
social more broadly, including the use of listening and sound (Carter 2004; Erlmann 2004; Makagon and Neumann 2008). 
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From a sound studies perspective, sound is inherently relational. The thread of sound, writes Brandon LaBelle, “may 
create a relational space, a meeting point, diffuse and yet pointed; a private space that requires something between, an outside; 
a geography of intimacy that also incorporates the dynamics of interference, noise, transgression” (2010: xvii). As my research 
continued, I came to think of this ‘relational space’ as a particularly useful idea for research and reflection that accounts for the 
senses, as it encompasses simultaneously an attentive intimacy and a sense of distance from which to reflect. LaBelle 
acknowledges the possibility (or indeed, inevitability) of “interference, noise, transgression”; that sound, like all forms of 
perception, is mediated by the space through which it travels from one (human or otherwise) body to another. ‘Space’ in this 
context might be taken to refer to physical space, but also to spaces of understanding and interpretation as influenced by 
culture.
Listening, then, becomes a relational making process. In my research it came to be another way for me to engage with 
the food scrap materials I was making things with. Paying attention to sound in my research, and more explicitly considering 
and giving space to sound in these essays, became a way of enacting this relational space in the thesis itself.
Sound art researcher Peter Cusack (2013) also writes about sound and listening as ways of finding and exploring 
relationships between things, when he suggests that field recordings can be “potent triggers” both for people listening to works 
in sound, and for researchers. Cusack writes that “attentive listening on location can reveal sonic threads running through the 
narratives and issues under examination, and suggest unexpected questions and directions to be pursued” (2013: 27). He uses 
the word ‘thread’ here to conceptualise a link between different parts of a narrative, where LaBelle uses the same word to 
describe sound as a way of traversing the ‘relational space’ between two bodies. 
The word ‘thread’ in its singular form is important here, too, I think, as it suggests something tenuous and potentially 
fragile; and, at the same time, the likelihood of other or additional threads. This way of conceptualising sound—and listening 
as research—is reminiscent of anthropologist Tim Ingold’s notion of making, which refuses the idea that the materials with 
which a person makes are inert. The threads, in Ingold’s thinking—like in LaBelle’s, where threads can unfurl—are not solid 
or fixed—or necessarily even pre-existing, since thread is itself the result of a process of making. Instead, Ingold, using a 
slightly different but equally generative analogy, suggests that a skilled making practice is to “find the grain of the world’s 
becoming and to follow its course while bending it to [an] evolving purpose” (2010: 92 my emphasis). 
What Cusack suggests with the concept of “attentive listening” is not dissimilar to the notion of ‘hearing culture’ that 
has gained traction in the social sciences. This notion is, of course, potentially problematic if the focus on sound becomes an 
attempt to value the spoken word or heard sound over and above the written word. As ethnomusicologist Veit Erlmann writes, 
while the study of the sounds within a culture “suggests that it is possible to conceptualise new ways of knowing a culture and 
of gaining a deepened understanding of how the members of a society know each other” (2004: 3), it is problematic to simply 
propose an “alternative economy of the sense in which prominence perforce must be given to the neglected ‘second sense’” (4). 
It is crucial, Erlmann says, to “emphasise that it is not enough to denounce vision and replace it with a new sensibility based 
on the ear” (5) — a more nuanced approach is necessary. A multi-modal essay, then, by combining image, sound and written 
text, might be one such approach, not only to gathering data, but also to presenting that data and analysis.
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In the same publication about hearing and anthropology, sound artist and academic Paul Carter argues, there is an 
important distinction between hearing and listening. “Listening,” Carter writes, “is engaged hearing” (2004: 43), which creates 
the sense of “being involved in a communicational contract” (43). Like Cusack’s ‘attentive’ listening, for Carter, “listening is 
intentional” (44) and dialogical, while hearing remains monological. Unlike hearing, listening values ambiguity, “recognising it 
as a communicational mechanism for creating new symbols and word sense that might eventually become widely 
adopted” (44). Listeners, for Carter, “are like hunters following up ambiguous traces”, and being communicative “depends on 
anticipating the other’s moves” (44-45). In this way, the listener/researcher becomes just one of the actors participating in the 
performance of this communication.
Sociologist Michael Butera also characterises listening as a much more involved relationship than simple 
representation. Butera uses the metaphor of metabolism to discussing hearing, listening to and making sound (audition). 
“Listening,” Butera writes, “is not merely reception; listener and listened to are co-emergent in a process of affect and 
sympathy” (2011: 53). He proposes that the digestive metaphor “affords us a dynamic portrayal of listening by illustrating 
discrete yet interconnected moments in this process” (53). Considering sound as something more than merely its material 
aspect, Butera makes a case for thinking about sound as a phenomenal event, “operating in the space between affect and 
intelligibility” (54).
Hearing, says musical artist Ansuman Biswas, “is primarily a sense of touch” (2013: 192). “We may be touched at the 
finely tuned membrane of the eardrum,” he says, “or at the skin, the skeleton, or the fluid filled spaces of the body” (2013: 
192). But to listen is something more still. He too moves beyond mere hearing, to talk about deep listening. Writing about 
playing music on a violin, Biswas says, “I understand from textbook diagrams that it is my ears that hear but this fact is not 
clear in the way it is clear that my eyes see” (2013: 193). Instead, when listening, “what I hear does not simply enter from 
outside through my ears” (193). “Rather I seem to feel with the object, touching all the tingling vibrations of the space and 
material that constitute my body, the violin, and the reverberating space” (193, original emphasis). Deep listening, he 
contends, involves more than just the ear bud. “The ears are a gnarled fist,” he writes, “when they open the soft palm of the 
whole body feels the world” (193). 
He writes about learning to play the violin, and how much of the listening involved happens not only through the ears, 
but through other parts of the body. The body feels its way around the instrument and the music. This, he writes, “is 
remembering”, “a bodily listening”, and “hearing with only wallflower ears seems like timid poverty by comparison” (194). 
This learning and this conversation between instrument, instrumentalist and sound is very similar to the conversation I find 
myself having with the food waste materials I use to make things. 
Listening to the sounds that come from these materials is an important part of the bodily listening/feeling that happens 
in the making activity. 
A change in 
sound 
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might accompany a change in 
smell 
or texture.
The listening also happens through my fingertips or the palms of my hands,
as I feel 
vibrations
I might also hear if my ears could pick up such a frequency. 
The dehydrator vibrates some sounds I cannot hear. 
If I hum along, I can feel those vibrations 
from within my own body
as well as in the air around me. ^
When we prepare meals, writes anthropologist Anna Harris, “we certainly have an ear out … whether it is waiting for 
the pasta water to boil, a popping toaster (or better still, champagne cork), or heaven forbid, the microwave beep” (2015: 14).  
In a professional kitchen, she writes, “sounds help staff to know what is going on around them, without having to always look 
up from their chopping board” (14).
Could I essay this experience, I wondered, by recording some of the sounds I was listening to with a microphone? 
Ingold argues that writing is a form of ‘mind-walking’, with words inscribed on a page having “just as much of a material 
presence as do footprints and tracks impressed on the ground” (2010b: 16). Could I make a sonic essay, where sound and the 
written word were woven together, and create the ‘relational space’ LaBelle speaks of, and then attempt to ‘mind-walk’ 
through that space? Such an approach would offer creative writing and listening together as an approach to investigating the 
theoretical, sensory and material elements in making things as a social practice.
^ Listen: humming with the 
dehydrator (sound 3.1)
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I began recording sounds in a ‘low-fi’ fashion, using the inbuilt microphone on my smart phone, and, later, using a 
shotgun microphone that plugged into my phone, and with which I had more control over the input. Although I already had 
experience in working with sound, when I first began recording the sounds I was listening to while I made things with food 
scraps, it had not occurred to me that they would sound different or mysterious when removed from their context.
I have now a collection in my phone of crackling and crushing sounds. It would be difficult for most people to say 
what these sounds are — I myself would struggle if I had not clearly labelled them at the time of recording. 
Listen:
These recordings became for me what is known within the field of electroacoustic music as the acousmatic sound. A 
concept developed by Pierre Shaeffer and Michel Chion, the acousmatic sound is one that has been “removed from its 
contextual and indexical source to acquire other meaning” and to make “a more concentrated listening experience” (LaBelle 
2010: 14). LaBelle applies the concept of the acousmatic sound, which “carries forward the tracings of a voice that leaves 
behind the material world, to appear as if from the shadows” to echoes in underground railway systems. The echo, he writes, 
“is a sound that comes back to haunt, returning as transformed through its diffusion and ultimate regrouping into an 
altogether different expression” (15).
The recordings of me making things with food scraps became a kind of echo of the experience itself — something that 
made strange the bodily experiences I was becoming very familiar with. For me, as the researcher, this allowed me to notice 
things I might not have otherwise about the materials; it allowed for an even more ‘attentive listening’—to return to Cusack’s 
term—than only listening with my ears while I was making. It allowed me to consider the different properties of the materials, 
and to make associations that I might not have otherwise. 
~ Sound 3.2; 3.3; 3.4
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Listen again to the crackling and crushing sounds, and the subtle differences you can hear in the texture of the 
different materials; the space I’m working in with them; and the temporality of the practices:
Recorded sound of avocado seed outer shell cracking
Listen to the crackling and tearing; to the difference between a small break and a large break. But listen also to the 
way the seed’s skin rubs against the seed and against my fingers; to the small sounds of the seed being lifted off and placed 
back on the surface of the wooden chopping board.
Recorded sound of ripping mandarin skins
Listen to the tearing and snapping sounds, how they pop rather than crackle. Listen to the clink of the skins as I put 
them onto a saucer. Listen for a rhythm in this activity, as it develops and is periodically interrupted.
Recorded sound of crushing eggshells into a jar
Listen to the cracking here, how it is cleaner and snappier than the crackling of the avocado seed shells. There is an 
initial break, as I apply pressure to the eggshell half, and then the finer crushing that happens after. Listen to the way the 
crushing sound fills up the small space of the jar, and the sound of the jar itself rattling around on the tiles of the kitchen floor. 
Listen to the two different spaces created by these sounds. 
~ Sound 3.5
~ Sound 3.6
~ Sound 3.7
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The sounds indicate that the materials are all dry, but to varying degrees. There is a sense of the effort it takes (or 
doesn’t) to break them, and of the surfaces they are interacting with. There is a sense of the space this activity is taking place 
in, and the time it takes to do it. If, as LaBelle argues, “sound creates a relational geography that is most often emotional, 
contentious, fluid, and which stimulates a form of knowledge that moves in and out of the body” (2010: xxv original emphasis), 
then listening also “positions us within the unfolding of time” (6).
These recordings give a sense of space and temporality, but, as echoes of the actual experience, they are also somewhat 
unsteadying. The echo, LaBelle argues, “is a strategy for resistance and rebellion — a sonic mirroring to the point of defusing 
the reign of established culture” (40). Removed from their original source, these recordings of me breaking up materials 
become something more than a simple documentation. For me as a researcher, these recordings revealed more of the materials 
themselves, but also of the ways in which my body met with the bodies of the food scraps and the tools I was using. The 
recordings highlighted again and again, in a way that images alone did not, things about the relational nature of making things 
with these materials; about the acts of living differently with what might usually become waste.
Playing these sounds to other people when I was presenting the research, I would purposefully neglect or refuse to tell 
them in advance what they were listening to. Instead, I would simply play the sounds and watch closely as they listened. 
People were intrigued, surprised and curious. They often told me what they thought they were listening to, giving me 
analogies I could use in descriptions of those sounds. Playing the sounds proved to be a far more effective way of introducing 
people to the potential in food scraps, and to my research, than simply telling them about what I was doing*. 
Anthropologist Anna Harris and music historian Melissa Van Drie write about ‘sharing sound’ as a way of teaching—
or passing on knowledge of—sonic skills, which include listening skills and other skills. Writing about the sharing of sound in 
order to teach the medical practice of auscultation, Harris and Van Drie acknowledge the difficulty of passing on knowledge 
about embodied practices, while also documenting the creative solutions teachers use to do so*. “Telling is possible,” they 
write, “but articulating is hard” (2016: 101), so medical teachers use a range techniques to help their students learn to 
differentiate between layers of sound*, to visualise the shape of a sound, to have words to articulate what they are hearing, 
and to make best use of the equipment they have and their bodies.
As I shared more of the sounds I was collecting in a live presentation setting, I began to realise that, in the same way a 
recipe is an attempt to pass knowledge on, the sharing of my research was not only a documentation of my own learning, but a 
way of passing on that knowledge. How might I emulate this experience—of the sharing of knowledge through the 
demonstration of sounds—through the thesis itself? 
I began to include more and more description of the sounds of making in the writing. I also began to think about what 
the essays would sound like if I presented them aloud, and this changed my writing, 
creating space
on the page, to indicate a shift in tone, 
and pauses and emphasis.
* Often I would play the sounds and 
then hand around jars full of the dried 
material for people to touch and smell. 
Only once they’d heard and touched 
the materials would I tell them what 
they were playing with.
* These include demonstration, 
mimicry and repetition, and rhythm 
and improvisation. My presentation of 
the dried materials themselves to 
audiences would, perhaps, be 
considered ‘demonstration’.
* Harris and Van Drie talk about this 
as a kind of ‘deep listening’, in a 
slightly different way to Biswas. For 
Biswas, ‘deep listening is about the 
listener’s body and using all of it to 
listen, where for Harris and Van Drie 
this terms describes the practice of 
listening to another person’s body—
though this may also involve using 
more than one’s ears.
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I began to experiment with how to include the sound recordings themselves in the text.
I wondered about recording the entire thesis as a series of ‘sonic essays’. But, like the medical students Harris and Van 
Drie studied, who could not grasp sonic skills through a single technique (2016: 112), and whose teachers used a range of 
techniques, including sonic, visual and textual, I came to realise that these essays, as expanded recipes for making, needed to 
be multimodal. Sound needed to become entangled with text and with images to emulate the “multisensory modes of learning” 
in these embodied (and not solely or even mostly sonic) practices. 
Such an approach could weave together, loosely, a social practice approach to food waste and my creative practice 
approach to research. The form of the essay could expand to be attentive to the senses in a number of ways, through text, 
image and sound.
Listen carefully again to the quiet, 
recorded. ^
In the background, 
imagine the hum
of the refrigerator; 
the wind outside the open door;
birds 
and traffic in the distance;
The dehydrator is almost indistinguishable from other white noise machines; it sounds like 
one
great
long
exhale. ^
^ Listen: humming with the 
dehydrator (sound 3.8)
^ Listen: dehydrator (sound 3.9)
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My humming is full of inhales and mouth sounds.
The sounds of me making are 
imbued
with the sound 
of my breath. ^ ^ Listen: humming alone (sound 3.10)
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Habits
Image 4
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An introduction to habit
In the bottom drawer of an old wooden wardrobe that sits in my lounge room is a collection of brown paper bags.
The drawer is heavy; 
it bangs
and
clunks
when you open it.
The paper bags hold different materials I have dried and collected — some for the garden, some for making things, 
and some for both. The bags are labelled, faintly.
They crinkle and rustle when I search. ^
There are probably five large paper bags full of the seed heads of parsley plants, somewhere in this collection. 
The seeds were an abundance in the garden that became excess — there were far more than I needed to sow the next 
generation of parsley plants. They are not generally eaten. I gave many to The Barries for generating compost, but I decided 
to keep some for myself, to see what else might be made from them. A year later, they are still stuffed in paper bags in the 
bottom drawer of the wardrobe. But they are also sitting quietly at the back of my mind, and in idle moments I sometimes 
think of them and type ‘parsley seed skin care’ or ‘parsley seed medicinal uses’ into a search engine.
The seeds are little packets of potential — new plants, new things to make, new habits to form around the making and 
the use of what is made. 
^ Listen: wardrobe drawer opens and 
paper bags are moved around 
(sound 4.1)
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This bundle of essays uses the framework of ‘habit’ to discuss the various outcomes of the research work, and reflect 
on what it might mean to sow such a seed (figuratively) and shift or change the habits associated with food scraps that would 
normally become waste. Like the wardrobe drawer, it houses a collection of seeds for new habits — and, in fact, many of the 
materials I write about in this chapter are the seed part of the plant they come from. The essays in this bundle explore this 
collection of seeds in a way that decentres the human actant (myself) to consider the agentic assemblages (Bennett 2010) of 
human and other-than-humans that contribute to a meshwork (Ingold 2011) of habitual practices. Each of these essays makes 
use of either described or recorded sound, and many of them also include images. These essays, though they have a strong 
entanglement with one another, also operate as standalone individual entities.
“When we look at living creatures from an outward point of view, one of the first things that strikes us is that they are 
bundles of habits,” writes psychologist and philosopher William James (1890: loc 7). In James’ thinking, the fundamental 
properties of matter are central to any definition of habit; and, in living things, the variation of habits over time is inevitable. 
Plasticity, he writes, “means the possession of a structure weak enough to yield to influence, but strong enough not to yield all 
at once” (loc 19), and habit in living creatures is “due to the plasticity of the organic materials of which their bodies are 
composed” (loc 30). A body that has, for one reason or another, yielded to a particular influence once will find it easier to yield 
a second time, and a third time, and so on.
One of the key tensions in work around habits and habituated practices is the extent to which an individual is capable 
of changing their own habits (in the context of habits that have negative outcomes from that individual, for society or for the 
environment). Indeed, James’ work identifies this tension, showing that “habits to which there is an innate tendency are called 
instincts; some of those due to education would by most persons be called acts of reason” (1890: loc 7). Are habits constructed 
or handed down? And what might this mean for the changing of habits, where that is necessary either for the individual or for 
broader sociocultural and/or environmental reasons?
The essays in this bundle, following Haraway’s call to ‘stay with the trouble’ (2016), self-consciously sit with this 
tension to reflect on the pleasures and challenges of changing habits with food that might normally become waste. Thinking 
again of Haraway’s argument that “it matters what stories we tell to tell other stories with” (2016: loc 488), the introduction to 
this chapter explores some emerging stories about living differently with food waste. To introduce the complexity of what 
Anthony Giddens calls ‘life politics’—that is, the politics of how we choose to live our lives in post-traditional contexts, “where 
globalising influences intrude deeply into the reflexive project of the self, and conversely where processes of self-realisation 
influence global strategies” (2013: 214)—it is useful to reflect on emerging work in sustainability studies, including food waste 
research, that calls for a ‘beyond behaviour change’ approach to practices. 
In recent years there has been a growing chorus of social scientist scholars calling for “innovative and alternative ways 
of understanding and investigating social and environmental change” (Strengers and Maller 2015: 1). One approach is found 
through theories of social practice, where change is understood through “socially shared practices” rather than individual 
behaviours (1). This line of thinking recognises anthropologist Pierre Bourdieu’s notion of the habitus, as something that is 
produced by “the structures constitutive of a particular type of environment (e.g. the material conditions of existence 
characteristic of a class condition)” (1977: 72), where the structures both generate practices and perpetuate themselves 
through those practices “without in any way being the product of obedience to rules” and are “collectively orchestrated
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without being the product of the orchestrating action of a conductor” (72).
This complexity can, for example, be seen in some of the ethnographic research about the changes in the practices of 
food retailers in response to the ways the ‘food waste problem’ has been conceptualised in public policy and campaigns. 
As discussed earlier in this thesis, sociologist David Evans and colleagues found that from 2013, “significant 
departures were made from the politics of blame that underpinned the individualising of responsibilities” (2017: 9), towards a 
more distributed sense of responsibility for the problem of food wastage. This was, in part, because “more nuanced approaches 
to knowing and mobilising the real and discursive figure of ‘the consumer’ began to take hold, and the responsibilities of other 
actors—particularly supermarkets—in the food chain came to the fore” (2017: 13). That is, retailers who had made changes to 
their practices believed that their customers cared about food that was wasted, and that there were industry practices that 
could be changed to help consumers waste less food, because different stories were being told about the ‘character’ of ‘the 
consumer’. The stories about food waste and about concerned consumers have their own agency here.
Because my work is interested in practices that make use of food that might otherwise become waste in ways that are 
not intended for eating, the essays in this bundle consider the different kinds of stories that might be told, not only about 
consumers, but about the materials themselves. Initially, this was a practical thing: there will no doubt always be food scraps 
that people think of as inedible and unavoidable, so I wanted to consider what else might be done with those scraps other than 
throwing them away. But this shift also meant that the changes in my habits with those food scraps necessarily changed other 
habits and everyday practices, highlighting the connected nature of habitual practices — what social practice theorist 
Theodore Schatzki might call “bundles of practices and material arrangements” (2015: 15). 
The essays in this chapter use both social practice theory and posthuman theory (with a particular interest in new 
materialist theory), and the emerging connections between these two theoretical disciplines, to explore various sociomaterial 
and sociotemporal considerations in changing habits both directly linked to food and its wastage, as well as habits that at first 
might seem only tangentially linked, and what anthropologist Kathleen Stewart might call an ‘atmospheric attunement’ to the 
space for possibility that opens up as new habits are formed around these materials (2011). 
As well as bundling together—or entangling—different habitual practices that might not at first seem directly related 
to food wastage, the essays in this bundle draw together text, sound and image more fully than anywhere else in the thesis. 
They are woven together in ways that allow a multitude of ways of reading, just as practices may manifest themselves in a 
variety of ways, depending on the context.  
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Cleaning and self
Lemon rinds, vinegar, heat.
Time.
Strain out the plant material. (Which The 
Barries then eat.)
This basic recipe is the fate of most of the 
lemon rinds I collect; the basic recipe for a simple 
cleaning liquid. 
There are two methods for making this 
liquid. 
The much less involved method, but the one 
which overall takes more time, is to put the plant 
materials and the vinegar into a large glass jar, put 
the lid on, and leave it in the sun somewhere for at 
least two weeks. After the waiting period, you strain 
the plant matter out and bottle the liquid. 
This is the quiet method. 
~ Image 4.1
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The tinkle of plant matter into the jar; the clatter of the jar against the surface of the bench or chopping board; the 
slow sloshing of the liquid vinegar into, and then, later, out of the jar. In the time in between, I imagine the softest of bubbling 
sounds as the liquid heats gently in the sun, but I have never actually heard this sound.
The more involved method, but the one which means you have cleaning liquid sooner, is to simmer the plant materials 
in water on the stovetop for as many minutes or hours as it takes for the lemons to look ‘spent’*, strain the plant matter out, 
then add vinegar at a ratio of roughly 50:50 (more vinegar is fine) and bottle.
This method, comparatively, is noisy. 
Saucepans clunking on the stovetop; 
the click and woosh 
of the stove lighting; 
the excited bubbling of the liquid when it boils, and its 
simmering 
bubbles when the heat is turned down; 
the sound of the exhaust fan over the stove. ^
I prefer the quieter solar infusion method, both because it is less involved, and because the lemon 
in the jar catches the sunlight in interesting ways. 
This is as much an aesthetic preference as it is a temporal one.
The colour of the resulting liquid, a highly concentrated product, varies, depending on how long I have simmered it on 
the stovetop or left it in a glass jar in the sun, and depending on the pigment of the particular lemons I have used in the 
vinegar. 
Sometimes it is a summery golden colour, but other times it is a dark brown. To use it, I water the liquid down to the 
colour of weak tea.
* The length of time varies greatly 
with each new batch, and seems to 
depend on how much oil there is in the 
plant matter. This is not something 
that can be measured in advance. For 
this reason, I sometimes use a rice 
cooker or a slow cooker, rather than 
the stovetop, so I can leave the brew 
unattended as it simmers away.
^ Listen: saucepan and boiling, 
simmering on the stovetop (sound 4.2)
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I have used it for a long time now as a cleaning spray for surfaces (in conjunction with bicarbonate soda if there’s a 
particularly dirty surface that needs cleaning) anywhere in the house, including the kitchen and the bathroom. Which is to say 
that I have been cleaning my house with what might normally become food waste, and in the process questioning not only the 
ways in which certain food scraps become categorised as waste, but also the notion of what counts as ‘clean’.
As Mary Douglas famously puts it, dirt is a problem of categorisation, or “matter out of place” (1980: 35), while the 
unclean is “what must not be included if a pattern is to be maintained” (4). Douglas argues that, even while also 
acknowledging the revolutionary medical advances brought about by the discovery of the bacterial transmission of disease, it 
is important to realise that ideas about dirt are more than pathogenicity and hygiene, and, related to this, that “attributing 
danger is one way of putting a subject above dispute” (40). This, she writes, is a relative idea: “Shoes are not dirty in 
themselves, but it is dirty to place them on the dining table; food is not dirty in itself, but it is dirty to leave cooking utensils in 
the bedroom, or food bespattered on clothing” (36). In other words, context is important. 
Domestic cleaning has been conceptualised as a process of creating and maintaining a ‘safe’ space for the humans who 
dwell there (Ger and Yenicioglu 2004; Martens & Scott 2005, 2006). For Ger and Yenicioglu, rituals of domestic cleanliness 
are a way of “creating a safe ‘home’ in the face of the threats generated by the commotion of the disorderly world” (2004: 466). 
They argue that, in the contemporary world, where “commodity fetishism” (466) sees an “ever-expanding colonisation of 
social domains by market symbolism” (466), domestic cleaning becomes a way of claiming back the space of one’s home as 
one’s own. However, as Martens and Scott argue, consumer culture does not stop at a home’s doorway, and the practice of 
cleaning itself “may be regarded as consumption practice in the sense that it is in essence about the maintenance, ordering and 
organisation of domestic material culture” (2005: 380). As well, the rituals of cleaning are very often themselves ‘colonised’ by 
the market in the form of cleaning products. Consumer culture, Martens and Scott write, “is not some abstract scary entity 
that affects the domestic practitioner ‘outside the home’ so that they turn to seek security inside the home” (2006: 58) — rather 
it is brought into the home through various products, including cleaning products, which potentially pose as much of a danger 
to the home’s inhabitants as ‘outside’ dangers. What Martens and Scott’s analysis of the historical discourse around cleaning 
products shows, in line with Douglas’ argument that what counts as dirty depends on context, is that there has been a shifting 
relationship between safety and danger in domestic spaces. 
Things that we eat often also straddle uncomfortably this boundary between ‘safe’ and ‘dangerous’ — a discomfort 
that can lead to food being thrown away (see for example Watson & Meah 2012; Milne 2012; Fuentes & Fuentes 2015). In the 
early stages of germ theory, in the late nineteenth century, Martens and Scott write, “germ worries provide one of the clearest 
examples of the connection between public health concerns and private practice of domestic cleaning and, more specifically, of 
public discourse attempting to change those practices” (2006: 42). While medical science moved on in the twentieth century to 
consider ill health cures over prevention, germs remained in the public consciousness in part because marketers of cleaning 
products designed to address the ‘germ problem’ took up a vocal role in public health discourse (2006: 43). 
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Interest in cleaning as an antibacterial exercise is one that continues. We can see this in research around the efficacy of 
domestic cleaning products, including vinegar, for eliminating various bacteria known to be harmful to human health (see for 
example Cadnum et. al 2017; Goodyear el. al 2015; Ikawa & Rossen 1999; Parnes 1997). Martens and Scott, however, also 
track a shift towards a concern about the safety of the cleaning products themselves — which can also be seen in health 
sciences research (see Bédard et. al 2014; Matulonga et. al 2016; Xudong et. al 2016; Zock et. al 2009) and research about 
their effect on the broader environment (see for example Martens & Scott 2006 Kapur et. al 2012; Ojeda-Benitez et. al 2013; 
Van Lieshout et. al 2015). This concern around the antibacterial has come to include worry about the longer term and 
population-wide effect on human health. Along with other known risk factors (such as exposure to antibiotic-resistant 
organisms in crowded settings like childcare centres, exposure to antibiotics either as medical treatment or through ingestion 
of antibiotic-treated foodstuffs), it has been suggested that an antibacterial hygiene and cleaning regime might change the 
susceptibility of the microbial gut flora in humans (Aiello & Larson 2003)*, possibly increase the development of allergies in 
children, and increase the likelihood of antibiotic-resistance in the general public (Levy 2001). In September 2017, the US 
Food and Drug Administration banned hand and body washes containing certain antibacterial agents “because manufacturers 
did not demonstrate that the ingredients are both safe for long-term daily use and more effective than plain soap and water in 
preventing illness and the spread of certain infections” (FDA 2017).* 
Clearly, the notion of cleanliness as simply shutting out all nonhuman bodies is problematic.
Indeed, the increasing scrutiny of an antibacterial approach has occurred alongside a growing awareness and 
understanding of the complex microbial life that occurs within human bodies. Humans are host to “a myriad of 
microorganisms that assemble into complex, largely beneficial communities that outnumber human cells by tenfold”, which 
have formed symbiotic relationships with their larger host organism (Blase & Falkow 2009: 887). The human/nonhuman 
dichotomy itself becomes as problematic as the antibacterial approach to cleanliness. Bacteria can, of course, cause disease, 
but whether a strain of bacteria acts as a symbiont or a pathogen is largely a matter of context (2009: 888) — not unlike what 
classifies as ‘dirty’.
Human geographer Jamie Lorimer argues that this has seen the emergence of what he calls the ‘probiotic turn’, which 
has seen the “introduction of formerly taboo entities into our bodies, homes, cities and the wider countryside” (2017: 2). I 
wonder if it is something like this, at least in part, that I am doing with the making of a cleaning spray for my home from 
vinegar—which is itself fermented food scraps*, the result of a complex unfolding of relationships between various bacteria—
and other food scraps. That which might usually become waste instead becomes a cleaning agent, a symbiont rather than a 
pathogen, because its context is changed.
A sink or a container full of water.
A dash of the lemony vinegar.
A rag.
* This is based on the discovery that 
triclosan, a common antibacterial 
agent in hygiene and cleaning 
products, targets a specific bacteria, 
rather than multiple bacteria species. 
It inhibits the bacterial fatty acid 
biosynthetic pathway in a similar way 
to antibiotics, and “may, therefore, 
confer cross-resistance” (Aiello & 
Larson 2003: 503; see also Heath & 
Rock 2000; McMurray, Oethinger & 
Levy 1998).Other antibacterial agents 
commonly used in cleaning and 
hygiene products have also been 
linked to the development of 
antibacterial-resistant organisms 
(Aiello & Larson 2003)
* A final ruling on some other 
antibacterial agents was deferred to 
allow for the submission by cleaning 
product manufacturers of safety and 
effectiveness data.
* White vinegar is traditionally made 
from corn scraps fermented to form 
alcohol, and then further fermented to 
become vinegar. Apple cider vinegar, 
which I also use in other things I 
make, is made similarly, from apple 
cores and sometimes skins. I have a 
collection of apple scraps in my freezer 
from which I hope to try making my 
own apple cider vinegar.
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The slosh of the rag as it meets the water, the drop 
drop
drop
drip
as I remove the rag from the water and 
wring
it out. ^
I wipe the damp rag over the surfaces in my bathroom and kitchen—bench tops, mirrors, sinks, toilet, shower—
rinsing it in the lemony vinegar solution as the rag gathers dust and grime.
It smells like vinegar, but with its tart edge dampened. The smell fades as the liquid dries.
One day I came across soapnuts in my local healthfood store. Also known as soapberries, they are the pulp of fruit 
from one of various species of sapindus trees, which are in the lychee family. They have been used in traditional cultures to 
make soap, and I wondered if I could add them to my lemony vinegar to use it as a laundry detergent.
When I made my next batch of lemony vinegar on the stovetop, vaguely following a recipe I found on a ‘natural home’ 
blog, I added twelve soap nuts along with a generous handful of lemon rinds to a couple of cups of water and brought it to the 
boil, then dropped the heat down so the liquid would simmer.
While I was pottering around the house doing other things, the liquid bubbled on the stovetop for a couple of hours. 
After this, it still seemed as though there was oil left in the soapnuts and lemon rind—they were still vibrant in colour and firm 
in their structure—so I transferred the liquid to a rice cooker and let the liquid cook there for several more hours. By the time 
the plant matter looked spent, the liquid had turned a dark golden brown. I strained the liquid through a sieve and an old tea 
towel, added white vinegar, and bottled it.
With the added soapnuts, the surfaces I cleaned with the liquid afterwards felt softer, smoother somehow, like how 
timber loses its abrasiveness once it is sanded and polished.
^ Listen: filling a bucket with water 
and cleaning liquid, then wetting a 
cleaning rag (sound 4.3)
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In ‘Comfort, Cleanliness and Convenience: The Social Organisation of Normality’, social practice theorist Elizabeth 
Shove argues, concepts of cleanliness alone “are of surprisingly limited value in understanding contemporary 
conventions” (2003: 90) of cleaning practices, such as bathing, household cleaning, and laundering. Instead, Shove argues that 
private habits of cleanliness, rather than simply mirroring contemporary theories of disease, systems of social discrimination, 
or the structure of institutions and infrastructure, “are constructed as people steer their own course through culturally and 
temporally specific landscapes of legitimating discourse and classifications of ordinary and extraordinary behaviour” (94). The 
history of laundry practices in particular, Shove writes, is a story of “establishing, revising and sometimes abandoning 
expectations about degrees of whiteness, the precision of ironing, the quality of starching and so forth” (2003: 123). What 
counts as clean laundry might, across history, have been a matter of appearances, of disinfection, and of deoderising and/or 
perfuming. In a contemporary setting, however, very often ‘clean’ clothes “are quite simply clothes that emerge from the 
machine” (2003: 133). 
In this context, according to Shove, the most relevant factor in why people launder the way they do, is habit. “Routine 
and a sense of appropriate performance constitutes further motivation,” Shove writes, “and for those in the way of changing 
their sheets every two weeks or every six months, such periodicity has a momentum of its own: they simply have to 
wash” (2003: 126). Which is to say that habits—and the sense of ‘normality’ they bring—are made and remade in practice. 
On the surface, my laundry habits did not need to change too much to accommodate the new laundry liquid.  Over 
time I found that I needed to pre-soak some heavily soiled items I might not have previously, because the lemony soapnut 
vinegar was gentler than commercial products. But I still washed my clothes in a machine, and put the laundry liquid in the 
same place I would usually put a commercially produced laundry detergent.
What did change for me, though, was the sensory appeal of laundering. It became more complex; richer. I’ve always 
enjoyed the process of washing and folding clothes*. I had characterised this enjoyment as one of creating some kind of order 
from the mess of dirty, crumpled clothes in my laundry basket. But using the lemony soapnut vinegar, I came to realise it was 
more than that too. 
If, as William James suggests, living creatures are “bundles of habits” (1890: loc 7), then laundering habits (and 
indeed, cleaning habits more broadly) might be seen as a kind of ‘self-making’. 
The water
rushing
into the drum of the machine,
muted
* Most definitely not of ironing, 
however.
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by the closed door.
The sloshing tumble
as the clothes are spun slowly around inside.
My bare feet
cool
on the tiles of the bathroom floor as I watch — as if I might tell from simply looking whether the liquid is working.
Later, the 
flick
and 
snap
as I shake the wet clothes out before I hang them: a habit I picked up from my mother, meant to decrease the need for 
ironing.
There’s an order to how I usually hang the clothes — like things together, to make it easier when I come to fold them 
and sort them later. I hang different types of clothing in different ways, either to maximise the exposure of the material to air 
and sun, or to make sure any peg marks left on them when they are dry are hidden under the arms or somewhere else not so 
obvious.
The smell of the fabric as I fold the dry the clothes later is distinct. The lemony soapnut vinegar leaves them smelling 
like sunshine, 
and as if they’ve been ironed.
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The feel of the fabric in my hands as I fold them is as if the fibres are slightly fuller,
plumped up
by the lemon oil.
It is 
soft
in the way that fabric softener makes clothes gentler —
unless I’ve added 
slightly 
too much
bicarb soda to the wash cycle when I added the vinegar.
The bicarb instead makes the clothes starchier.
It was through a process of many washes that I worked out how much vinegar I should use, and that bicarb soda 
helped. This was not so much a question of cleanliness, but one of tactility. The amounts I eventually settled on (about a scant 
tablespoon of the laundry liquid, once it has been watered down to the colour of weak tea, and a teaspoon or so of bicarb 
soda) were informed entirely by my preferences for how the clothes felt once they had been washed and dried.
This sensory preference is something identified in Shove’s work too. Anthropologist Sarah Pink (2005) also notes that 
people express sensory pleasure when talking about their laundering habits—as I have—and in the contemporary importance 
of ‘freshening up’ clothing. As Pink notes, “the need for freshening was usually defined in olfactory and tactile terms, having 
little to do with visual staining or dirt” (2005: 279), and does not necessarily align with laundry detergent marketers emphasis 
on ‘visual cleanliness’. For one of Pink’s participants—a woman in her 50s—pegging out washing “was an olfactory, visual and 
emotional experience…that evoked not only feelings of sensory pleasure, but memories of past experience and of her own 
mother for whom she had pegged out washing as a child” (2005: 285).
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Pink also makes an argument for laundry practices as part of a “wider project of self-identity” (288). Like identities, 
Pink writes, laundry practices “are formed intersubjectively and are comparative”, with the individual comparing “her or his 
practices with those of others”, very often, as I have, their mothers (288).
My mother and I approach hanging our clothes in slightly different ways, each approach based on its own logic. We 
had a conversation about this at the washing line once, when I was staying with my family for a week. The next time my 
clothes ended up in the household’s load, I happened to be charged with getting them in once they were dry, and discovered 
that Mum had, understanding the subtle importance of these habits, kindly hung my clothes my way, and hers her way. We 
also differ in positioning of clothes on the line. I fold my clothes as I take them off the line, and hang all the t-shirts together 
etc. to save sorting later. My mum does not fold as she gets clothes off the line, so the positioning is less deliberate. 
Pink’s informant quite explicitly saw laundry as part of the “public presentation” of herself — along with makeup and 
hair.
Pink suggests that these multi-sensory aspects of laundering are “not simply a question of how feelings are evoked by 
the smell of drying laundry…but of how this matter is embedded in wider processes of sensory transformation that invoke 
sensory values, memories and moralities” (279).  Another of Pink’s informants, a 27-year-old male, engages with the ‘how’ of 
producing clean clothes through laundering, but is not interested in the ‘why’*. Pink suggests that this strategy “involved 
performing an identity…that links specifically with the identity aspirations he charted for himself when he described how the 
sensory layout and composition of his room was congruent with his ambition to become a writer” (2005: 282). This young man 
was also flexible in his performance of this identity in that he was “aware of the demands of others and was also prepared to 
negotiate with these to use in laundry in social contexts to produce and identity that accounted for ‘what other people 
think’” (2005: 283).
Unlike Pink’s male informant, I am interested in the ‘how’ — how either an adjustment to my laundry liquid recipe, or 
an unintended difference in the liquid as a result of, say, a different level of oil in the plant matter I use to make it, alters the 
feel and smell of the clothes. Like many of the informants in Pink’s data, this is not so much about hygiene: my assumption is 
that clothes that go through the machine are, broadly speaking, clean. The identity I am constructing and performing for 
myself through these practices is one of ‘experimenter’ and ‘maker who is curious’, and of distance from normative 
consumption practices. It is an identity that is at the very least suspicious of commercial products, and, often enough, also 
irritated by them. 
This irritation is both conceptual and physical. The smell of most conventional laundry detergents bothers me now, 
and feels somewhat overwhelming, and quite often these detergents irritate my skin. I am less flexible than Pink’s informant 
with this identity. This is a stubbornness that has caused small tensions in households I’ve been a part of where other members 
of the house have more ‘germ worry’ than I do — though this has been less of an issue with laundry than with use of the 
vinegar liquid as a general purpose cleaning spray. The stubbornness has, when it has managed to avoid veering into self-
righteousness and instead remained curious, also created space for conversations about practices of cleanliness that are 
arguably necessary, considering the broader impact on both human and environmental health that these products and 
practices might have. As Pink argues, resisting conventions in laundering practices can mean that “individuals participate in 
the processes of change” (2005: 287). 
* Pink points out the typically 
gendered nature of this approach, 
detailing how this informant 
“depended on his mother to do 
laundry he regarded as complicated or 
beyond his scope, claiming that he was 
unable to understand the mysterious 
knowledge that lay behind doing the 
laundry” (2005: 282)
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This suggests that shifting habitual practices around cleanliness might also mean changing the ways in which we make 
ourselves through cleaning practices.
The liquid with which I clean my hair is not so different to the liquid with which I clean my house and my clothes, 
though it is more complex. These are the ingredients that I have used to make myself through my hair:
Vinegar
Orange rind.
Lemon rind.
Cinnamon.
Avocado seed.
Chamomile.
Rosemary.
Sage.
Lavender.
Marigold.
Cleavers.
Rose geranium.
Later, honey. 
Hair, writes social practice theorist Helen Holmes, operates at the margins of the body, and “it is constantly changing 
— growing, getting greasy and altering with varying climates” (2015: 3). It has “a persistent vivacity which requires repetitive 
maintenance and repair”, she writes, and this means “hair care practices are constant and demanding” (Holmes 2015: 3). She 
uses the archaeological concept of the palimpsest—“an inimitable material record” (3)—to explore practices of hair care. 
Changing my practices with food that would usually become waste changed my hair maintenance practices, and it 
shifted my relationship with the materiality of my hair. What began as an experiment with the effect on my hair of the oils 
found in lemon rinds became a dedicated curiosity about the agency of an increasingly complex assemblage of ingredients. 
“Hair stores previous practices upon it,” Holmes writes, “a previous colour which affects how another will take; a particular 
style meaning a wait for hair to grow to try another; or the remnants of a perm which leaves hair with a persistent 
kink” (Holmes 2015: 6). A palimpsest, my hair is a material record of my experimental practices with food scraps.
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Over time, its colour has brightened because of the chamomile and marigold; it has thickened because of the oil from 
the citrus rinds; it has softened because of the honey. It has a lighter texture — one that feels dragged down, somehow, by the 
kinds of products a hairdresser puts in my hair, and that takes 
time to recover after a visit to a salon. My hair is a palimpsest 
that I am, apparently, both protective of and self-conscious 
about.
For a long time, I was secretive about washing my hair 
with these ingredients. 
Gay Hawkins notes that “waste obviously has a vital 
role to play in the care of the self” (ix), and managing it can be 
about cleanliness and purity, but also about “feeling good” — in 
the sense of “having done the right thing for the 
environment” (ix). Bathing is another form of waste 
management. It is, Shove argues, “usefully understood as an 
expression and realisation of symbolic structural concerns 
regarding the positioning of self in society, the conceptualisation 
of body and nature, and the relation between pleasure and 
duty” (2003: 95). My fear of revealing that my hair care 
practices made unusual use of what would normally become 
waste came mostly from what I might reveal about my standing 
in society. Would I be thought of as clean enough?
It surprised me to realise, though perhaps it should not 
have, that gender expectations were a concern for me too. As 
Holmes notes, “the desire to control one’s hair is very much 
wrapped up in notions of morality, class, respectability and conformity” (2015: 8), especially as these things are linked to 
notions of femininity. During Holmes’ ethnographic research, participants described “greasy hair or obvious roots” as 
“markers of overt sexuality, lack of cleanliness and morality” (8) — or a lack of ‘respectable’ femininity. Femininity, writes 
Beverley Skeggs, “is the process through which women are gendered and become specific sorts of women”, and is always 
classed (2002 “Ambivalent Femininities”: 2). White middle-class femininity, Skeggs notes, was, historically, “defined as the 
ideal, but also as the most passive and dependent of femininities”, and “was always coded as respectable” (2). This femininity 
“was seen to be the property of middle-class women who could prove themselves respectable enough through their appearance
~ Image 4.2
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and conduct” (3, original emphasis), and could “use their proximity to the sign of femininity to construct distinctions between 
themselves and others” (3).
I don’t like going to the hairdresser. 
I hate all the stuff they put in my hair, and how, at the end, they always push me to straighten it, even if I’ve told them 
at the beginning that I won’t want to straighten it, as if its natural wildness is somehow not ‘made up’ enough for them; as if 
they feel like they haven’t done their job well if I don’t leave looking sleek.
But the sleek look doesn’t feel like me. 
I don’t like the questions they ask about what I put in my hair. 
Their surprise
or horror
or curiosity
when I reluctantly tell them I make my own hair wash and rinse; the increased scrutiny, 
real or imagined,
they direct towards my hair once they’ve got it out of me that what I use in my hair
comes out of my kitchen cupboards.
After this, 
they still
ask me if they can straighten my hair.
I know the hairdresser is a relaxing place for some people. It’s time out from a busy schedule. It’s not having to do 
anything or be anyone for anyone else. It’s outsourcing of one of the many things a woman has to do to be presentable.
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It’s having someone else do the work. It’s ‘self-time’ (Holmes 2015)— the kind that is created and held by someone 
else so you don’t have to. 
I understand how it could be this for me. But instead I feel inspected.
I find it distressing. 
I mostly come away from the hairdresser feeling like I have 
somehow failed at femininity.
Various notions of ‘otherness’ are so often tangled up in ideas about what counts as a clean person*. Remembering 
Shove’s argument that bathing in particular is an expression and realisation of the relationship of the self to society and to 
nature (2003: 95), it is not surprising that I find myself in a troubled relationship with femininity. I am finding myself on the 
wrong side of the feminine/masculine dichotomy.
I am also, it seems, finding myself on the wrong side of the nature/culture dichotomy. Gay Hawkins criticises what she 
calls ‘environmental disenchantment stories’—the kind that require a human to ‘do the right thing for the environment’—as 
perpetuating the problematic nature/culture divide. 
If cleaning—oneself, one’s clothes, one’s house— has traditionally been a process of making oneself by demarcating 
‘other’, then what does it become if we begin to undo some of the usual dichotomies (pure/impure; clean/dirty; nature/culture; 
human/nonhuman; man/woman; white/black)? Using waste—a thing that is usually demarcated as something separate from 
self—to clean myself, my clothes and my domestic spaces began this process of undoing for me. I began to wonder what would 
happen if we thought of cleaning instead as a process of adding things, or creating or strengthening new relationships between 
ourselves and the world? Could we have cleanliness without purity?
Instead of washing my hair to remove ‘dirt’ now, I am washing it to ‘freshen it up’ like I might with laundry. It 
becomes a process not of excluding certain things (grease or oil), but of adding things. It becomes a way of engaging with 
vinegar and lemon rinds and the other plant matter I include in my hair rinse. 
I have also come to think of my hair as a kind of creature on its own, both a part of me and apart from me.
I am myself, and also something else.
* See, for example, Dana Berthold 
(2010) on the social moralising 
inherent in the idea of ‘whiteness’ in 
personal cleanliness, or William Miller 
on disgust as a form of social ordering 
(1997).
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Donna Haraway makes an argument for sympoeisis—a making-with or becoming-with—as a way of ‘staying with the 
trouble’ and beginning to deal with the problems—of which food waste is one—of the Anthropocene (2016). Cleaning with 
food scraps, and the challenges to my sense of self I faced as a result, were, eventually, humbling and expansive rather than 
restrictive and isolating in the way that environmental disenchantment stories have been for me. The making of these cleaning 
liquids, and the cleaning practices that follow, have been a way of “making kin” in the way that Haraway argues for: “as 
oddkin rather than, or at least in addition to, godkin and genealogical and biogenetic family” (3). This way of making kin, she 
writes, “troubles important matters, like to whom one is actually responsible” (3). Who, Haraway asks, lives and dies; what is 
connected and disconnected; what must be cut and what must be tied “if multispecies flourishing on earth, including human 
and other-than-human beings in kinship, are to have a chance?” (3).
In Haraway’s speculative fiction/fabulation/feminism Camille stories (2016), human babies are born linked to animal 
symbionts, about whom they come to know and whose welfare they are response-able* to and for. That parts of my food scraps 
became quite literally a part of my hair (or my skin, or my clothes or my house) has engendered in me a care and response-
ability for these types of dietary detritus, and for the fruits and plants they came from. My sense of self has become tangled up 
with these other-than-human things.
I use an old gravy jug to apply the vinegar rinse to my hair. 
To the jug, I add a teaspoon of honey 
and a capful of the hair rinse vinegar, which has already been 
watered down,
like the other cleaning liquids
to the colour of weak tea.
The water smells like herbaceous honey and feels soft and thick.
In the shower, after I’ve washed my hair with a mixture of water, salt, bicarb soda and Epsom salts, I use the gravy jug 
to pour the honeyed vinegar onto my scalp before I dip the length of my hair into the jug. 
I comb the mixture through my wet hair.
* Haraway’s word, meaning able to 
respond to.
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A few minutes later, as I rinse it from my hair, I use my fingers to test whether I’ve matched well the vinegar amount 
to the condition of my hair. The amount I need to use changes, depending on how oily my hair has become, the condition of 
my scalp, and sometimes the reaction my hair has been having to the weather.
If my hair feels heavy and sticky at this stage, I know I have used too much vinegar, and it has left too much oil in my 
hair; if my hair feels brittle, I know I have used too little.
If my hair feels heavy but soft, I know I have managed to use just the right amount.
My hair will be clean, but the way it moves, how it holds its curl, and how it feels to touch will respond to the amount 
of vinegar I have used. The amounts are never quite the same. 
Later, when it has dried, and when it is clear whether I have managed to use the right amount of vinegar, 
my hair will 
smell like sunshine, and herbs.
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Collective re-making
Listen to the morning sounds. 
A quiet kitchen, heard through the slowness of the first hours of the morning, as if through a haze. 
The bottom section of a stovetop coffeemaker is filled with water from the tap. 
The 
clunk 
of the pipes, 
the echo of the water’s gurgle inside the moka’s lower chamber. ^
The metal basket that will hold the coffee, empty now, 
clatters softly into the top of the chamber. 
A jar is unscrewed, 
coffee spooned out and into the basket. 
The collecting chamber is screwed on slowly. 
Long, circular sounds of metal running smoothly over metal. ^
^ Listen: water filling the moka 
(sound 4.4)
^ Listen: putting the moka together 
(sound 4.5)
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Click.
A hiss that continues. The gas.
Click, click, click. And then a tiny roar as the stove lights. 
Then quiet. Waiting. I exhale. Then take a long breath and exhale again. 
Pause.
The bubbling starts softly, almost dull, enclosed in the moka’s bottom chamber. It takes time for the steam to move 
through the coffee in the filter basket and into the empty upper chamber. The sound it makes when it does start to come 
through—quickly—is both a sucking and a bubbling sound. ^
I flick the stovetop off. 
I pour the coffee, the sound rising to a peak as the cup fills. 
A kitchen in the morning. The water fills the moka’s lower chamber, the coffee is spooned, the top is screwed on with 
those smooth circular sounds. The stove is lit, the coffee pot bubbles, the coffee is poured.
Repeat this, once, sometimes twice, most days, until it becomes a habit, until there is a smooth rhythm to the 
movements and the sounds.
Making coffee, at some point, became a regular practice for me. This is not, of course, uncommon*. 
However, there is a sound that is missing from this description of this almost daily practice of mine: the sound of the 
spent coffee grounds. The sound of the waste product — a thing that is arguably inevitable and unavoidable, and also inedible. 
The spent coffee grounds sit in the moka quietly, unobtrusively, as it cools. Later, they are tapped into my compost bucket, 
falling almost silently into the mix of other food scraps and paper.
The Barries struggle to deal with too much coffee. Some gardeners say that coffee grounds are acidic, and to put too 
much of this material into any compost system would necessarily mean the resulting humus is also highly acidic, and its use 
therefore limited to plants that like an acidic soil. My home consumption of coffee does not produce enough spent grounds for 
this to be a problem.
^ Listen: moka bubbling (sound 4.6)
* Drinking coffee is also a habit for 
nearly half the population of Australia, 
according to the most recent 
Australian Health Survey, undertaken 
by the Australian Bureau of Statistics 
(2015).
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But I do not only drink coffee on my own at home.
When I first started trying to develop a way of dealing with the spent grounds of my caffeine habit, I was a frequent 
visitor at the cafe at the end of my street. 
The sounds there are louder, more obtrusive.
The beans 
clattering 
against the plastic of the grinder’s bucket, the bean hopper.
The grinder pulverising beans — 
A mix of 
machine whirring 
and the violent 
tearing 
apart 
of the dried beans.
The grinder lever whacking as the barista pulls it quickly to release the grinds into the basket of the filter handle.
Metal clunking against metal as the filter handle is fitted into the machine.
The 
flick 
of the switch that allows the water from the machine to filter through the coffee.
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The quiet gurgle 
of the liquid coffee falling into the cup.
The 
hiss 
of the milk steamer, 
and the disconcerting high pitched
screaming and whistling 
of the hot air blown into milk, against the metal of the milk jug.
The gentle tapping of the jug against bench top, to burst any large bubbles.
And, of course, the sound of other people 
and their eating and drinking and talking, 
reflecting 
off the hard surfaces of the walls and floor and tables and chairs. 
Conversations half heard; children suddenly loud and then quietened, traffic sounds coming in through the door when 
it opens, and shut out again when it closes.
I have visited the cafe often enough to know all the baristas, and to have become friendly with other regulars, who 
would sometimes sit down and chat with me while they had their coffee. We would share our coffee time, our conversations 
enfolded in the layers of the sounds of other people’s coffee time.
Eventually, I made an ambitious plan that involved me making something or somethings from spent coffee grounds I 
collected from the cafe. The baristas kindly agreed to collect some grounds for me in a large white bucket with a lid, which 
had originally contained an industrial amount of feta cheese. 
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My house was one block from the cafe. 
Lugging this bucket, three-quarters full, though, it felt 
like ten. 
I had to  stop 
every 
few 
houses 
to rest and stretch out the muscles in my hands. 
Coffee is heavier than it looks.
At home, I sat the bucket in my garden shed, so I could use 
it when it was more convenient for me. 
It went mouldy before I could get to it.
The mould was cream and pink and bluey-green, like bubble gum flavoured ice cream. It was beautiful. But, having 
learned my lesson from a mouldy lemon-based face cream, I wasn’t going to put this 
anywhere near my skin. 
The Barries received the mouldy coffee in instalments, over a number of months.
I collected a new (smaller) batch of spent coffee grounds from the local cafe. Suspecting that the mould had grown 
because the previous grounds were still damp, but not sure I could use my dehydrator without making a mess of coffee, I 
spread out several cups of the coffee grounds on an old pillow case in my study, in a spot where they would get some sun. 
The room took on their scent.
~ Image 4.3
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Other gardeners in the neighbourhood found out that I was collecting coffee grounds, either because the baristas told 
them, or because they saw me with the bucket, and the cafe started putting buckets of spent coffee grounds at their back gate 
for other gardeners to collect too. Each of us would return the bucket once it was empty, and pick it up again when it was full, 
creating something of value out of something otherwise worthless. 
“Worthlessness is the condition of possibility for objects to move between different categories,” writes Gay Hawkins. 
And, she says, “this move by or process of malleability is grounded not in the intrinsic properties of things but in new and 
unexpected uses and functions that people bring to them” (2006: 79). My neighbourhood, it turned out, was full of people who 
engaged in various practices that brought new and often unexpected uses to things that might usually be considered waste. 
The collection of the coffee grounds became, for me, an introduction to these various practices, rather than simply managing 
my own waste stream — a gateway to a very localised economy in my neighbourhood of sharing excess food and other 
materials. Unexpectedly, the buckets at the cafe’s back gate created space for a conversation about waste across multiple 
households in my street. 
In a commissioned study about hard rubbish practices for Moreland City Council*, ethnographer Tania Lewis and 
colleagues found that gleaners were “typically involved in other practices that similarly sit apart from the mainstream economy 
and that, along with gleaning, could be regarded as forming assemblages or ‘bundles’ of inter-related ‘alternative’ 
practices” (2014: 8). These practices might include: “community activism, involvement in LETS (local exchange tradition 
system) schemes, productive gardening/food growing, keeping backyard chickens, dumpster diving, op-shopping, DIY/
repurposing, low energy living, water conservation, alternative transport, and volunteer and/or community work” (2014: 8). 
Indeed, one particular set of neighbours with whom I once carried a wardrobe, gleaned from hard rubbish*, down the street, 
were engaged in many of these practices. For a while, they ran a second-hand clothing store in the shop below their house; 
had an impressive container vegetable garden in their cement backyard; kept a beehive; experimented with making biogas 
from their food scraps; and built a workshop that would allow them to remould plastics that had been thrown out by other 
people. Another neighbour, who kept chickens, was trying to start a neighbourhood food scrap composting arrangement. She 
and I would often chat about gardening, and she told me that the very happy looking strawberries in her front garden were 
growing in a mixture of soil made from composted manure, pea straw and human hair she’d collected from a nearby barber. 
These sorts of ‘bundles’ of inter-related practices, according to Lewis and colleagues, are motivated by “a general ethos 
of not wasting” (2014: 10) and by broader social and political values.  These practices, and the values that motivate them, are 
an ongoing exercise in what sociologist Anthony Giddens calls ‘life politics’ — that is, the politics of how we choose to lives 
our lives in post-traditional contexts, “where globalising influences intrude deeply into the reflexive project of the self, and 
conversely where processes of self-realisation influence global strategies” (2013: 214). He says that “a clear part of increased 
ecological concern is the recognition that reversing the degradation of the environment depends upon adopting new lifestyle 
patterns” (2013: 221). In their work with ‘freegans’—people whose diet consists in large part or even entirely of food that has 
been gleaned—sociologists Ferne Edwards and Dave Mercer also found that freegans “go beyond rescuing food to also 
revalue and reuse other aspects of transport, work, leisure and housing, via their lifestyle choices” (2013: 186). In other words, 
for freegans, the gleaning of food was part of a larger bundle of practices that were often consciously anti-capitalist.
* Incidentally, the neighbourhood I’m 
describing in this essay is in Coburg, 
which falls under Moreland City 
Council’s municipality.
* A different wardrobe—the one in 
which I now keep my collection of 
seeds and dried plant matter—was 
gifted to me by an elderly neighbour 
on this same street. She was 
downsizing and moving to another 
part of the city. Furniture from her 
house ended up in the houses of 
various neighbours in the street.
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Certainly, for these neighbours (and for me), these choices about lifestyle patterns were strongly motivated by 
ecological concerns. But it was—or became—more than this too. As Lewis and colleagues found, gleaning among the 
participants in their study was associated with “caring, selflessness, community responsibility, and creativity” (2014: 11). 
Similarly, among ‘dumpster diving’ freegans, Edwards and Mercer also identify an etiquette, where the rules “reflect an ethics 
of care for other freegans, for others in need, and for the environment” (2013: 183). Very often, dumpster etiquette was built 
around patience and sharing, and “only taking what is needed so as to leave a good quality and range of food for DD 
[dumpster divers] or the homeless who may arrive later” (2013: 183).
The notion of gleaning as a redistribution of food is one that underlies the work of many food bank charities. In the 
US, one of the major food bank charities is, in fact, called Gleaners. In its centres in Michigan, it collects and then distributes 
donated food to soup kitchens, food pantries, shelters and other agencies. In Australia, food charities such as FoodBank 
Australia, Oz Harvest and Second Bite operate in much the same way.
In 2016 during my research for this thesis, I volunteered at the food bank charity Food Cycle in the London suburb of 
Hackney, which operated on a smaller, more localised scale. Volunteers at the food ‘hub’ and in other hubs across London, 
collected excess food from local supermarkets, and volunteers used it to cook a sit-down meal for anyone who came to 
community centre that day. This arrangement was as much about fulfilling a social need for the people who came to eat as it 
was about food. My role on the day I volunteered was as a host volunteer. This meant I was welcoming people in the dining 
hall and serving the food.
The lunch, a weekly occurrence, took place in a local community centre. When I arrived, there were eight or ten 
people in the kitchen, already cooking, or working out what to cook from the gleaned ingredients. Before the lunch began, I 
would need to set up tables and chairs, and set the tables with plastic tablecloths, mismatched cutlery, baskets of bread, and 
jugs of water. I began this work on my own, waiting for the other host volunteers to arrive. In the London summer, this was 
hot work.
Eight tables, four on each side, on a slight angle, creating an arrow of tables that pointed to the canteen window.
Another volunteer arrived after five minutes or so, and then another a little later. The three of us set up the tables, and 
put six chairs at each. We dressed the tables with old plastic table cloths, and set them with mismatched cutlery. As we laid out 
the cutlery, we discussed whether there was a particular order for the cutlery that we should be following, but none of us 
could remember what the formal conventions were. In the end, the cutlery was set up with some vague order that we agreed 
on, but implemented inconsistently. We added plastic water jugs to the table, and set up a table for the coffee and tea, near to 
the window opening to the kitchen. There was an electric urn, which turned on only after considerable fussing about. After 
this, we broke up loaves of gleaned bread to put in baskets on each table.
As it got close to lunch time, the mood in the kitchen was tense but friendly — they were running a little behind 
schedule. I went back out into the hall to greet people as they came in.
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The diners were an eclectic mix of people. There were so many who were obviously regulars. Many of them were 
older folk, though not all. They came from a diverse range of ethnic backgrounds. Some of the diners were friendly and chatty, 
others very clearly liked to be left alone. There seemed to be an understanding among the diners, about who needed to be left 
alone, and who was open to chat. Most of the diners were comfortable requesting extra water, or pointing out what was 
missing from their tables — instructions that were delivered with an understanding, again because the diners were regular 
attendees, that myself and the other two host volunteers were new here. 
Once the diners had all been served their second course, all the volunteers were encouraged to eat in the dining hall.
I sat down to eat my lunch with an older man, who’d approached the three of us host volunteers earlier, saying he 
hoped to talk to each of us. He’d finished eating, but he wanted to talk to me while I ate. He told me a series of lengthy jokes. 
From a kind of doctor’s bag he’d brought with him, he drew various props that helped in the telling of his jokes. The props 
were well-worn, and the long, silly and entertaining stories were obviously well-practiced. This was a regular performance. 
But it was also an opportunity for me to share with him some stories of my own, which he happily listened to and engaged 
with.
Other volunteers from the kitchen sat at other tables to eat and chat, and it was obvious this was a regular occurrence. 
This was the most rewarding part of the day — lovely to watch as well as participate in. What began as gleaning—and 
continued as the leftovers and food that hadn’t been used in the lunch were handed out to diners who wanted to take food 
home—became a thing of sociality, and a way of socialising. In this case, the “unexpected function and use” (Hawkins 2006: 
79) was social, not only physical.
As Hawkins writes, “for rubbish to be framed differently, it needs first of all to be noticed, it has to become 
conspicuous” (2006: 80) in the way the excess food collected from nearby supermarkets was when it entered the Food Cycle 
kitchen. “Before other possibilities and potential emerge,” she says, “before other games of value and use are activated, the 
phenomenological reality of rubbish has to be acknowledged” (Hawkins 2006: 80) so that we are recognising “discarded 
objects not as the passive and redundant context for our lives but as mobile, vital matter open to reconstitution” (2006: 80).
What interests me here is the way gleaning what would otherwise become food waste and noticing it as “mobile, vital 
matter” facilitated the generation not only of edible foodstuffs, but of something else, something social. What was created was 
a shared meal. “On all social levels,” writes culinary historian Massimo Montanari, “sharing a table is the first sign of 
membership in a group” (2006: 94). However, as Montanari points out, “eating together does not necessarily mean all is love 
and harmony”, and, where the table is a metaphor for life, “it represents in a direct and exacting way both membership in a 
group and the relationship defined within that group” (2006: 95). While sociality between the volunteers and the attendees 
was obviously encouraged, this was still a situation where food that would be thrown out by other people was being used to 
feed people who might otherwise go hungry. Though one of the purposes of the lunch might have been to “express 
symbolically the absence of hierarchical standing, democratic nature of the group, and that of the table around which it gathers” 
(Montanari 2006: 96 original emphasis), it was still the work of the volunteers to manage that equitability when, for instance, 
it came to splitting up the bags of remaining donated food at the end of the lunch. Social inequity is still the structure that lies 
beneath such a meal. It is, in fact, the reason the meal is even taking place.
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That this shared, food waste meal cannot ‘solve’ social inequity, though, surely does not mean that the sociality that’s 
created by such a meal is worthless. There is something to be gained from “staying with the trouble”, as Haraway would put it 
(2016: 4), an act that is “both more serious and more lively” (2016: 4) than despairing or remaining indifferent to this sort of 
trouble. “Staying with the trouble,” writes Haraway, “requires making odd kin; that is, we require each other in unexpected 
collaborations and combinations, in hot compost piles” (2016: 4)— that is, we engage in sympoiesis, a making-with.
Haraway’s work is about response-ability across and between ‘critters’ or species, but I want to suggest that noticing 
food waste differently also creates an opportunity to live differently with other people, and with things we might not usually 
think of as critters. 
Back in my neighbourhood, between the households whose residents were already engaged in gleaning and the 
bundles of practices around that, there developed a sense of collectivity. The wardrobe I carried down the street with my 
neighbours was given to my housemate because the neighbours, although they had been the ones to collect it from hard 
rubbish, could not get it into their house — instead they helped us get it into ours. Often, the neighbour with the manure-pea-
straw-and-human-hair grown strawberries would stop me on my way past her house and ask if I wanted some of her excess 
produce. I once carried a collection of jars, each containing a goopy wine vinegar mother, down the street to give to my 
neighbours so they could have a go at making their own red wine vinegar. What was being shared in these exchanges was both 
material things, and knowledges; what the sympoeisis was creating was a response-ability, both to the materials themselves, 
and to each other. This is both a recognition that waste could become a shared resource, but also that the sharing of those 
resources actually makes something else that isn’t about resources or utility as a way of valuing things. Instead, the materiality 
of waste here becomes a thing through which we might think differently about our habits with people, and, conversely and 
concurrently, people become a thing through which we might think differently about our habits with waste. 
One day, an older resident of the street stopped me as I walked past her front yard, where she was pruning some of 
her plants, and asked me about the bucket she’d seen me lugging up the street. 
What was in it? she wanted to know. 
Coffee grounds from the cafe, I told her, and this led to a conversation, first about the gardening uses for the grounds, 
and then the other things I hoped to try with them, and about my research more broadly. I told her about infusing oils. She 
loved the idea of coffee-infused oil, because, although she disliked the taste, she loved the smell of coffee.
Do you happen to know where I might get a rose geranium plant? I asked her, noticing one in her yard. The talk of 
coffee-infused oil had reminded me that I wanted to make some rose geranium oil.
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We both looked at her plants.
I’ll cut that one back next week, she told me, and offered to bring me the offcuts for my oil-making, and some cuttings 
for my own garden.
What the coffee waste did here—or, more accurately, the visibility of the coffee waste—was to create a space for 
conversation, for response-ability, with someone to whom I might not usually talk about waste. Responding to the imagined 
scent of what I was planning to make from the spent coffee grounds, my neighbour was more willing to directly involve 
herself, and to contribute materially, to the broader project. Where I had asked for nursery recommendations, she saw 
potential in the waste from her own plants. 
I suspect this neighbour was not particularly motivated by ecological concerns. Instead, the exchange of materials and 
ideas and the outcomes of making between the two of us would become both ways of creating and expressions of an ongoing 
neighbourly friendship. As with the practices of gleaning associated with hard rubbish in the Moreland City Council area, the 
movement of my neighbour’s garden waste to a useful material for making in my kitchen fostered “a sense of connection across 
generations and with the wider community” (Lewis et. al 2014: 3) — a connection grown around the creative re-imagining and 
repurposing of things that would otherwise have gone to waste. Noticing waste differently through these practices like 
gleaning and bricolage opened up space for different kinds of economies — cultural and social economies, rather than only 
financial economies. 
The next weekend, in her gardening hat and gloves, the rose-geranium grower knocked on my front door, as 
promised, and presented me with two large garbage bags full of cuttings. She had potted a few of the cuttings, she told me, 
and would bring those to me in a few weeks if they took.
Later, sitting on my kitchen floor, I sorted the cuttings into about fifteen large bunches, securing each with an elastic 
band. 
Rose geranium is 
velvety to touch, 
and its scent is 
similarly soft. 
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It is 
rose-like, 
but more diffuse, somehow.
I hung the cuttings upside down beside the kitchen window to dry. 
For days, this soft, rosey scent 
wafted 
through the house.
~ Image 4.4; 4.5; 4.6
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Apricot seeds
The branches hanging over my back fence were full of fruit.
Apricots. 
I collected them all one summer, about a week before Christmas. I took the 
fruit to my parents’ house with me for the holidays so I could make jam. 
Slicing the flesh of the fruit and removing it from the stone, the tangy and 
sweet smell of apricot wafting up from my juice-covered fingers, I 
remembered an apricot oil eye cream my mum bought from a catalogue while 
I was growing up. I thought, too, of the apricot kernel oil that was sold along 
with other ‘carrier’ oils* in the herbal medicine shop where I bought  my 
supplies. 
The apricot stones were piling up in one corner of the chopping board, 
surrounded by a little puddle of apricot juice. I had been planning to just throw them into the compost bucket. 
But now I eyed them with a new curiosity.
Later, when I was done with the fruit, I washed the kernels in a colander under the kitchen tap.
The sound of the slow running water, and the rattle of the small wood-like kernels against the plastic colander and one 
another was almost musical. ^ 
I laid them out on a tea towel to dry in the sun.
Over dinner that night, and then again over breakfast the following morning, I discussed with my parents how I could 
go about cracking the outer part of the seed to get to the kernel inside. 
We decided on a meat mallet and a wooden chopping board.
~ Image 4.7
* Carrier oils are mild enough to be 
used directly on the skin, unlike 
essential oils, which are often too 
potent.
^ Listen: washing apricot kernels 
(sound 4.7)
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The metal meat mallet makes a sound somewhere between a thud and a smash as it meets the apricot seed. The sound 
of the impact on the chopping board is louder than any cracking sound the seed casing itself might make as it splits. 
The chopping board shudders gently at the impact. 
The process is a lot like cracking nuts. Sometimes the shell cracks easily, and I squash the kernel inside by accident; 
sometimes the shell is difficult to crack, and I find myself trying to pry it open with my fingers to get the kernel out. I am 
pleased with myself when I manage to extract an undamaged kernel.
Apricot kernels look like almonds, but smaller and flatter. Between my fingertips they are smooth, but with tiny ridges 
and dips. The insides of the squashed kernels are white and spongey, like nougat. 
I have not used the apricot kernels yet, although that Christmas was more than a year ago. 
~ Image 4.8; 4.9
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They sit in a paper bag, labelled in my neat handwriting, in a drawer that’s full of other similar paper bags that contain 
other materials I’ve collected. I do not know yet what they might become. I have some ideas about extracting their oil for a 
face cream, but I’m not sure yet how best to do that. 
This is not an essay about how to use apricot kernels.
Instead, this is an essay about the texture of the kernels and the small weight of them in my hands; it is about the 
sound they make when I make things with them; it is about how beautiful they are to look at if I take the time to appreciate 
them. In short, this is an essay about astonished curiosity, and how changing my habits to make things with food scraps that 
might usually become waste has meant that they have made something different with me too. 
Astonishment, according to Ingold, is “the sense of wonder that comes from riding the crest of the world’s continuous 
birth” (2011: 74). He contrasts the traditional western scientific approach to knowledge, where the aim is to ‘grasp’ the world 
and seek closure and certainty, with animic ontologies, that are characterised by an openness. While it might be said that an 
attitude of unsurprised astonishment leaves a person vulnerable, Ingold says, “it is also a source of strength, resilience and 
wisdom” (2011: 75). He argues that this openness allows a person “at every moment to respond to the flux of the world with 
care, judgment and sensitivity” (2011: 75), or, with what Haraway might call ‘response-ability’*.
For me, making things with food that might otherwise have become waste has shifted the way I respond to food waste 
as a general concept. I am not surprised (or despairing) at the volume of wastage and its impact in the same way, for instance, 
that my friends are when they tell me, in horror, about the television series ‘War on Waste’. 
Instead, I am curious.
This curiosity is not so much an attitude, but a habitual way of being in the world that has been cultivated by my 
interactions with the vitality of the ‘food waste’ materials themselves, and through the kinds of questions and practices that 
have intrigued me in and through the ‘making’ of this thesis.
* Bird Rose also talks about animism 
and ethical responsiveness (2013: 7).
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Across the year following the collecting of the apricot kernels, I began to wonder about other stone fruits. In early 
summer, I bought some blood plums to make jam for my mother for Christmas. I kept the stones. 
I washed them and dried them out in the sun.
I put them in a jar and wrote on the glass with permanent marker. I sat it 
on the bookshelf at the end of my bed, partly because the stones are 
interesting to look at, and partly so that the plum stones might remain in 
my thoughts, so I might periodically remember to investigate what I could 
use them for. 
Many months later, the jar is still on the bookshelf, and my investigation 
has progressed only minimally. I have slowly collected potential uses for 
them and for the apricot kernels, both edible and otherwise*. But I do not 
know when I will have the time to experiment with these ideas. For the 
time being, I am only collecting. 
The habit here is not only the making of something from materials that 
would otherwise be considered waste. The habit that is being introduced 
here is one of a holding pattern; it’s one of recognising the potential use in 
something and saving that thing to come to at some time.
This habit of mine has taken some adjusting to on the part of the people I have lived with. In fact, it was a housemate 
and dear friend of mine who first used the term ‘holding pattern’ to describe these habits. She was referring more specifically 
to the small collections of drying stone fruit pits (and lemons, and avocado seeds and skins) that sometimes sat in a small dish 
on the sunny kitchen windowsill for a week, until I had time to move them somewhere more organised. But I think her term 
also applies well to those more organised places that these materials end up. They are still in a holding pattern until I come to 
use them. 
I have, at times, wondered whether this accumulation of food scraps might be considered hoarding. Indeed, the 
motivation for this accumulation of mine bears a resemblance to motivations reproved by many individuals who might be 
diagnosed with Hoarding Disorder: a fear of waste, a sense of responsibility for objects, and a belief in the future utility of the 
items collected (Nordsletten et. al 2013). 
~ Image 4.10
* The pectin in the kernels helps set 
jam; they can be used to flavour 
vinegar for use on salads etc; the oil 
from the kernels can be used in face 
creams, lip balms and hair products.
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There is an uneasy relationship, it seems, between accumulation we might think of as collecting, and accumulation we 
might think of as hoarding. I’m sure that some of the people I have lived with over the years of this project have been troubled 
by my accumulation of things they consider to be useless and/or waste, and that these housemates have quite likely also 
wondered if they should be concerned that I am hoarding.
Hoarding Disorder was first included in the fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Health 
Disorders (DSM-5), which was published in May 2013. In the lead up to this publication, the clinical psychology and 
psychiatric communities debated the diagnostic criteria for Hoarding Disorder, concerned both about the possibility of 
misclassification (could hoarding be differentiated, for instance, from other diagnoses to which hoarding behaviour had 
previously been ascribed?), and about whether normative behaviour might be incorrectly pathologised (Nordsletten and 
Mataix-Cols 2012). As Norsdletten and Mataix-Cols discuss, the task of “explicitly articulating the features that distinguish an 
adaptive or normative relationship with one’s possessions, from a relationship that is more accurately defined as maladaptive 
or pathological” is particularly challenging “in a society that is arguably driven by consumption” (2012: 166).
This tension is an interesting one. 
Writer and cultural theorist Brian Thill asks whether it is possible to read the kind of hoarding behaviours that might 
be diagnosed as disorder as “something other than merely psychiatric problem cases” (2015: 109). “Far more immense and 
consequential acts of wastage don’t receive this kind of attention and scorn”, he says, “and certainly not this pathological 
eye” (109). He argues that hoarding behaviour bothers “those of us who do the seemingly normal and healthy thing of 
dumping our mountains of trash into unseen dumpsites” because it reveals that we “are in an equally unsavoury position 
where the question of waste is concerned” (110). We are horrified at hoarding behaviour, he says, because “it is as if the 
hoarder has broken some covenant with the way we are supposed to relate to time, value, and objects” (110). He suggests that 
a hoarder’s home becomes “a storage shed” and an embodiment of “too much indulgence in desires that have spoiled, that have 
transformed dreams of possession into claustrophobic nightmares” (110). The discomfort, or even disgust, we might feel about 
this kind of behaviour—enough to call it a disorder—is the kind sociologist William Miller argues we feel for surfeit of a 
repetitive nature, where there is “habitual indulgence in what are perceived as merely sensory delights” (1997: loc 1615). This 
kind of surfeit, Miller suggests, we perceive as “a weakness of will” that we associate with ‘bad habits’ — “the vice of non-
denial of fleshly pleasure, closely akin to sloth and laziness” (loc 1619). It is, he argues, “the granting of permission that may 
be more transgressive than the transgression it authorises, for it is the permission that suspends the disgust rule, not the 
boundary crossing that is thereby allowed” (loc 1840). 
Hoarders typically accumulate “common, low-value items” such as “old clothes, newspapers, notes, 
books” (Nordsletten & Mataix-Cols 2012: 170). What is accumulating here is the detritus of these habitual transgressions — 
and, as Thill argues, these are ‘bad habits’ that we are all implicated in, even if most of us usually throw the evidence away.
So what would it mean to sit with the evidence differently?*
While I do not seriously equate my own accumulation of things that might normally be thrown away with a 
diagnosable hoarding disorder, there are some ways in which the distress reported by people who hoard things is very familiar 
to me. In many ways, like people who hoard things, I feel vaguely haunted by these things I have accumulated.
* Photographer Gregg Segal explores 
this idea literally in his 7 Days of 
Garbage project, where his subjects 
are photographed surrounded by 
seven days’ worth of their own 
rubbish (2017).
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One of the first things I discover in my apricot seed investigation is that the kernels are, technically, edible. However, 
eating them is fraught with likely danger. An internet search brings up a large volume of articles from alternative health 
advocates making claims about the kernels’ ability to ‘cure cancer’. But these are countered with a series of government and 
health group warnings about the number of kernels it is safe to eat before poisoning is a possibility.* Apricot kernels contain 
high levels of amygdalin, which is converted to cyanide during digestion, and becomes toxic. The kernels have been banned 
for sale as a food item in Australia since late 2015 (Australia and New Zealand Ministerial Forum on Food Regulation 2015).
What interests me here is the way that apricot kernels cross back and forth over the ‘edible’/‘inedible’ line, and how, 
whichever category they find themselves in, their capacity as an actant is apparent. Food, according to Bennett, appears as “an 
actant inside and alongside intention-forming, morality-(dis)obeying, language-using, reflexivity-wielding, and culture-making 
human beings, and as an inducer-producer of salient, public effects” (2010: 39). Bennett’s argument for food as a participant in 
interactions with human bodies centre on what she calls ‘nonhuman fat’. To take its efficacy seriously, she says, is “not only to 
shift one’s ideas about what counts as an actor but also to focus one’s attention away from individuals and onto actants in 
assemblages” (42). It is rare, Bennett argues, to find work in the social sciences and humanities that acknowledges food as an 
active presence. Instead, “they tend to focus on the human acts on, for example, the sociocultural rituals through which 
meaningful food objects are produced, the rhetoric of culinary self-expression, or the aesthetic-commercial techniques through 
which desire for a new food product is induced” (43). She asks what it would mean to consider food as “a self-altering, 
dissipative materiality” (51) and a player in questions around diet, obesity, and food security. 
This is precisely what becomes more obvious as food approaches the blurry line between edible and inedible. “The 
generation of food waste,” writes sociologist David Evans, “cannot be understood solely as a consequence of human activity 
insofar as all manner of biota and microbes play an active role in facilitating the slip from surplus to excess, from food to non-
food” (2014: 67). That is, “food itself can be viewed as a relevant actant in shaping its own passage to becoming waste” (67; see 
also Fuentes & Fuentes 2015; Watson & Meah 2012). I want to go one step further than Evans is able to in his work, though, 
and tease out the anxiety he acknowledges here as something that contributes to food wastage.
The apricot kernels, and the story that they may cure cancer sitting alongside the strong likelihood that they’ll poison 
someone who eats them speaks to Bennett’s argument that “the pure power of a life can manifest as beatitude, or as an 
unspeakable, sheer violence” (2010: 53). Accumulating these things that might usually be considered waste makes it hard to 
avoid the idea of this “sheer violence” — or what Timothy Morton calls “environmental creepiness” (2010: 54). 
A houseful of hoarded things might collapse in on you — whether figuratively, on your ability to lead a ‘normal’ 
everyday life, or literally, physically falling on you, as has happened in some well-documented cases.*
A handful of apricot kernels might cause your body to collapse in on itself, no longer able to use oxygen to create 
energy for itself (Way et. al 2008).
As well as this more immediate and obvious danger, accumulated waste might also come to represent a violence that 
makes its presence felt on a more than individual human. This bigger, quieter, subtler violence is, perhaps, what Thill is 
alluding to when he argues that hoarders reveal to us our own unsavoury relationship with waste, by showing us the things 
that would normally be thrown “away”. This is a danger to humans as a species, felt in the presence of accumulated waste, and 
an awareness of what all that waste means in terms of greenhouse gases; and plastic in the stomachs of animals and
* No more than two a day for an 
adult.
* One such example is the Collyer 
brothers, who died in their New York 
mansion, when bales of newspapers 
fell on one of the other brothers, 
trapping and killing him. The second 
brother was paralysed and blind, and 
unable to fend for himself (see Frost 
and Steketee 2010).
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forming giant islands in the ocean. The presence that haunts me in the apricot kernels is not only their potential danger to my 
own life, but an awareness of their part in an assemblage of things that are too big for me to fully fathom, but that could 
nonetheless mean disaster for the species I call my own. Timothy Morton calls this disaster, global warming, a “hyperobject” 
— objects “so vast, so long lasting that they defy human time and spatial scales” (2011: 80). 
I am, however, a little wary of the hyperobject as a concept, although it has been useful to identify this nebulous 
presence. I am aware of how easy it would be to get stuck at this stage; to notice and name a problem, but then be unable to do 
anything with it. If the hyperobject is something outside of human timescales and spatial understanding, how do we live with 
the awareness of what it might reveal or create?
With hyperobjects, we run the risk that Gay Hawkins identifies when she talks about the way much environmental 
discourse treats both humans and nature “as sites of loss” (2006: 8). This is a risk, Hawkins argues, because these 
‘disenchantment stories’ (8), although “intended to shock us into action” often become “overwhelming and immobilising” (9). 
This perpetuates “the very relation to nature they seek to challenge: alienated distance and disinterest” (9). “Disenchantment 
stories presume a fundamental dualism between human culture and nonhuman nature,” Hawkins writes,  and “no matter how 
they configure the relation between the two sides, each ultimately stands as ontologically distinct from the other” (9). These 
stories limit how we might imagine new ways of relating to and living with nonhuman things. Waste, Hawkins writes, “can 
only be bad in this framework” (9); it can only be something that is contaminating. In an environmental disenchantment story, 
people who accumulate things that others would think of as worthless become pathologised as hoarders. In an environmental 
disenchantment story, apricot kernels, the detritus of an appetite for stone fruit, are contaminating to the extent that they are 
poisonous. But to throw these things away, at least in the ways and quantities that we do, would be to contaminate ‘the 
environment’.
Environmental philosopher Glenn Albrecht’s term ‘solastalgia’ is a useful way to describe the haunted feeling I 
experience in the face of this impending violence. Etymologically, the word is drawn from the concepts of nostalgia, solace and 
desolation. Albrecht classifies this as a ‘psychoterratic dis-ease’: illness that “arises from a negative relationship to our home 
environment, be it at local, regional or global scales” (2010: 217). The term solastalgia he applies to “place-based distress that 
is delivered from the lived experience, within a home environment, of unwelcome environmental change” (218). It is “the 
homesickness you have when you are still located within your home environment” (227). If the hyperobject of global warming 
is something we cannot escape, something we live inside of, as Morton argues, then solastalgia is surely something anyone 
could experience, given the right trigger to notice it.
The apricot kernels have been one such trigger for me. This haunted feeling interests me. What would it mean to sit 
with it, rather than throw the things away that cause it?
The feeling, for me, is not only a psychological distress. The sadness and overwhelm is something I feel physically too.
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It is a heaviness in my bones; 
a heightened awareness of the way 
my skin interacts 
with the air 
it moves through, and the more tangible things 
it touches.
It is the feeling of being in extreme weather with not quite the right clothing — too hot, too cold, too windy. 
It is a feeling of being increasingly short of breath. 
It is a dizziness, 
an ache in the stomach.
It is a subtle awareness of the boundaries of my body, and the ways in which they are permeable and uncertain. 
The inside of my lungs, the place where air comes in and gasses are exchanged between my body and the world; my 
skin, ostensibly the thing that keeps the inside in and the outside out, that is pressed upon, stretched, dried out, inflamed by 
the things it comes into contact with; my gut, where more bacteria than I can imagine are housed, that begins the process 
whereby things from the world are turned into the stuff of me.*
It is a feeling not too dissimilar to cyanide poisoning, where the cells of the body are no longer able to use oxygen. 
It is as if I have eaten too many apricot kernels.
* Writer Nicole Walker writes about 
this blurry boundary of ‘self’ 
beautifully in the opening essay to her 
2016 collection, Micrograms: 
“Where the human starts and the 
world begins is determined inside the 
gut. The microorganisms perform a 
border. Although they are the world 
inside you they also protect you from 
the world, and, truly, from themselves. 
The gut microbes make a barrier 
between you and the outside world, 
although they, outers, are also 
inners.” (2)
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Accumulating the apricot kernels and other food scrap materials has meant allowing space for them in my home. They 
sit in their jar as if waiting. Waiting for the right conditions for them to do something; to make something — whether that be 
cyanide in a human gut, some kind of oil for use on human hair or skin, or a new apricot plant. Their physical presence is felt, 
in similar ways, I imagine, to a hoarder’s looming pile of newspapers.
But for these things that might usually become waste, there is a seasonality too. There will be more apricots in late 
spring and early summer. If I want to retain space in my house for myself, I will eventually need to do something with these 
kernels so I can make room for the new season’s batch. There is a space pressure created by a time pressure.
This pressure is towards an urgent need for movement. Solastalgia, then, is also a feeling of being stuck; of being 
stationary when there is a desire or need for action; or, as Hawkins put it, of being immobilised. This is a frustration I feel as a 
kind of physical heat, and a desire to move. But, although I agree with Hawkins’ identification of the risks of immobilising 
people, I suspect the frustration might also be generative if I could pause with it a moment and tease out the trouble, rather 
than moving immediately to avoid it.
One weekend, a friend and I had a conversation about minimalist living. We were watching a documentary on 
minimalism, as he was going through his house full of things trying to downsize for a move to a smaller place. 
Although my friend was wanting to live with less stuff, he found the self-congratulatory tone of some of the speakers 
in the documentary troubling. I talked about how I was bothered by the outsourcing of waste that was implied in this 
approach. 
Where does all this stuff go? I asked. 
This was not a question directed to him, exactly, since he was attempting to find new homes for all the things he was 
discarding, but it is something I wonder about when people talk about getting rid of things that don’t ‘bring you joy’.* 
I couldn’t be a minimalist, I told him. You’ve seen all the things I keep to make things with. That’s not minimalism. 
No, he said. But you keep things for a purpose. 
He wasn’t wrong, but there is still a tension here that bothers me. 
The stone fruit seeds, which were safely stored in my house while I was having this conversation, I had kept only 
because they might possibly be useful at some point for an experiment in making, the outcome of which may or may not turn 
out to be useful to me at all. It would be more accurate to say that I keep things for a potential purpose, not unlike a hoarder.
* I am thinking here of the popularity 
of Marie Kondo’s 2014 book, ‘The 
Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up’.
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My wariness around minimalism, at least when it is tied to a notion of living more sustainably, is that it so easily 
becomes a way of not only living with less ‘stuff’, but also avoiding having to acknowledge the necessary detritus of our lives. 
When you get rid of all your ‘excess stuff’ in order to live in a minimalist way, where does it go? Who assumes responsibility 
for it because you don’t? A human life, like any life, produces waste and mess, and in a great many ways. Based as it is on the 
movement in art and music where the aim was to create objects that referred only to themselves (Editors of Encyclopaedia 
Britannica 2017), the minimalist aesthetic does not, it seems to me, allow for this. 
An organism needs to digest in order to produce the energy to live. It is compelled to do so. Eating less (or buying 
less)—whether that be in quantity or in variety—seems an overly simplistic approach to dealing with excessive food waste. It 
is probably also why most diets fail.
Minimalism seems out of step with how food actually comes to be.  
Often, plants produce a glut of fruit or vegetables in the space of just a few months. If we are to use the usual 
definition of food waste as foodstuffs not eaten by a human, then any of this glut that did not find its way into a person’s 
digestive system would become waste. But a plant does not produce less of its crop because a human is trying to live with 
‘less’. Biodiversity (and therefore variety) is an important part of growing food in ways that keep closer to an equilibrium 
between energy used/taken and energy returned.
Food waste (and, perhaps, all waste) needs a subtler, more complex story than minimalism. It needs a more nuanced 
story than anything that might come from a focus on ‘less’ or ‘more’. A more conscious consumption without an emphasis on 
quantity (whether that be overall or a question of variety) might be a better story. 
My apricot kernels are an inedible part of a fruit that is otherwise edible. So even if I was limiting my apricot 
consumption, I would still have the kernels. I am not the endpoint.
Part of the problem here is that human consumption itself is taken to be the endpoint — not to mention the 
assumption that there is an endpoint. What happens if we remove the endpoint, or even the notion of an endpoint? What 
happens if, instead, we consider something beyond consumption, and beyond an environmental disenchantment story?
Without an endpoint, the heaviness in my bones lifts a little. 
My breathing is easier.
I still have a heightened awareness of the boundaries of my body, but the uncertainty of those boundaries seems less a 
source of anxiety. Instead, there’s a careful curiosity and a sense of entanglement.
“This tangle is the texture of the world,” writes Ingold. He writes about an animic ontology that regards organisms as 
“knots in a tissue of knots, whose constituent strands, as they become tied up with other strands, in other knots, comprise the 
meshwork” (2011: 70). In this way, he says, “beings do not simply occupy the world, they inhabit it, and in so doing—in 
threading their own paths through the meshwork—they contribute to its ever-evolving weave” (2011: 71). Boundaries are 
unclear. There is no endpoint. The weave of the meshwork is something that is ongoing. In this way of thinking, waste is not 
the marking of an ending. Instead it becomes a thread to follow if I so choose, and, in some ways, that I have some
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responsibility to follow, since it is tied to me, and through it I am contributing to the weave of the world.
There is movement implied in this. A doing, an action, a weaving. A movement that does not necessarily carry 
urgency, but is nonetheless movement. In animic ontology, there is a primacy of movement. The movement of life, Ingold 
writes, “is specifically of becoming rather than being” (73). 
A thing is its movement. It is its relations. 
An apricot kernel is not only where it has come from. It is also what it is becoming, however slowly.
The difference between this and ontologies that consider consumption as an endpoint is that they are concerned with 
the path the thing has taken to get here over and above anything else, including where the thing might go once a human is 
done with it. In animic ontologies, past, present and future become entangled in one another. 
My responsibility to the apricot seed becomes something different here, too. It is no longer about trying to prevent a 
waste material from occurring in the first place, but rather about recognising that it will go on becoming without me; it will go 
on contributing to that meshwork. The question, then, is not about taking responsibility for stopping that ongoing becoming—
because that is an impossible task anyway—but about directing that becoming in a way that's weaving a kind of meshwork of 
which I (and humanity) can still be a part. 
There is a vulnerability, though, in thinking about and living in the world with this kind of openness. 
To move through the world as if everything is in a constant state of flux is to be more keenly aware of transience, and 
of the losses and joys that this movement necessitates. What this requires of us is an ability to mourn losses when they occur, 
so that we might also notice and engage with the joys of change. This means, as philosopher and psychoanalyst Adam Phillips 
suggests, taking for granted that certain kinds of suffering are “just a part of life, built in to what it is to be a human 
being” (2000: 7). Writing about Darwin and Freud’s work, Phillips argues that both describe bodies and lives and “excessively 
vulnerable and prone to many deaths, and shadowed by the reality of death” (8). This is not dissimilar to Jane Bennett’s 
discussion of vibrant matter, where a life can be experienced both as “beatitude, or as an unspeakable, sheer violence” (2010: 
53). For Freud, writes Phillips, a refusal to mourn these many deaths is a refusal to live; but to mourn eternally is to transfer a 
fixed allegiance from the desire for permanence to the mourning itself (2000: 24-27). “Mourning,” Phillips writes, “is the 
necessary suffering that makes life possible” (27).
If we extend this beyond humans, and consider, as an animic or neo-materialist ontology would, and as Darwin would 
in his work on evolution, that life more broadly is “excessively vulnerable and prone to many deaths”, then waste, where a 
thing moves between categories, becomes a point of vulnerability for that thing, and potentially a moment of mourning. It is a 
point of transience. 
A minimalist, then, is refusing to mourn at all, by attempting to avoid the creation of any evidence of loss; where the 
hoarder is mourning eternally by surrounding herself with that evidence.
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In both these approaches there is already an underlying acknowledgement of the life of a thing. What is missing is a 
more nuanced acknowledgement of the ways in which our lives are entangled with the life of things. What would it mean to 
acknowledge more fully the ways in which we are made by these entanglements, and contribute to the ongoing weave of the 
world through these things?
I no longer live in the house where the apricot tree hung over the fence. Some of the threads that entangle the apricot 
kernels and me are also tied to that house and to the nostalgia I feel for it. I will have no more apricots from that tree. These 
kernels are traces, not only of that tree, but of what my life was when I lived near it — the people, the animals, the plants, the 
way the sunlight moved across the backyard and how that changed with the seasons. I miss that garden, that house, that 
neighbourhood, that time in my life. But life has become and is becoming something else.
I decide to plant some of the apricot kernels.
Though they are waste from my diet, in the life of a plant, they are seeds. They are the potential beginning of a new 
plant. 
I decide to plant some kernels not because I want to grow my own apricots—fruit trees produce better fruit if they are 
grafted rather than grown from seed—but because I want to remind myself of the feeling Ingold describes as ‘astonishment’. 
Albrecht offers ‘soliphilia’—“the love of the totality of our place relationships and a willingness to accept the political 
responsibility and solidarity needed between humans to maintain them at all scales of existence” (2010: 231), a kind of joy in 
place—as an antidote to the heaviness of solastalgia. But maybe it is actually something that grows out of solastalgia; perhaps 
solastalgia and soliphilia are necessarily co-existent, necessarily entangled. This entanglement is Ingold’s astonishment, where 
there is wonder without surprise. Surprise, Ingold argues, exists only for those “who have grown so accustomed to control and 
predictability that they depend on the unexpected to assure them that events are taking place and that history is being 
made” (2011: 75). Environmental disenchantment stories are imbued with a sense of surprise — that humans should have an 
impact on the world they are entangled with, that a human diet should produce waste, that food waste should become 
something else once it has left our kitchens.
Where surprise is a shock, a stopping of movement, astonishment and wonder imply moving closer, 
becoming involved.
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Into a large plastic bucket, I pour some potting mix, some fertiliser pellets, and some castings from the worm farm. 
I mix them together with my hand.
The circular motion of my hand and the soil in the bucket is a rhythmic swishing. ^
Round and around,
sometimes tossing in the bucket
like a wave.
I fill three small seedling containers by dipping them into the bucket. Into each, on top of the soil, I place a single 
small, flat apricot kernel.
One by one, I pick up the containers,
I close my eyes,
and I use my finger to 
press
the kernel down into the soil
twice as deep as the seed is large.
For a moment,
with each,
I leave my finger in the soil
touching the kernel.
^ Listen: mixing soil in a bucket
(sound 4.8)
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The kernel is smooth where it is in contact with my fingertip.
The soil around my finger is warm and rough.
I think of the apricot tree these came from, and feel a wave of sadness in missing it. I think of the other kernels from 
the tree, sitting inside the house, waiting to become something else, that will be entangled in my life in some other, unpredicted 
way.
I pull my finger from the soil and cover over the hole.
When the three are done, I put them side by side in a sunny spot, and water the seeds in. 
The soil gives off that sweet earthy smell as it dampens. 
I do not know if the seeds will sprout.
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It’s only a matter of time
Avocado seeds, when they dry out, have several layers.
The sounds of a kitchen — 
a cupboard or two opens and closes; 
a drawer opens and closes; 
various kitchen items are put on a wooden chopping board; 
a saucer is put on the chopping board, 
its contents roll around and crackle a little. ^
 
An outer skin dries out completely, turns a gum-tree grey-brown, cracks, and slowly comes loose from the seed. Inside 
that, the seed itself is a darker brown, sometimes artfully mottled.
 I hum to myself, quietly. 
In my fingers, this inner part of the seed is like softwood: as if the core is firm and solid but the outer layer or two have 
some give. It feels powdery, fibrousy, still with some moisture. 
^ Listen: moving avocado seeds 
around on a plate
(sound 4.9)
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Crackling 
avocado seed skin. ^
 
The outer skin crackles when I crush it, and flings itself in pieces out of my hands and around the kitchen. The 
patterns on the inside of the crackly skin of the seeds have beautiful vein-like patterns, bronze and gold, almost like gold leaf, 
running across them. 
Avocado seed grating, close up, sounds like sawing timber by hand. ^
The inner seed gives in, with some patience and persistence from me, to the cheese grater I’m using to process it. 
There is a waft of woody smell, slightly fruity. The shavings are a peachy pink. When they dry further, they’ll darken to an 
orange colour. 
The grating sound stops, 
the seed is put on the chopping board,
I take a deep breath and exhale. 
^ Listen: crackling avocado seed skin
(sound 4.10)
~ Image 4.11; 4.12
^ Listen: grating avocado seed
(sound 4.11)
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The grating is hard work. 
I breathe slowly, trying to regain composure.
I’ve never enjoyed grating things. My mother doesn’t either — it’s something we each palm off to someone else 
wherever possible in cooking, and something we’ve discussed several times, wondering why exactly it is that we hate it so 
much. We’ve never been able to pinpoint exactly why. Is it because grating is inherently violent, because it is a motion that 
tears materials apart? 
But for some reason I enjoy grating avocado seed, even though it’s much more difficult than the hardest of cheeses. 
The grating resumes. 
My fingers get sore from gripping the round seed. The muscles in my forearm soon follow. I feel it in my elbow and 
the muscles of my upper arm. I wonder if there’s a better way I can do this. A method that uses my body in a way less likely to 
give me a repetitive strain injury.
Some seeds are more difficult than others, and I wonder 
whether it has anything to do with how long I’ve left 
them drying; if there’s a way I can label the seeds to test 
this later. 
It occurs to me that harder cheeses are often grated 
using a micro plane, or the side of the grater with finer 
blades. This avocado seed is harder because it's very well 
dried out. I switch from the biggest side of the grater to 
the smallest. 
Grating stops, then starts again on a smaller side of the 
grater. ^
Suddenly the whole process is a lot easier.  
~ Image 4.13
^ Listen: grating avocado seed on big 
and small sides of grater 
(sound 4.12)
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The writing of this essay has, at times, felt like grating avocado seeds. It has been a slow and laborious process; it has 
been a grating and a tearing apart. This essay was the first of the entire collection that I began, not entirely sure what it was 
about, and put aside at various times to wait. The sounds in this essay are the first that I recorded, and yet this has been the 
last of the essays to be written for this thesis.
Writer and environmental humanities scholar Deborah Bird Rose writes about what she calls “the great unmaking of 
the ecological, social and intellectual systems” (2013). ‘Slow writing’, she proposes is one response to “our impossible position 
as participants in and witnesses to catastrophes beyond our comprehension”. My play with avocado seeds and other materials 
is intended as a response to this ‘great unmaking’, but it could be argued that it is itself an unmaking of sorts — literally, of the 
materials, but also more subtly as an unmaking of the normative way of dealing with these scraps, which might be to throw 
them away. Thinking of the avocado seed as a potential resource, useful to humans, is not so dissimilar to thinking of a 
mountain “as a gravel pit” and hauling “it away piece by broken piece”, the way Alf Hornborg suggests modernity has treated 
the mountain Kluscap (or Kelly’s Mountain) (in Bird Rose 2013). I find it deeply unsettling to think of my grating of avocado 
seeds this way. 
Bird Rose argues for the importance of bearing witness to the kinds of unmaking that have led humanity to the 
position it finds itself in, facing, in all likelihood, a multitude of catastrophes brought on by the Anthropocene. She writes 
about developing an ethical dialogue for “the slow work of ethics and witness”, where that dialogue “begins where one is, and 
thus is always situated” and is open in ways that mean the outcome of the dialogue is not known in advance. This openness is a 
vulnerability though: “your own ground, indeed your own self, can become destabilised”. Perhaps an unsettling is necessary.
Fidelity is another necessary concept for Bird Rose in developing a slow ethics in writing. This, she says, “in both 
social and ecological terms is audacious because [it] requires submission rather than mastery”, because “it asserts that that 
which is here on earth not only exceeds human understanding but is pervasively mysterious”.
Perhaps it matters that the ‘outcome’ of my dialogue with the avocado seeds is not limited to the gratings and their 
usefulness as a resource. The outcomes of this dialogue include an introduction to the mysteries of the avocado seeds — that 
is, an awareness that what I have come to know about them through my senses is a tiny fraction of what there might be to 
know about them. 
The grating is also a remaking.
Rather than simply being fragmentation, what I am doing in this work is gathering the fragments so I can see what 
they might be collectively. The practice of doing this—unmaking the avocado seed so I can remake it into something else—has 
introduced me to connections and entanglements I would not otherwise have noticed. Bird Rose’s ‘slow writing’ is crucial to 
this remaking.
This essay, then, I have worked out over time, is in part about the slowness of this practice—the experiments with 
food scraps, the sound recording, the photograph taking, the reading, the thinking, the writing—and the ways in which those 
different elements and their particular temporalities are entangled. It is, then, also about an unmaking and a remaking of time. 
It is about how my very human temporalities in this research (and beyond it) are entangled with those of the avocado seeds.
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It is about remembering that the avocado seeds are, in fact, seeds.
I’ve been collecting the seeds as I eat the avocados they belong to. The collecting is an ongoing process.
The seeds are washed at the end of a load of washing up, and left to dry out in a saucer that sits on the kitchen 
windowsill.  
I find the collected seeds beautiful, the same way that shells or driftwood collected from the beach might be. 
Something common, something discarded, something easily missed.
Sometimes I stand in the kitchen and just look at them sitting there in this holding pattern, waiting. 
Sometimes I imagine the slow ticking of a metronome, 
slightly off time.
~ Image 4.14
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Time 
expands 
when I’m making things. 
It 
almost 
pauses.
These activities are slow, repetitive. Difficult, although simple. They might be boring, but somehow they're not.
There are the quiet sounds of avocado seeds being moved around on the wooden chopping board, grated avocado 
shavings being placed on the saucer, hands rubbing together to get avocado shavings off.
For me slowing down is something precious. Something I don’t do enough. Something I often feel like I need an 
excuse to do — or at least a framework with which to do so. These activities are not exactly doing nothing, but they’re slow 
enough to be close enough. 
Grating resumes, but the rhythm is more interrupted, less 
smooth. The grating stops. I try to catch my breath.
I find myself a little out of breath from the grating. 
My heart beat grows louder inside my ribcage. I can feel it 
beating hard behind my sternum. My whole chest vibrates with each 
heartbeat.
I stop to catch my breath. Let my heartbeat slow down. 
I look at the cross-section of the seed I have in my hand. 
In the very centre is a pale creamy brown core, surrounded 
by a darker ring, then another thicker ring of light brown, then a 
slim ring of peachy pink. Like the rings inside a tree trunk. I bring 
the exposed core of the seed to my nose and inhale. Fruity wood. 
Sweet, with a vague hint of avocado and, somehow, a creaminess. 
~ Image 4.15
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Avocado seeds really are so very beautiful. I never expected to find this when I started collecting them. To begin with, 
I kept them only for their use as materials to make things with. 
I begin the grating again, with a patchy rhythm. ^
I’ve been at it for about twenty minutes, and I’m getting sick of it. My arm is sore, my hand is sore. My heart’s not in it 
anymore.
I grate my knuckles. Swear aloud. Think: ’It was only a matter of time’. 
Small spots of blood appear on my fingers.
I put the grating aside, to be finished at a later time.
This is a slow, drawn-out process, and, on the surface at least, not particularly convenient. At least, not as convenient 
as buying a bottle of avocado oil from the supermarket. 
Sociologist Alan Warde argues that convenience food “is about timing rather than time”, where people responding to a 
feeling that they do not have enough time, “set about trying to include more activities into the same amount of time, by 
arranging or rearranging their sequence” (1999: 521) — that is, by ‘time-shifting’. Similarly, the multi-step way of processing 
the avocado seeds (wash them, dry them, grate them, each step with what a housemate of mine came to call ‘holding patterns’ 
in between), I developed was about “manipulating time” (522) in the same way keeping peas in the freezer might, so that I 
could try to fit these practices into the rhythm that already existed in my daily life — one that was organised around a work 
day, and the various rhythms of the people I lived with. The practice of grating the avocado seeds was a way of bringing the 
materials to a state that meant I could use them to make things at a time that was most convenient for me. What is being made 
convenient through this time-shifting process is less the access to the oils of the avocado, and more the way those oils are 
accessed and the way of dealing with this particular part of the detritus of my diet.
Perhaps, too, the time-shifting has been something I've applied to the writing process, mirroring the physical practices 
of the research. It is a fragmentation, of sorts; the kind of unmaking Bird Rose laments. But it is also a slowing and a 
spreading out, like disentangling a motley collection of different yarns and other threads, so I can see what I might make of 
and with them. 
I have, at times, wondered if this is a complete waste of time, this making of things from waste. I do not ever quite 
keep up with the volume of food waste that my diet produces. The grated, dried avocado seeds sit waiting for me to use them, 
sometimes for years. This might be a productive way to deal with what would otherwise become food waste, in that it does, 
eventually, produce something, but it could hardly be called efficient. 
But does this make it a waste of time? Is it because this is such a slow process, one that is unlikely to be reproduced on 
an industrial scale, that I question its value? And if so, what does that say about the way time is valued?
^ Listen: patchy grating of an avocado 
seed (sound 4.13)
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It interests me that words like ‘productive’ and ‘efficient’ should creep into my writing about these playful and 
experimental activities in a domestic setting. Time-shifting and the convenience it creates are in part about making efficient use 
of time, and, possibly, a way of increasing my productivity in dealing with these foodscraps that would otherwise become 
waste. “Modernity, it would seem,” writes cultural theorist Ben Highmore, “needs to be characterised by the increased 
routinisation of everyday life: the scientific management of the workplace, attempts to extend this into the household realm 
and forms of bureaucratisation pervasively establishing their routines throughout the social realm” (2004: 307). This could be 
be one way of looking at what I am doing with time by shifting the parts of the processing of avocado seeds across days and 
weeks and months.
But to frame it this way would suggest that I am valuing time, as sociologists Elizabeth Shove, Frank Trentmann and 
Richard Wilk might put it, “as a resource that can be stored, released and used up like a rechargeable battery” when instead it 
might be more useful to “emphasise the creative production, reproduction and consumption of multiple temporalities” (2013: 3, 
original emphasis). The ‘scientific management’ approach to the use of time around foodstuffs in a household also seems to 
perpetuate a way of thinking that disregards many of the influences on the ways in which these foodstuffs move into and 
through households. As sociologist David Evans suggests in his analysis of food wastage, “patterns of food consumption, the 
organisation of everyday life and the trajectories through which things can be moved along” are shaped by economic as well as 
political, material, institutional, social and cultural factors (2014: 96). Indeed, as Highmore also argues, “what routine feels 
like, how it is experienced, is by no means clear”. He argues that routine is “not only a form dictated from above” but also 
something we establish “to give our lives rhythm and predicability”. We create routine, he writes, “to bring order and control 
to lives that may otherwise seem entirely determined by the contingencies of context”, as much as “routines are also foisted on 
us” (2004: 307).
To frame the ways in which I am using time to undertake these practices as being only about increasing convenience, 
efficiency or productivity also suggests that ‘excess’ time must always be filled with ‘productive’ activities, and that the grating 
of an avocado seed therefore must be justified as productive in some way. I wonder, though, in what other ways time could be 
valued.
Imagine the sound of a metronome ticking, slowly, slightly off-time. 
A pause, slightly longer than is comfortable. The sound of slow breathing.
Is this a waste of time? Pausing?
Is it a waste of time to notice the quiet sounds of these materials? To slow down this way and do something that 
appears to be very inconvenient?
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Slowness. 
Pauses.
These are things that I’ve been trying to bring into my everyday life now for years. To give myself time to think; time 
to rest. And here I find myself, making things with materials usually considered to be food waste. 
Wasting time with food waste. Questioning whether the word ‘waste’ applies to either of those things: the time or the 
food materials.
What I’m practicing here, playing with avocado seeds in my kitchen, could be called ‘slow living’, although it was not 
intentionally that at first. My experiments did not begin as an exercise in slowing down. That the practice slowed time down 
was an unexpected discovery.
In their book, ‘Slow Living’, cultural theorists Parkins and Craig define slow living as a conscious attempt to live at a 
slower pace—a reaction to feeling hurried, harried and time-poor. They say this isn't a retreat from the world, but an attempt 
to engage differently with time, space and society (2011: 189). Indeed, “experiences of time poverty and hurriedness, burnout 
and stress,” write Shove, Trentmann and Wilk, “are staples of popular discussion, media hype and political concern” (2013: 1). 
However, they argue, it is more productive to consider the “co-existence of multiple periodicities” (3) or temporalities, and the 
difficulties of co-ordination between these temporalities. They suggest that many popular and academic accounts that 
“routinely assume that experiences of time—and especially those of being hurried and harried—are shaped by external 
‘forces’” overlook “the extent to which temporalities themselves are continually reproduced, enacted and transformed through 
the sequencing and timing of daily practice” (4). That is, that various practices make time.
This suggests notions of temporality that exist beyond time measured in minutes, hours, days, weeks etc. Social 
practice theorist Ted Schatzki might call time that is measurable in these ways ‘objective time’. Schatzki conceptualises 
another form of temporality that he, among others (see also May and Thrift 2001), calls ‘timespace’, in which time and space 
are no longer “separable matters, between which only contingent relations exist” (2013: 36). Timespace draws from 
phenomenological notions of both spatiality and temporality. ‘Existential temporality’, as described by Heidegger, is 
characterised as the past, present and future of human activities, and Schatzki argues that these three dimensions of 
temporality “are and occur together, so long as a person acts”, and “if activity ceases, the three disappear together” (37). When 
a person acts, he argues, “she almost always responds to or acts in the light of particular states of affairs”, therefore departing 
from something (past). She also most often acts towards something (future). In activity, she is present by “being-amid” other 
entities: “acting amid, towards and at” those entities (37). Similarly, the spatiality of activity “rests both on the activities that 
people perform in (or in relation to) that setting and on the ends they pursue in so acting” (38).
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For Schatzki, social life sees a relationship form between timespace and objective space and time. Although timespace, 
“strictly speaking, is a feature of an individual human life” it is also a “social feature of an individual life” in that “much of it 
derives from and depends on social phenomena” (38, original emphasis). Parkins and Craig suggest that it is “the unevenness 
and heterogeneity of timespace that makes slow living possible” (2006: 62). Slow living, they argue, “points towards an 
alternative understanding of time itself” (46), where time is “embodied and embedded in all our social practices and the 
materiality of the body and its environment” (47). Timespace is a useful concept for slow living, because it engages with both 
spatiality and temporality as entangled. The place in which I undertake these slow activities is just as important as the amount 
of clock time they take. Both the trend of working longer hours and the blurrier line between ‘home’ and ‘work’ spaces have 
contributed to the desire for more ‘quality time’ at home — itself a complex and sometimes fraught concept, but nonetheless 
one that “ideally helps to facilitate identity formation, our relations with others, and many of the pleasures of everyday 
life” (64).
Grating an avocado seed is a retreat for me.
It’s a retreat from the world that I take precisely so that I can engage with it differently, move back into it in a new 
way. 
Time 
expands 
when I’m making things. 
I have more time.
Slow time. 
Alone time. 
Me time. 
What social practice theorist Helen Holmes calls ‘self-time’ (2015). 
Other people might go to the hairdresser (Holmes 2015) for this self-time — 
me, I make things that I’ll later use in my hair. 
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This is not so much about the amount of time that it takes to grate an avocado seed, but more about the way that time 
feels. Like the women in Holmes’ study who consider a visit to the hairdresser “me time”, it is not the practice I am 
undertaking with the avocado seeds that I would describe as relaxing, but the time instead that has these connotations and can 
inspire these kind of feelings (2015: 11).
The slowness of the time I spend processing avocado seeds, which is a repetitive task (albeit one that still requires 
some attention, lest you grate your fingertips) allows for me a similar kind of mental state to a meditation practice. I am 
trained and have worked as both a yoga and meditation teacher, and the basic principles of a meditation practice are not so 
different to what is necessary to grate an avocado seed: find a comfortable position; commit to staying; have something to 
focus on; and if you lose focus, simply start again.
What this allows, both in meditation and in grating, is a kind of easy mind wandering, where I can feel less attached to 
the thoughts and feelings that arise.   
There is a more unpleasant side to this slow time though. Very often in doing these very slow, repetitive activities, I 
come across frustration. A sense of futility, even.
The practice tests my patience. Patience with slowness; with the time it takes for things to happen. The grating itself 
takes time, and so do the other parts of the process of turning an avocado seed into a single ingredient in a hair or skin care 
product. 
Watching and waiting. 
Once they are grated, the pieces of the avocado seed sit in a drafty spot to dry out. Sometimes they are then stored. At 
some point, I put them in their carrier oil or vinegar on a sunny window ledge, where they sit for weeks. And I wait. I check 
the jars when I walk past them. Sometimes I take them from the ledge, open them, and smell. 
The sound of the circular scraping of a jar lid, then of an inhale through the nostrils. ^
Avocado oil has a very distinct smell: woody, acrid, somehow green.
The jar is closed, placed back back on the ledge. 
The process of extracting the oil using the warmth of the sun is not finished until the carrier oil or vinegar smells like 
avocado. And until it does, I wait.
The idea that patience is a virtue can be misleading—or at least it has been for me. Until very recently, I’ve thought of 
patience as being an inherently calm thing, and that a truly patient person would be calm when they were required to be 
patient. As if to be virtuous in this way would mean only ever feeling happy or pleasant things. But I’m beginning to wonder 
if, in fact, patience is feeling frustrated or bored or futile, and continuing anyway. 
Continuing to wait. 
Or continuing to grate. 
^ Listen: opening a jar to smell the 
contents (sound 4.14)
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Even when these avocado seeds are difficult to handle, and inconsistent. Even when I feel like it’s increasingly difficult 
for me to find time to pay attention to the seeds that are piling up, waiting to be grated.
Continuing to do these things because maybe they are testing, and hopefully improving, my patience — with myself as 
much as the materials. Because maybe all of this is part of the beauty of these seeds.
Seeds that will grow into something else 
—not necessarily a tree—
if only they are given time.
The idea that slow living is in part a pursuit of increased pleasure (Parkins and Craig 2006) I think should be 
tempered with the idea that these practices are, often enough, not pleasant at all. Similarly, I think it is important to see that 
slowing down is not necessarily a direct antidote to feelings of harriedness.
Sociologist Eric L. Hsu writes about the ways in which the practices promoted by the Slow Food movement may not 
be able to directly counteract concerns around time shortage. Using Dale Southerton and Mark Tomlinson’s conceptualisation 
of the three forms of experience of being ‘pressed for time’— substantive, which refers to volume; temporal dis-organisation, which 
refers to co-ordination; and temporal density, which refers to the allocation of practices within time (2005)—Hsu argues that 
Slow Food practices instead have “an ambivalent and complex relationship with the phenomenon of time shortage” (2011: 
638). He suggests that the “promotion of more traditional and home-made food preparation techniques possibly gives rise to 
food work” that increases the volume of time required to finish tasks deemed ‘necessary’; that the movement’s “endorsement of 
home-crafted foods may undercut the movement’s other efforts to re-routinise the social act of eating, thus potentially 
intensifying the feeling of temporal disorganisation”;  and that a more ‘mindful’ approach to food “has the capacity to heighten 
the experience of temporal density in certain circumstances” (637-8). If we “avoid thinking of fast and slow in dichotomous 
terms”, Hsu writes, we can see that these practices in fact encompass “a multitude of temporalities — some ‘slow’ and some 
‘fast’” (638). These temporalities may or may not mitigate feelings of time shortage.
From another perspective, this waiting and attending—and the space in my thoughts the avocado seeds, at whatever 
stage of this process they are, take up in my mind—is a kind of labour, and should be treated as such.
I have become somewhat protective of the things I make from food scraps. Because I know how much effort has gone 
into saving and preparing the scraps, I’m sensitive to the things I make being used by others when they have not been offered, 
or used seemingly without much awareness of their value. For me, much of this value is the time it has taken to turn these 
things from something that might usually be considered waste into something of worth. It is somehow insulting to have others 
use these things as if they are just the same as a product they bought from the store. 
I sometimes am distinctly ungenerous with these things I make. This speaks to the way the labour—time, effort, 
thinking—I have undertaken to make them is (or is not) valued.
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When I ask myself if this is a waste of time, I also wonder whether I am simply creating more domestic labour for 
myself. More recently, this practice has become, of course, also a creative practice and a research practice because of its 
entanglement with this thesis. The distinction between a ‘home’ timespace and a ‘work’ homespace is no longer quite so clear 
in these activities. And indeed, the kinds of activities that slow living might suggest we ‘claim back’ might also blur the 
boundaries between ‘home’, if we take that to mean a place of relaxation and comfort, and ‘work’, if we take that to mean a 
place of productivity, busyness and stress*. This distinction rests, as sociologist Lisa M. Heldke argues, on an assumption 
about what counts as ‘knowledge’ that has been historically based on clearly demarcating mental and manual labour, or 
‘knowing’ and ‘doing’, where the former is taken more seriously than the latter. She conceptualises foodmaking as a 
‘thoughtful practice’ that “does not begin with a (hard-and-fast) separation between theory and practice, mental and manual, 
knowledge and knack” (1992: 204), building on John Dewey’s argument that “the difference between theory and practice is a 
difference of degree, not kind; that theorising is in fact a kind of practice” (204).
Applied to work done within the home, this notion of thoughtful practice might also allow us to value more highly 
domestic labour, which has and continues to be a largely invisible labour, and one that is very often divided according to 
gender. Slow living, it could be argued, attempts to do exactly this — to value domestic labours more highly, and for a variety 
of reasons. However, as environmental studies scholar Michelle Szabo argues, “significant and widespread changes in food 
provision at the household level cannot take place unless employment conditions, the shifting make-up of the household, and 
the gendered (as well as racialised and classed) division of labor are also considered” (2011: 549). Drawing on the social 
feminist concept of ‘social reproduction’—“the activities, behaviours and emotions, responsibilities and relationships directly 
involved in the maintenance of life on a daily basis” (Laslett and Brenner in Szabo 2011: 550)—she argues that recognising 
who is responsible for ‘food work’ is essential for any promotion of ‘re-engaging’ with food.  “In other words,” Szabo writes, “it 
is important to consider which people or organisations are responsible for doing (and/or paying for) social reproduction, and 
under what conditions they are expected to do it” (550, original emphasis). The labour of the production of the avocado oil that 
I’m making is, for instance, potentially making visible the labour that might normally done by factory workers (and, probably, 
machines). Szabo talks about how “…the gender division of labor is intimately related to the racialised and classed division of 
labor”. For example, she says, “if women feel overloaded with employment and domestic duties, they are likely to use more 
convenience food options (e.g. buying prepared foods, hiring domestic help, not having a garden)” and “food work may 
become more manageable for these particular women but the work itself does not disappear”. Instead, “it is simply shifted to 
(often lower class and/or racialised) domestic, factory, farm or store workers” (556).
If food wastage is considered as part of food provisioning, then this is equally true of the kind of ‘thoughtful practices’ 
I am undertaking with the avocado seeds and other food scraps in and through my research. I am hesitant to directly 
encourage others to engage with food scraps in the way that I do, because I am aware of the possibility, or even likelihood, of 
responsibility for this kind of domestic labour/social reproduction falling along gender lines. At the same time, if I were to 
advocate for making the products for hair and skin but buying the avocado oil, I would be glossing over the labour undertaken 
by farm, factory and/or store workers that mean such a product is available from a shop.
Ultimately, Szabo argues, for practices around food work to change on a broader level, it is not enough to change 
cultural attitudes by promoting the benefits of an approach like slow living. For “the wider population to engage more deeply
* As Parkins and Craig note, the 
‘home’ space is, of course, “all too 
often a site of conflict and violence, 
especially for women and children, 
and for this reason can never by 
idealised as a ‘solution’ to the problems 
of contemporary culture” (2006: 64)
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with food,” she writes, “what is needed is not only changed minds but changed circumstances” (558, original emphasis). 
But I would still argue that a movement like slow living is useful, precisely because its complexity in practice 
highlights difficulties in thinking about socio-temporalities. I wonder whether these practices of mine, like other practices that 
might be called slow living, are a way of making time messy, rather than linear—or at least of  making that messiness visible—
and in doing so beginning to see beyond dichotomies like ‘fast/slow’ and ‘work/home’.*
And perhaps a messiness in writing about these ideas is inevitable — and useful in and of itself. 
Towards the end, I reach a point in the writing of this essay where I come up against frustration and a feeling of 
futility very similar to the feelings I have about the avocado seeds. I am frustrated with the messiness of the writing; the 
difficulty of disentangling the various threads of the practices with food scraps and their socio-cultural contexts. 
I feel like my mother, who, because she hates grating, has continued over years to collect different kinds of graters, 
searching for one that will make the kitchen task less onerous. Perhaps, too, she hopes to find a grater that either creates or 
mitigates the mess of grating in the way she likes best; that tears things apart in a way that allows her to make best use of 
them. My writing of this essay feels this way — an ongoing quest to find the right grater, that is never quite fulfilled.
But this messiness, as unpleasant as it feels to me, is also a way of beginning to see beyond clear distinctions between 
what I might have previously seen as different parts of my own practice: ‘everyday’, ’creative’ and ’research’. The writing of 
this essay has taken place over a number of years, and involves text on the page, physically grating avocado seeds, recording 
the sounds of this physical practice, immersing myself in existing empirical research and cultural theory, and sending my 
grater-collecting mother pictures of artist Mona Hatoum’s 2002 installation ‘Grater Divide’ — a metal grater the size of a large 
room separator (White Cube 2018). 
I make and remake parts of the essay, moving it around, restructuring, rewriting. 
The essay I originally wrote, at the very beginning of writing this thesis, has been written over, and as that has 
happened, parts have been re-inked and remain much the same, where other parts have been changed slightly, and whole new 
sections and pages have been added.
Like my mother’s grater collection, the essay is also a kind of palimpsest, in the way that Helen Holmes suggests the 
temporalities of hair are, where previous practices “become folded into each other to create one particular… moment” (2015: 
7). The writing, like the graters and like the avocado seeds, becomes a collection of previous practices and temporalities of 
writing.
My first introduction to the idea of the palimpsest was through my high school art teacher, who explained it using a 
written example: she talked about the beginning of book production, and these texts being handwritten by monks and other 
religious men, who wrote and rewrote the same words as a form of upkeep, so that the books became a quiet record of the 
work of many men over many decades, and a record of the ink they used and the patching of paper — as much a record of the 
materials as of the ideas in the text. The writing of this essay feels something like that.
* Szabo (2011) makes some excellent 
suggestions for what might be done to 
allow and/or encourage a better work/
life balance. However, I wonder 
whether continuing to treat ‘work’ and 
‘life’, or ‘social production’ and ‘social 
reproduction’, as essentially separate 
categories might perpetuate the 
difficulties in changing attitudes, of 
individuals or more broadly at a socio-
cultural or political and economic 
level, towards the kinds of labour 
undertaken within people’s homes.
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In a sense, the writing has been a gradual giving over of agency to the materials, in the way that Bird Rose suggests 
submission rather than mastery in the practice of slow writing. 
The materials—the avocado seeds, the bits of writing and reading and thinking— 
wait for me as much as I wait for them. 
They wait in this holding pattern until I have time to pay attention to them.
Parkins and Craig make an argument for an ‘ethics of time’ in slow living that moves beyond the idea of ‘slow’ simply 
as ‘self-time’, and instead allows us to “extend to ourselves or others a sense of worth in which an investment of time can 
signify” (2006: 50). To develop this ethical dimension, they draw on the work of philosopher Marguerite La Caze, who argues 
that “the passions of wonder and generosity need to be brought together to ground an ethics” (2002: 1). “Wonder,” La Caze 
writes, “involves recognising others as different from ourselves” where generosity “involves regarding others as essentially 
similar to ourselves” (2).
“The advantage of wonder,” La Caze writes, “is that it goes beyond what is or is not suitable for us”, which helps us 
avoid reducing “the other to ourselves” and understanding and responding to them “only on our own terms” (5). Wonder 
allows us to encounter an other and “recognise his/her uniqueness, not just as difference from ourselves, and accept his/her 
independence from us” (6) and to respond to another whose experience is different to our own (9). This is a notion not 
dissimilar to anthropologist Tim Ingold’s ‘astonishment’ (2011). However, La Caze argues that wonder “alone cannot yield 
respect, acceptance of autonomy and so on” (9).  Generosity, she writes, “involves a basic esteem or respect for oneself that is 
also extended to others” (15). It can “provide the limit that prevents wonder from falling over into exoticising, crass curiosity, 
or contempt because generosity is an acceptance of a fundamental sense in which we are all of worth, regardless of the 
difference that may exist” (14). Wonder and generosity, La Caze suggests, are not only emotions, but attitudes that we can 
cultivate. Slowness, perhaps, is a way to do this.
What if we were to pick up political theorist Jane Bennett’s suggestion (and, indeed Ingold’s ‘astonishment’) and allow 
ourselves time to turn towards other-than-human things with this combination of wonder and generosity? What if I were to 
consider these avocado seeds a ‘companion species’, in the way that anthropologist Anna Tsing argues fungi, as a less familiar 
companion, can become (2012)?
Bennett suggests that the understandings offered by a slow living approach could be strengthened further if the 
movement were to see beyond the activities of humans. The movement, Bennett writes, “tends to perceive of food as a 
resource or means, and thus to perpetuate the idea that nonhuman materiality is essentially passive stuff, on the one side of an 
ontological divide between life and matter”. This is particularly pertinent to the consideration of wastage. If “an image of inert 
matter helps animate our current practice of aggressively wasteful and planet-endangering consumption,” Bennett proposes,
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“then a materiality experienced as a lively force with agentic capacity could animate a more ecologically sustainable 
public” (2010: 51).
What this means for me is a recognition of myself as one of many “interdependent beings in more than human 
entanglements” (Puig de la Bellacasa 2017: 5) with the avocado seeds, the fruits they come from, and the various other human 
and other-than-human beings that allowed the seeds to find their way into my kitchen. It means that I have begun and 
continued to care, and to understand, as interdisciplinary feminist and ecology scholar Maria Puig de la Bellacasa proposes, 
that care might “accentuate a sense of interdependency and involvement” and that to think about and with others might be 
understood as living with them (17). Care, a fraught concept, as Puig de la Bellacasa acknowledges, “is a force distributed 
across a multiplicity of agencies and materials and supports our worlds as a thick mesh of relational obligation” (20). 
The materials I’m working with are slowly changing, demanding my time and attention. 
The avocado seeds are drying, 
shrinking, 
maybe decaying. 
This matters because if they decay too much they are no longer useful to me. But it also matters because it might mean 
they are also unable to fulfil their potential as a seed, and, were it not for the presence of a worm farm (The Barries) in my 
household, might instead contribute to the problems of landfill, and to changes in the world that make it more difficult for all 
of us—humans and other-than-humans—to live in it.
The materials have their own temporality. Their slow change quietly and repeatedly demands my attention in a way 
that also gives me time to myself. Slows me down to the speed of a drying avocado seed. 
This is a speed that also makes me more aware of timespace of the avocado seed as something other than a material I 
am using. 
It is a seed. 
A possible tree.
A seed might take several weeks to germinate, 
many more—perhaps years—to grow into a tree that might bear fruit; 
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a tree that would live far longer than I will, 
and find its way into spaces in the ground and in the air that I can only imagine.
And yet, it too needs light and water and food to grow and change in these ways in the same way that I need these 
things to prosper in the world. We are not the same, but we are not so dissimilar either.
There’s a sense in which this slow time becomes almost timeless, the repetition across weeks and months and years 
meaning the motions of making become muscle memory, unattached to any particular point in time. 
This time is the last time and the time before that and before that and even the very first time, 
and all the time yet to come. 
A palimpsest of avocado seeds, 
each one enough like the last to carry the traces of its predecessors so that the mark it leaves on my memory 
—cerebral and corporeal— 
is not quite all its own.
Layers of avocado sounds — 
grating, 
seeds rolling 
around on the wooden chopping board, 
hands 
rubbing shavings off. 
A long 
exhale. ^
^ Listen: a long exhale (sound 4.15)
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Entangling:
some conclusions
Image 5
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There is a blank page on a screen.
I decide to write a list.
There is 
a collection of notebooks 
full 
of handwritten notes. 
Some of these books have sticky notes hanging out of them; some are threaded through internally with different 
coloured highlighters and notes in the margins; some contain just my own handwriting, in varying stages of readability.
There are 
the messy piles of paper and books, 
and the collection of glass jars and bottles with various types of liquids in them, 
and the collections of paper bags with dried materials in them, 
and the dehydrator, 
and the coat rack behind my front door with dried herbs hanging on it instead of coats, 
and the pictures of all of these things, 
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and the recorded sounds of parts of the process of creating other things with them. 
There are the recipes written in different coloured pens, with incomplete lists of ingredients and iterative notes about 
how the recipes turned out and things to consider next time; 
the text messages between me and my brothers and my friends about these recipes; 
the recollections of conversations had in person and the embodied experiences and memories of making things. 
There are the theories and concepts from various academic disciplines, attempting to speak with one another. 
There is this collection of bundles of essays.
I am making a thesis with this mess of forms of data and knowledge building.
Making, crafting, assembling.
This thesis has documented and reflected on the itinerative and reflexive process of me intervening in my own 
normative practices with food that might usually become waste. The first bundle of essays documented a fairly common set of 
interventions (composting and worm farming) and explored some of the existing literature about food wastage. This bundle 
highlighted the problems with approaches that ‘responsibilise’ (Evans 2011) consumers, and instead moved towards seeing 
food scraps as generative. This allowed me to see beyond reducing or eliminating food waste as the solution to the 
considerable problems this wastage causes, and instead to consider what might come from considering food scraps as having a 
life beyond my kitchen and the ‘end’ of the food ‘supply chain’. 
The second bundle of essays that make up this thesis documented me beginning to generate things from food scraps, 
and reflected on that process and its outcomes. Questions about the outcomes of the experiments with the food scraps 
themselves became interwoven with questions about the form of the thesis itself, and from which I have drawn some 
conclusions about the potential for this kind of research inquiry.
This practice-as-research thesis is partly a creative writing thesis. Writer Nigel Krauth outlines the evolution of 
creative writing theses from reflective text, to parallel text to plaited text, showing that research scholars from the early 2000s 
onwards seek to achieve more with and through the dissertation/exegetical form (2011). He argues, too, for the importance of 
the ‘outlaw exegesis’, “because new knowledge won’t be made by those who obey, or stretch just a little, the laws or status 
quo” of critical writing forms (2011). Such a thesis, he writes, may mix together the ingredients for a creative artefact and an 
exegesis. 
How does a creative writing thesis also include other practices that have made the research? And what does such a 
thesis do? 
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There are already some strong arguments in the broader field of creative practice research for the potential of 
innovative forms of research inquiry. Where Krauth is concerned that the creative writing thesis should be “a site where 
radical experimentation, for the sake of progressing the literature and knowledge, must take place” (2011), performing arts 
scholar Robin Nelson argues more explicitly for the application of creative practice as research beyond a particular field of 
creative practice.
Nelson makes the case for a practice-as-research model. Such a model, he says, would make it possible to acknowledge 
and explore types of knowledge—embodied and tacit knowledge, the very types of knowledge this thesis has been interested 
in—not commonly examined in research until the last few decades (2013). Nelson’s model allows for the communication of 
such knowledge as well as critical reflection on the processes of research both to reveal knowledge about practice, and to 
contribute to interdisciplinary knowledge. Nelson argues that performance studies and performing arts now “are not only 
deeply imbricated within the central cultural questions of the moment, but they are key to contemporary understanding of 
ontologies” (111). I would make this same claim for creative practice research beyond performance studies. This thesis has 
consciously produced an entanglement of creative practices to trouble the ontological underpinnings of everyday practices 
with food that might usually become waste. 
In part, Nelson aims to join the common aim of much practice research literature in challenging the “schism in the 
Western intellectual tradition between theory and practice” and to valorise what he names ‘praxis’, or theory imbricated within 
practice (2013: 5). He suggests that, although the documentation of praxis appears to make the praxis itself elusive, it is 
“possible to make a significant distinction between documentation (by way of translation) of a practice and documentation of a 
research inquiry based in practice” (2013: 6).
Nelson critiques the term ‘practice-led’, suggesting that it may, however unintentionally, “bear a residual sense that 
knowledge follows after, is secondary to, the practice” (2013: 10). Similarly, he reserves the term ‘practice-based’ for “research 
which draws from, or is about, practice but which is articulated in word-based forms” (2013: 10). Instead, he argues for 
practice as research — an approach I have used in this thesis. He uses the term ‘clew’ (a kind of clue—in the old form of the 
word—in the documentation of the practice) that literally denotes a thread, and draws attention to the “thread of the researcher’s 
doing-thinking articulated in contemplementary documentation and writings” (2013: 13 original emphasis).
A thread. That word again. 
A thread as a clew/clue.
Making this thesis has been a kind of weaving together, both of words, and of other kinds of creative practice that 
include ‘craft’ activities, such as cooking-like practices and gardening, and ‘social’ practices, such as household cleaning and 
neighbourly interactions. What has appeared as I have been weaving, is an argument for a practice-as-research approach that 
allows for practices that might not usually be considered ‘artistic’, although they are creative, and which have contributed 
immensely to the findings in this research. These practices are, in fact, inseparable from the ‘artistic’ practices of writing and 
taking photographs and recording sounds.
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This research, then, tells us something about creative practice (with writing, images and sound). But it also reveals 
knowledge to do with the everyday practices that I have disrupted and changed to make things with food scraps, and new 
practices that have developed from that disruption. The thesis enacts a conversation—through its various creative practices—
between the ideas of key theorists—Bennett, Haraway and Ingold—and others. What is generated through this thesis, then, is 
an emphasis on relationality—of everyday, artistic and research practices; of types of texts; of types of knowledges and 
disciplines—and some ways to document and reflect on those entanglements.
“This tangle,” writes anthropologist Tim Ingold, “is the texture of the world”. Arguing for a more complex reading of 
animic ontology, Ingold remarks that, in this way of seeing and thinking, “beings do not simply occupy the world, they inhabit 
it, and in so doing—in threading their own paths through the meshwork—they contribute to its ever-evolving weave” (2011: 
71). The result is a multiplicity of realities, as the meshwork evolves across time and space with contributions from various 
beings. One part of the weave is not exactly like any other. If we are interested in multiplicity, writes sociologist John Law, 
then we need research practices “that can cope with a hinterland of pre-existing social and material realities” (2004: 13). Law 
calls the enactment of this hinterland and “its bundle of ramifying relations” a ‘method assemblage’ (13). A further implication 
here is that research practices and the knowledge that comes from them are assembled — that is, that knowledge itself is 
something that is made by someone, rather than discovered, although it may be based on pre-existing social and material 
conditions. Law is asking us to think of researchers as makers, who, like Ingold’s skilled makers, both “follow the 
materials” (Ingold 2010: 94) and bend them “to their evolving purpose” (92).
Importantly, Law argues, what this means is that we “also need to attend to the craftwork implied in practice” (59 original 
emphasis) — an attention that applies as much to a research practice or practices as to everyday or artistic practices. My 
research enacts this attention to the craftwork of research by presenting the thesis as an entanglement of forms.
A large part of the craftwork/making in research, Law argues, is finding patterns. “Crucial to all method assemblage,” 
writes Law, “is the need to distinguish signals from noise and so create silences” (116). So what are the signals and patterns 
that have begun to emerge in this thesis? And how do I make a way through the tangle?
I admit to feeling “overwhelmed by the dazzle”, as Law would put it (2004: 113) when I consider these questions. This 
project has stretched itself out across different kinds of creative practices, and across different academic disciplines, including 
sociology, anthropology, cultural studies, sound studies, psychology and creative practice.
But the patterns have revealed themselves in the moving back and forth between the different forms of practice—
physical and theoretical, ‘craft’ and ‘artistic’—and different modes of writing—‘creative’ and ‘academic’. The writing has come 
to operate in much the same way as the research practices—reflexive and itinerative.
Most often, though not always, I have begun with the physical practices of making something from the food scraps 
(whether that was compost and soil, or, beyond that, face cream or hair wash or household cleaner or laundry liquid). Then I 
have moved to writing about that in a ‘creative writing’ way; to taking pictures of the practices; to reading about research 
work already done in the field and about theory; to writing academically in dialogue with Bennett, Haraway and Ingold. And 
then, most often, I have become stuck, and returned to the physical practices. These various practices have led the thinking 
and writing beyond both the ‘food waste problem’ and the ‘creative practice as research problem’ — or, more accurately, the 
thinking and writing have come to be both about these things and about other things.
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The pattern I have noticed and/or crafted, if you will, has been of particular kinds of movements between things: 
between different types of everyday practices (for example, between food waste avoidance practices, household cleaning 
practices and personal hygiene practices); between what might be thought of as ‘craft’ and ‘art’; and between ‘creative’ and 
‘academic’ work. The threads of the resulting entanglement run throughout the different bundles of essays in the thesis, 
although I have attempted to group together essays that follow the same kind of thread, as perhaps one might bundle together 
similar coloured skeins of wool to get an overall sense of the collection. My bundles of essays document most explicitly the 
way changing how a person lives with food that might usually become waste also potentially impacts this mesh of related 
(sometimes tangentially) practices, and involves the continued development of knowledges that are embodied and relational.
Law suggests the importance of allegory, rather than representation, for this kind of work. Allegory, he says, is 
necessarily “about piling realities on top of one another… or ways of knowing in tension”, it is about “the apprehension of non-
coherent multiplicity”(98 original emphasis) — that is, of ‘staying with the trouble’ (Haraway 2016). This thesis is, in part, 
making a case for a kind of layered allegory as useful in attempting to document and reflect on the assemblage (Law’s notion 
of the ‘hinterland’) of things and people that might shift if we were to begin living differently with food scraps that might 
usually become waste. It is enacting a layering—or, Law might call it a ‘gathering’ (100)— together of ‘academic’ realities with 
other kinds of realities, or different kinds of knowledges. It is therefore also the allegory itself.
As I’ve argued in this thesis, this tangle, this gathering of coherent and non-coherent realities, begins to reveal itself as 
what political theorist Jane Bennett calls an agentic assemblage, which allows room for the agency of both the ‘cultural’ and 
the ‘material’ elements of its makeup.
Some of the cultural elements call for the reporting of this work to have some kind of coherence in an academic 
setting; the material elements ask for something more. They seem to insist on something more, for instance, from the form of 
the thesis itself.
This mirrors a broader move in the social sciences and creative arts towards alternative ways of collecting data and 
presenting research (see for example Donnelly 2013; Harper 2013; Krauth 2011; Makagon and Neumann 2008; Pink 2009). 
A problem for this project has been that it fits neatly in neither social science disciplines nor the creative practice 
disciplines, having drawn knowledges, theory and research practices from an interdisciplinary pool. But a result is, I hope, a 
closer entanglement of these disciplines in and through such work as my own.
The development of a multimodal form, including images and sound, and with text that is laid out on the page using 
conventions that are more common in poetry than prose, has been one aspect of my attempt to converse both with social 
science and creative practice disciplines. Writers Nigel Krauth and Ross Watkins argue that we already often read normative 
academic work in a non-linear way. “We read intertextually,” they write, “connecting concepts and arguments via internal and/
or external knowledge schemata (in-text references; contextual knowledge)”. But they also highlight several potential 
significant challenges to publishing modes that push this intertextuality further in and through form. To read a multimodal text 
requires media literacy for the various modes (or clear instructions on how to read), and multimodal texts risk “impressions of 
gimmickry or pointlessness, or simplification of what can be genuine research in non-verbal terms”(2016). Incorporating 
sound in particular was a challenge for me in this thesis, especially considering the ways in which recorded sound often
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becomes estranged through the recording itself from the material that made the sound in the first place.
Even so, I think, as do Watkins and Krauth, that there is more to be gained from a more explicitly multimodal 
approach than there is to be lost. It allows for a multitude of relationships between things within a single text, for what Donna 
Haraway might call ‘sympoiesis’, or ‘making with’, within a text. “Nothing makes itself,” she writes, “nothing is really 
autopoietic or self-organising” (2016: 58). 
“Weaving is a useful practice, to be sure, and an economic one,” Haraway writes, “but, fundamentally, weaving is also 
cosmological performance, knotting proper relationality and connectedness into the warp and weft of the fabric” (77). A thesis 
like this one is a weaving.
Since the food scrap materials themselves have had considerable agency in how the thesis has formed—more, even, 
than a notion of weaving as working with textile materials might suggest—it is even more accurate to consider this thesis a 
cosmological performance of conscious entangling with food scraps, words, images and sounds, rather than textiles. It is 
appropriate, I think, that the materials (the food scraps themselves, the worms, the tools I’ve made things with, the recording 
equipment I have used) should be acknowledged as having agency.
David Carlin offers a creative/critical form that he names entangled nonfiction, and makes an argument for this loose 
form to further connections and sympoiesis between innovations in the creative writing discipline and “experiments in writing 
by humanists and social scientists arising from the urgency of posthuman ethics” (2017). 
This thesis, then, in attempting to enact a sympoiesis and conversation between creative practice and other disciplines 
is best thought of as bundles of entangled essays, like my grandmother’s bundles of string bags. It is an unashamedly entangled 
thesis that stays with the trouble of food waste.
A question that has arisen from this research is about sympoiesis and collaborative knowledges. I have presented parts 
of this work in snippets woven into a larger spoken text with one or more other researchers. For example, I presented snippets 
of some of these essays with fellow RMIT postgraduate candidate Mattie Sempert at the Poetry and Essay conference in 
Wellington, New Zealand in December 2017. We printed snippets—some longish, some very short—on paper and literally cut 
these up into pieces, which we laid out on a table. Mattie began with a snippet of hers, chosen for a reason known only to her, 
and we then took it in turns responding to one another with a snippet from our own essays. The idea was to see what was 
created in the spaces in between. Even though Mattie’s work is ‘about’ something different to mine, the snippets together 
made something new and worthy of further investigation. It was a usefully generative practice.
This capacity for sympoiesis in the spaces between researchers—in this case within the creative practice discipline—
suggests a possibility for expanding this research to creative more explicitly creative cross-disciplinary collaborative research 
around problems such as food wastage. In this sense, this thesis is limited somewhat by me being situated quite firmly as a 
practitioner and researcher in creative practice. But what might be generated by a collaboration between a creative practice 
researcher heavily informed by the social sciences, and a researcher more firmly planted in those social science disciplines that 
are seeking more creative ways of undertaking and presenting their research? I look forward to exploring the answers to this 
question beyond the completion of this project, and to discovering and/or inspiring similar collaboration by others.
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The messy piles of paper and books, and the collection of glass jars and bottles with various types of liquids in them, 
and the collections of paper bags with dried materials in them, and the dehydrator, and the coat rack behind my front door 
with dried herbs hanging on it instead of coats, and the pictures of all of these things, and the recorded sounds of parts of the 
process of creating other things with them. 
The recipes written in different coloured pens, with incomplete lists of ingredients and iterative notes about how the 
recipes turned out and things to consider next time; the text messages between me and my brothers and my friends about 
these recipes; the recollections of conversations had in person and the embodied experiences and memories of making things. 
The theories and concepts from various disciplines, attempting to speak with one another. 
Me, attempting sympoiesis.
This entanglement might be read 
in any number of ways 
—even by the same reader— 
linear 
and not. 
What is needed, then, perhaps, is relatively simple:
a thread 
as a way in.
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